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Engineer: Smith development to
ease region's reliance on coal
PROVIDENCE, Ky. (API — Jim Smith's proposed billiondollar
development in western Kentucky can help the region reduce
its
reliance on coal, says the president of the company oversee
ing the
project.
Lacey Smith, president of Dorian Engineering of Madisonviile,
told
Webster County industrial development leaders Tuesday
night the
development's need for products and services could lead to
more jobs
and businesses in the area.
Jim Smith has proposed creating a commercial, residential
and
recreational complex, including a theme park, in and near
Livingston County. The Smiths are not related.
Lacey Smith also told the businessmen they should not forsake
coal, but to look for new ways to use the resource.
"I don't think we should have a slavish reliance on only that,
but we
do have to do everything in our power to see that that resourc
e is produced and sold and marketed," he said.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

CONCORD. N.H. — Signing autographs, holding toddlers,
posing
with Santa, Gary Hart is back in the presidential race It's
almost like
he never left.
If'.4SIHNGTON — Supreme Court nominee Anthony Kenned
y is
winning support from key Senate Democrats and his confirm
ation
chances are about to receive a further boost with a glowin
g endorsement from the American Bar Association.
WASH7NGTON — Shoddy broker practices cost
small investors
millions of dollars in the stock market crash, according to
a report to
Congress today that details consumer horror stories
from Wall

Street's Black Monday.
W.4SifING TON — Federal

officials say hazardous wastes may be
leaking from about 900 recently closed landfills, a potenti
ally costly
situation that a House subcommittee chairman calls a
toxic time
bomb
SE011,South Korea — Turnout was heavy today as South
Koreans
voted in the first direct presidential election in 16 years.
Thousands of
soldiers and police by to stop the turmoil that is expected
no matter
who wins.
ACROSS THE NATION — An intense Pacific storm
churned
toward California after a deadly blizzard paralyzed the
Midwest,
closing the world's busiest airport, schools in 11 states ad the
Wisconsin Legislature The South cleaned up from tornadoes.
WAN/ — A tanker carrying up to 50 crewmen was in danger
of
sinking after colliding with another vessel in the Atlantic,
the Coast
Guard says.
PORTSMOUTH.
— James W. Holley III, the city's first black
mayor, says he has no animosity after being removed from
office in a
recall election triggered by hate mail he allegedly sent to
other community leaders.
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Nearly 3 million tons of shipping
has been
sunk or written off in the Persian Gulf since July in the most
savage
escalation of attacks by Iran and Iraq in their 7-year-old
war, shipping analysts report.
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By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer

Ryan Milk Company has announced the first phase of an expansion project that will bring
state-of-the-art computerized
technology to its Murray plant.
The project will be financed
through $6 million of industrial
revenue bonds that were authorized through the city council in
November.
Phase I, which is expected to be
complete in the summer of 1988,
includes a 14,000-square -foot
cooler along with the remodeling
of three packing rooms with new
computerized packing equipment,
according to the plant's general
manager, Gary Flickinger.
This is the company's first major expansion project since it was
sold to Dean Foods in 1985, he said.
As for new jobs that could result
from the expansion, Flickinger
said he could not give a number or
the skill level at which those people would be. "We expect to add
more machinery and more
automation and usually that calls
for additional people in some
fashion," he said.
"What it does do," he said, "is it
solidifies our work force and our
commitment to the area."
Though Flickinger would not announce any further plans, he said,
"The next phases of the project
Ryan Milk Company General Manager Gary Flickinger stands in
front
that will be the site of a $6 million expansion project. The first phase of the area at the Industrial Road plant
will include a 14,000-square-foot cooler
Kbnt'd on page 2)
which will be built on the west side of the existing facility.
Staff photo by Donna Newcomb

Wilkinson says appointees share his visions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
be revolutionized.
William H. Lomicka, Gov.
"I told them that we are going to
Wallace Wilkinson's handpicked change Kentucky and
that we're
economic-development chief, said going to do it with
energy and
he took an uncomplicated view of creativity and throug
h championhis job: "When you say economic ing those 'Kentucky
First' prodevelopment, you're referring to grams," Wilkinson said, referri
ng
jobs, pure and simple."
to the planks of his campaign
Jack Foster, named secretary platform.
of the Education and Humanities
"They believe in those proCabinet, said he believed Ken- grams; they stand fully
ready to
tucky must "turn loose the genius support those programs
and carry
that exists in our teacher force."
them out," Wilkinson said during
In appointing them Tuesday, a news conference at
the Capitol.
Wilkinson said they shared his
Ltnicka, 50, takes over the curbelief that the way Kentucky tends rent Commerce Cabinet
, which
to its businesses and schools must Wilkinson said would
be given a

broader role and renamed the Lexington. Louisville and norCabinet for Economic thern Kentucky, felt ignored by
Development.
previous administrations.
The general goals Lomicka
"We're probably going to have
outlined for the agency, including to hire some people who know
emphases on worker training and those areas," Lomicka said.
the nurturing of small businesses,
He said he did not know anyone
are major points from Wilkinson's in the Commerce Cabinet except
campaign position paper on Carroll Knicely, its former
economic development.
secretary.
Lomicka said Kentucky's exFoster, 57, was the chief aristing companies have often been
chitect of the education plank in
ignored in the rush to entice very
Wilkinson's "Kentucky First"
large industries to the state.
platform. He resigned as a prinHe said he also was aware that cipal partner in State Research
some cities or regions of the state,
outside the "golden triangle" of (Cont'd on page 2)
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This residence, located east of Dexter on Ky. 13441, was destroyed by a tire that apparently started
the back
of the structure Tuesday night and spread to a stack of fire wood behind the house, according in
to Callowa3,
County Fire-Rescue reporter Mike Sykes. Seventeen volunte Breme respon
er
n
ded to the 6:30 p.m. call, but the
house was engulfed in flames upon their arrival. Owned by Nellie Ramsey,the house had not been lived
in for
approximately one month, Sykes said. The cause of the fire is undeterminedstaff photo by Donna %ew(omb

By DAII'D TUCK
Staff Writer
Members of the Murray Planning Commission granted Gary
Haverstock and Billy Dan Crouse
permission to enlarge an apartment house they own at 1600
Wiswell Road during the commission's regular meeting Tuesday
night at Murray City Hall.
In addressing the commission,
Haverstock said he and Crouse are
planning to add a pair of apartments onto each end of the fourunit apartment house. The
driveway will be moved and parking will be relocated at the back of
the building, he added.
"There's no question that the
relocation of the driveway would
be safer, and with parking in the
back, the entire property will be
more attractive," Haverstock told
the commission.
Permission for the project was
granted pending Board of Zoning
Adjustments approval, with the
stipulation that the developers
build a fence around the dumpster
in the rear of the building should a
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Senate members, ABA back Kennedy
WASHINGTON
AP
—
supreme Court nominee Anthony
Kennedy is winning support from
key Senate Democrats and his
confirmation chances are about to
receive a further boost with a
glowing endorsement from the
American Bar Association.
ABA leader Harold R. Tyler Jr.
headed today's witness list before
the Senate Judiciary Committee.

which was beginning its third day
of hearings on the nomination.
Tyler, chairman of the ABA
panel that reviews judicial appointees, said in a prepared statement, "This committee is
satisfied ... that Judge Kennedy's
integrity is beyond reproach, that
he enjoys justifiably a reputation
for sound intellect and diligence in
his judicial work and that he is

Fire-rescue squad responds
to several calls on Tuesday
The Calloway County FireRescue responded to several calls
Tuesday including a fire that
destroyed a house east of Dexter
See picture, front page ).
At 8:30 a.m., fire fighters were
called to the residence of Paulette
Duncan on Ky. 280 were a gas
stove caused smoke damage and
dangerous fumes in the house, according to CCFR reporter Mike
Sykes.
The incident occurred after the
power, which had been out came
back on, Sykes explained.
A trailer on Ky. 121 in Coldwater

suffered major damage at approximately 11:07 p.m., Sykes said.
The fire apparently started,in the
back bedroom of the trailer which
was being rented by Darrell
Morris.
The cause of the fire is undetermined at this time, Sykes said.
Some contents in the trailer were
saved. The Farmington Fire
Department assisted.
Minutes before the trailer fire,
CCFR workers were called to a
flue fire in Hamlin. The fire was
out upon arrival, Sykes said.

uniformly praised for his judicial
temperament."
Although the Judiciary Committee will not vote on the nomination
until late January, pemocratic
leaders had warm words of praise
for Kennedy on Tuesday as he
completed his own appearance
before the panel.
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., told Kennedy, "I
have a feeling you're going to have
an opportunity to don those robes
and sit on that court. I want to extend the hope you will be there a
long time."
Byrd said he could not envision
any trouble for Kennedy's confirmation "barring unforeseen
developments."
As the nominee concluded two
days of testimony, Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph R. Biden,
D-Del., took the opportunity to
contrast Kennedy's views with
those of defeated Supreme Court
nominee Robert H. Bork.
Biden said Kennedy's interpretation of the Constitution is
"conservative mainstream.

111.an Milk employee Richard Oliver works in one of
three remodeled packaging rooms containing new
puterited, state-of-the-art equipment. The remodeling,
which is near completion, k part of the first phasecomlarge expansion project at the NI tirra plant.
of a

Ryan Milk...

Planners...

have faith in the plant, its
employees and the community.
The second thing is that this cooler
represents the new technology in
warehouse storage.
"It's a definite step forward and
something that we haven't seen
here. In fact, there are not many
of these in the milk business today
— not in this part of the country,"
Garrison said.
"It puts us in a very competitive
postition. There are not many people being offered that kind of product — a product with the efficiencies that are geared to the system
plus the quality that we'll be able
to maintain with the system."
Flickinger says the project is
healthy for the community.
"Businesses that support a labor
force within a community, which
derive their sales from outside the
community, strengthen that community because they bring in out-

side revenue. And Ryan is one of
those types of industries."
The project also says a lot for
Ryan Milk. Flickinger, who has
been with Dean Foods for 18 years,
said that Dean has approximately
55 different plants and distribution
centers which are all vying for
capital improvment funds.
Ryan Milk, established in 1928,
has grown from a small, door-todoor delivery service to a successful, sophisticated process
plant specializing in ultra-high
temperature processing of
creamers for the food industry.
When Howard Dean announced
the company's plans to expand, he
did not know then whether the existing facility would be renovated
or a new facility would be built
But, he said, "Either way, we'll be
in Murray — we like the
neighborhood and the peoro."

(Cont'd from page 1)
are set for the next several
(Cont'd from page 1)
years."
dumpster be used, and that
He explained that the company
greenery will be planted along the
will watch and see how the
west side of the property.
business grows before it anIn other business, the commisnounces Phase II. But, he did say
sion heard a preliminary request
that several new products are
concerning the relocation of the
under development.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Ryan, which now serves 31
restaurant from 12th and
states, presently conducts most of
Sycamore streets to a vacant plat
its business with other dairies,
located at 205-207 North 12th St. in
Flickinger said. The company
Murray.
wants to expand its efforts into
Billy Hendon, owner of the profood service restaurants and
perty, appeared at the meeting
institutional-type businesses, he
with Richard Chapman, a
said.
Mayfield realtor, and Kentucky
The commitment to expand was
Fried Chicken field representative
first announced in February by
James Wesley. Surveyor F.T.
Dean Foods President and Chief
"Butch" Seargent said there will
Executive Officer Howard Dean at
be plenty of room for parking on
a reception honoring Ryan Milk
the 1 75-foot -wide lot. The
President Jim Garrison.
developers must now go before the
Garrison, who took a less active
BZA for a study of the compatibilirole in management at Ryan in
ty of the proposed project with the
January. said there are at least
public.
homes and businesses adjoining
two reasons why the project is
He is a graduate of the College
A Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer sprays down a fire that
the property, located between
of Wooster in Ohio and of the
significant: "One is that it
destroyed a house located east of Dexter Tuesday night at approximatePayne Street and Olive
Wharton Graduate School of the
represents a new commitment (Cont'd from page 1)
ly 6:30. (See related picture on page 1 for more details).
Boulevard.
from Dean that they're here and Associates, the Lexington conUniversity of Pennsylvania.
sulting firm that produced many
Foster and Lomicka were the
of the platform's major planks. to
first agency heads named by
head the Education and
Wilkinson. The governor said
Humanities Cabinet.
more would be announced on
The proposed education proThursday.
gram had three main elements:
He said his education and
cash rewards for employees of
economic-development choices
schools whose students
CORN-AUSTIN
were announced first "because
demonstrably improve: creation
they represent the cornerstone of
of 15 "benchmark" schools to
CORN-AUSTIN
our 'Kentucky First' program."
showcase new instructional
00
V
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OFF!
techniques and equipment, and
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repeal or suspension of laws and
Wilkinson said. "but it is to
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economic development and educaeducation.
tion that we look because they will
Foster said the cash incentives,
be ... the yardstick or gauge by
estimated at $70 million the first
which our administration will be
year, remained a top priority of
measured."
the administration.
He and Wilkinson believe "it's
time now to provide the teachers
in our classrooms the opportunity
and incentive to do what is
necessary to ensure that all of our
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PERSPECTIVE
U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
A SUMMIT WITH SUBSTANCE
"Conscious that nuclear war would have devastating consequences for all mankind.. (and)convinced that the measures
set forth in this treaty will help to reduce the risk of outbreak
of war and strengthen international peace and security.. each
party shall eliminate its intermediate-range and shorter-range
missiles and not have such systems thereafter."
Those words are contained in the opening paragraphs of the
Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces(INF)treaty that was signed last
week between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. This treaty marks the
first time in history that an entire class of deployed nuclear weapons
will be eliminated from service.
According to the text of the treaty, the Soviets will be forced
to destroy a total of 1,615 nuclear missiles. This will eliminate their
SS4, SS5, SSI2, SS20, and SS23 missiles. In return, the U.S. will
destroy all 559 Pershing IA, Pershing II, and ground launched cruise
missiles. In addition, the U.S. has agreed to scrap an experimental
new Pershing missile and the Soviets' agreed to destroy an experimental cruise missile. The agreement calls for the destruction of all these
missiles over a three-year period.
On January 19 the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, of
which I am a member, will begin examination and debate of the
treaty. What could be a major stumbling block in the Senate approval process is the question of verification. Before I lend my full
support to this treaty I want to make absolutely certain that we have
the means to monitor and enforce Soviet compliance.
Towards this end, the treaty does contain elaborate procedures
to verify the dismantling of the missile systems, the destruction of
the actual missiles, and measures to detect the production of any
of the banned nuclear arms. What I consider very important to the
verification process is the agreement which allows both sides to conduct on-site short-notice inspections. In addition we will have fulltime inspectors at Pershing and SS20 missile production sites for thirteen years after the treaty takes effect.
The INF treaty holds great promise to reduce the horror of
nuclear war. Although the banned missiles are a small part of both
sides' os'erall nuclear itiventory, it IS my hope that we can take the
spirit of these talks one step farther and make breakthroughs in areas
such as reducing both sides' long-range strategic forces, the withdrawal of Soviet forces in Afghanistan, Soviet support of the Sadinista regime in Nicaragua, and increasing the number of religious
refuseniks allowed to emigrate each year.
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Reagan's actions stun conservative Grump
Before I could say a word, my
conservative friend Grump snarled: "Go on, start gloating, you
pinko swine."
Gloating? About what? I was going to ask what you thought of the
baseball trades.
"Don't give me that You were
going to talk about the R word."
What's the R word?
"It's his name. I can't bring
myself to even utter it."
You don't mean Reagan?
"Please, I don't want to hear it,
either."
I don't understand. He's your
hero. He's been your hero for as
long as I've known you.
A tear trickled down Grump's
nose and plinked into his martini.
"Not anymore. Not after what
he did this week."
Oh, don't take that treaty
seriously. As I told you a few days
ago, both we and the Soviets still
have the capability to blow up the
world.
"It's not the treaty. It's far
worse than that."
Don't tell me you're upset that
he went to the Soviet Embassy and
ate Russian food. Come on,
everybody eats ethnic these days.
"No, it goes to the heart of my
most basic beliefs. And he has
betrayed them."

How?
"He said that the Soviets no
longer intend to dominate the
world and make us all live under
the yoke of godless communism."
Yes, he did say that. He even
said both nations can exist
together in peace. But I don't see
why that upsets you. Sounds like
good news to me.
"Are you insane? Do you actually believe that?"
Why shouldn't I? He's our president, the top banana, the big
cheese, the cock of the walk, and if
anybody knows, he ought to.
"Idiot. Don't you realize what's
happened? He's been brainwashed. He's become a commie dupe."
Wait a minute. You're saying
that our commander in chief is a
commie dupe? I'm shocked.
"Yes, a commie dupe. And a
foil, an unwitting tool of the
Kremlin."
I ought to tell the FBI on you.
"Go ahead, they're probably in

on it, too."
I think you're taking this far too
seriously.
"Too seriously? The foundation
of all my political and social
beliefs rests on one fundamental
concept — that the Ftooskies want
to expand like a great red blob and
ooze over the whole world, including us.

Remember, Darth Vader turned
out to be a loving father in the end.
"Nothing has changed. But
somehow they've taken control of
his mind, turned him into one of
their agents."
Grump, I really have to insist
that you stop talking about my
president in such disrespectful
terms.

I know, you've told me that
several thousand times.
"Why do I belong to the NRA,
and keep a tidy arsenal in my
home, if not to ward off the red
horde? Why do I have a picture of
011ie North in my living-room window? Why do I have a 'Better
Dead Than Red' bumper sticker
on my car, as well as on my chest.
Why have I written to the lettersto-the-editor pages a thousand
times, condemning the spineless
liberals, peaceniks and their ilk
and saying, 'Wake up, America!'
Do you know why?"

"Or maybe that guy Howard
Phillips, my fellow conservative,
is right when he says that Reagan
has become a useful idiot."
I must warn you, Grump, that I
will not tolerate any such
outrageously offensive
characterization of my commander in chief.
"Do you think the KGB could
have slipped something into his
drink?"

Because you're hyperactive?
"No, because for more than 20
years, since the day he entered
politics, my hero, the R word, has
told me that the Evil Empire is out
to get us. Make us their slaves.
Force us to eat cabbage every
day. And now, just like that, he
says to forget it."
Well, people can change.

<15 IS INTERES1-ING1
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
ARE ASKII.IG FOR CUOMO—
WHAT'S A CUOMO?

By Michael D. Ward

Handgun controversy a hot topic
It is also against the law, in fact
a felony crime, for a convicted
felon to possess a handgun in
Kentucky.
It is not against the law to carry
a gun on one's person as long as it
is not concealed. In other words, it
is legal to strap a pistol on your
side and waltz down Main Street
cowboy style.
The concealed weapons crimes
are based upon two assumptions.
The first assumption is that a loaded firearm is a potentially
dangerous piece of hardware. No
one would argue with this
assumption.
The second assumption is that
the concealment of the firearm
compounds its danger insomuch
that its existence is unknown to
other persons: and in tense situations where tempers flare provocative things might not be said
If the existence of a weapon was
known.
Also is the danger exemplified
by the stock broker's murder. Persons are most likely to be caught
unaware and more easily the victim of violent crime by the ability
of people to walk into an office, a
grocery store, or a bus station with
the murder weapon concealed.
Anyone who waltzes into a drug
store with a .45 strapped around
their leg will probably bear watching. The existing danger of a
snubbed nose revolver hidden in a
purse, however, will not be known
until the damage is done.
The new Florida statute will not
be the last say on gun laws. Since
the early frontier days of
America, we have had a running
love affair with guns. Their explosive and sometimes violent
use, however, will continue to
cause us to find ways to live with
them in a safer and saner manner.
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Grump, I must warn you that
your statements are bordering on
treason.
"I'm sorry, but I'm so confused.
I keep remembering."
Remembering what?
"The way he told them off."
Yes.
"The way he said they're bad."
True.
"The way he said we'll fight."
Just remember Grenada.
"Yes, yes, they can't take that
away from me."

Looking Back

Commonwealth Comment

Florida has enacted a new handgun law, and it's kicking up a
storm of controversy.
This new law which took effect
October 1 allows people to carry
concealed weapons on their person. Shortly after the law was
passed, a disgruntled and derranged investor walked into his
stock broker's office and shot and
killed him and then used the last
bullet upon himself.
His weapon was a .357 caliber
Magnum pistol which he had concealed in his briefcase.
Many opponents of the new
Florida law say that this type of
violence will be increased with
every citizen being allowed to
carry a concealed weapon. Actually, there are some qualifications
for this privilage. Persons must
make an application for a permit
and meet certain criteria. They
must be a least twent-one years of
age, be a state resident for six
months, pay 3125.00 for a three
year license, submit to a $21.00
fingerprint check, take a safety
course in firearms, and not be a
convicted felon or habitual drug
user.
There are some other restrictions. Concealed weapons cannot
be carried in schools, colleges,
courts, bars, police stations, polling places, sporting events, or the
legislature.
Kentucky's handgun law is pretty much in keeping with the rest of
the nation.
It is a crime to carry a concealed weapon on or about one's person. For it to be "on or about"
one's person, it must be within a
lunge or grasp. A pistol locked up
in the glove compartment probably would not be a violation of
the law. A pistol underneath the
seat probably would.
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Agree Or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

Wilkinson inauguration a low-key affair
FRANKFORT — The inaugura- representing the government ention of a governor always has been tities and no bands from Louisville.
the most important festive event The University of Kentucky, Kenthat comes to Frankfort on a tucky State University and
scheduled basis.
Moreheads bands were noted and
The ritual affair of pomp and cir- there probably were others but not
cumstance featuring Wallace all were represented.
Wilkinson as the state's 53rd goverBut, let's be fair and show the
nor December 8, was a low key pro- other side of the story. Gov. Wilkinduction that failed to live up to ex- son said the business people of
pectations and wasn't even in the Frankfort should be relieved of the
running in comparison to several in burden and that his group would arthe past.
range for the financing of the event.
The only decorations along the
They apparently welcomed the
parade route that wound through offer.
Main Street in downtown Frankfort
The weatherman predicted rain
and then up Capital Avenue to the that probably dampened the ardor
inaugural platform in front of the of many and kept them away
State House were the Christmas although the day turned out perfect
decorations along the full route and weatherwise for the outdoor
a few pieces of bunting on Capital celebration.
Avenue. The expected crowd of
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. taught
viewers was about as sparse as the the Frankfort people not to handle
decorations. Visitors must have the event or offer to unless they
been puzzled as to what part Santa were invited. The Browns knew
Claus and his reindeer would play showmanship and promised to
in the inauguration when a few
pieces of strategically placed bunting could have transformed the
setting to a more suitable tone
Store fronts were short of decora- Dear Editors,
tions and welcoming signs.
—1986 CHRISTMAS STATISTICS
Few floats broke the monotony of
band after band that snaked along THE FOLLOWING CHRISTMAS
for almost four hours.
STATISTICS ARE PROVIDED
As in the past, visitors cars were
BY THE KENTUCKY FATAL ACparked in designated areas sur- CIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
rounding the city and visitors were (FARS).
ferried to town in buses, but this
•3 Fatal Crashes Occurred
precaution wasn't necessary. Ex*4 Persons Were Killed
tra police from Jefferson and
• The Youngest Victim Was 30
Fayette Counties are always on
Years Old,
hand this special day to help han• The Oldest Victim Was 71
dle the crowd and traffic that didn't
Years Old
develop.
'2 Of the Victims Were Drivers
Casey County turned out a large
*1 Victim Was A Passenger
number of its citizens to honor their
*1 Victim Was A Pedestrian
hometown boy as the new gover• None Of The Victims Was
nor. They had a float in the parade, Ejected
but there were many who didn't
• No Safety Restraint Was Used
who have been here in the past.
*3 Of The 4 Victims (755-) Were
There were no floats from
Killed In Crashes Where The
Louisville or Jefferson County
Driver Was Drinking

bring sophistication to Frankfort.
A Californian was brought in as
parade marshall and Dallas
cheerleaders were brought in to
add color and prestige.
With the solid protection of the
Merit System over them, state
employees no longer feel it mandatory to swell the crowd. They
welcome the day off and consider
it a courtesy to stay away to make
more room for out-of-town visitors.
Victorious campaign workers
from all across the state don't flock
to Frankfort on inauguration day to
remind the governor and his key
people how hard they worked for
the cause with the expectation of
receiving a job, either back home
or in Frankfort. The jobs just aren't
available since the Merit System
protects state workers from being
fired wholesale without cause or
mercy.
Things have changed. The combination of the above is responsible.

Letter To The Editor
Christmas fatalities listed for 1986
*2 Of The 4 Crashes (5017,- ) Were
Alcohol Related
The 1986 Christmas Holiday
period began at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, December 23, 1986, and continued through Midnight Thursday, December 25, 1986.
1986 Christmas Crashes
Date. Time County Location
12/24/86 2040 Fayette Ky 4
1
12/24/86 2110 Hardin US 31W 2
12/25/86 1525 Marshall US 68
1
The 1987 Christmas Holiday
period begins at 6:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, December 23, 1987,
and continues through Midnight
Sunday, December 27, 1987.
Ky State Police Records
Section
1250 Louisville Rd.
Frankfort, Ky 40601

Ten years ago
A total of $1,846.37 has been raised in the Arthritis Drive in
Calloway County, according to
Dortha Jones, Murray-Calloway
County Overall Fund Chairman.
Homer Miller of Murray Lions
Club is pictured giving a check for
$500 from the club to Joe Sills for
Murray High School Band trip to
Orlando, Fla., for the Orange
Bowl Parade.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Adams, Dec.
7.
Twenty years ago
Marine Pvt. Don Cluisman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Chrisman, is
attending Personnel Administration Course at Marine Corps Base
at Parris Island, S.C.
Phillip Kim Smith, student at
Murray University School, has bee
named by Harry M. Sparks,
superintendent of public instruction for Kentucky, to represent the
state of Kentucky in 1968 United
States Senate Youth Program.
A $33,000 grant to conduct a
summer institute for teachers of
electronics has been awarded to
Murray State University Industrial Arts Department by National Office of Education, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president.
Thirty years ago
The annual Christmas parade
will be today at 4 p.m. in Murray.
The children of Murray and
Calloway County will be treated to
a free picture show on Dec. 21 at 10
a.m. at Varsity Theatre, according to Bob Cravens, manager.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Pat Scarborough.
Forty years ago
A benefit show for underprivileged children will be staged
at Calloway County Courthouse on
Dec. 18. Funds from the admission
fees will be used to buy items for
the children.
Mrs. Obera Miller led the
Christmas program presented at a
meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Service of South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church held
at the home of Mrs. Wayne
Paschall.
Erwin Enoch and Eubert Hale
have purchased the Chevrolet
Lunch from Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Speight.
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_MURRAY TODAY
observations
by lochie hart
Living on the Sunny Side
"It's more blessed to give than
to receive" is a quotation that
could put one thinking at
Christmas season and the year
round. The three red rose buds
that Miss Lowell Gingles sent to
me last week served as a shot of
vitamin B-12 and helped in putting
me in the Christmas mood. In this
case the quotaton might be in
reverse. Lowell's spirit may have
risen by her thoughtfulness in giving. Mine in receiving.
She has lived at Fern Terrace
here for three years. She broke a
hip while living in her farm home
on the Penny-Airport Road. She is
lucky in having a room on the

sunny side of the building and has
some special neighbors. Nell Robbins (Mrs. R.H. is ner next-door
friend. Glyco Wells is a Penny
community friend and Mildred
Dunn (Mrs. Hub visit and share
news and goodies.
Living in Fern Terrace might be
satisfying to those who are tired of
keeping house and need personal
care. While visiting here last
week, I observed all conveniences
needed. A lift chair that helps getting up and down is a new addition.
TV, radio, refrigerator, telephone
and a colorful breakfast table and
chair where she is served her
meals make for her comfort. She
prefers eating alone.

Mairay Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Christmases in Penny vicinity
My home during the growing-up
years was in the Penny area. Just
across the field from Lowell's
home. There was quite a contrast
in the preparation for the Yule
season then and now. Then, there
was no electricity to light the tree
and use in outdoor attractions
Monroe Peeler, a farmer nearby
let us break branches from his old
and large holly tree. With these
and cedar, we made mantle arrangements and hung some on the
top of framed wall pictures —
mostly enlarged photographs of
grandparents.
Now, it is noticeable and
unusual to find a residence that is
undecorated. Such a place gives
the impression to passerbys that
the residents are unhappy or unfriendly. It costs little effort and
money to hang a bit of greenery as
a welcome sign.
Retired teacher
Lowell, in her 9)s, retired from
teaching in the Hartford High
School and earlier teaching in oneroom schools in Calloway County.
She keeps up with the news and is
an enthusiastic Democrat. She has
her Murray State University
diploma framed and hanging in a
place of distinction in her room.
She is my cousin. Our mothers
were sisters — Izora Catherine
Cole Broach was my mother; Aunt
Molly Cole Gingies was Lowell's
mother.
Our visit last week was in keeping with the quote, "More Blessed
to Give Than to Receive," worked
both ways. We both gave and both
received. Isn't that what this
season is about?

Bucy-Turner vows are solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bucy of
Almo announce the marriage of
their daughter, Lisha, to Ricky
Turner. son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Waldrup of Mayfield.
The Rev. Odell Colson, uncle of
the bride, performed the double
ring ceremony in a late fall wedding at the home of the bride's
parents. The immediate families
were present.
The bride wore her mother's
wedding dress. The mid-length
dress was made of white lace over
taffeta featuring a rounded
neckline, three-quarter length
sleeves and a large satin bow at
the back waist line.
She carried a bouquet of Royal
blue spider mums, accented with
white baby's breath placed on a
white lace fan.
Miss Shaun Huey, sister of the
bride, was her maid of honor. She
wore a knee-length dress of Royal
blue with matching shoes. She carried a bouquet almost identical to
that of the bride's.
The groom wore white tails with
Royal blue accessories. He wore a
boutonniere of a Royal blue rose
and baby's breath.
Scott Waldrup, brother of the
groom, was best man. He wore a
tuxedo with Royal blue jacket. His
boutonniere was similar to the
groom's.
A reception followed the
ceremony.
The table was covered with a
Royal blue cloth overlaid with

Mr. and Mrs. Ricks. Turner
white lace. The three-tiered wed- lion. Mrs. Willa Dean Colson and
ding cake was topped with a
Mrs. Emma Bucy, aunts of the
miniature bride and groom
bride, served the guests.
statuette. Cake, finger foods, nuts, • The new Mr. and
Mrs Turner
mints and punch were served.
are residing in Jackson. Term.
Mrs. Bernie McCoy, close friend
where they both are employed by
of the family, catered the :veepthe Kroger Co.

'Bill Cosby Show'
stays at the top
in weekly ratings

DEAF INTERPRETER — Johnie Marie Crass interprets the
sermon
for the deaf at a service at First Baptist Church. She worked at
the Kentucky School for the Deaf at Danville for nine years, and is now
doing
this service at First Church. Mrs. Crass also teaches a class for
interpreters for the deaf each Sunday at 6 p.m. at the church. Any
one interested in learning the sign language, is invited to attend, Mrs.
Crass
said.

Captain D's,

WEDNESDAY
COUNTRYSTYLE

NEW YORK (AP — Here are
the top 10 prime-time TV ratings
as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of Dec. 7-13. Top
20 listings include the week's ranking, rating for the week, and total
homes.
A rating measures the percentage of the nation's 88.6 million TV
homes.
1. "Bill Cosby Show," NBC, 30.0,
26.6 million homes.
2. "A Different World," NBC,
27.9, 24.7 million homes.
3. "60 Minutes," CBS, 23.5, 20.8
million homes.
4. "Cheers," NBC, 23.1, 20.4
million homes.
5. "Night Court," NBC,22.9, 20.3
million homes.
•
6. "Barbara Walters Special,"
ABC, 21.9, 19.4 million homes.
6. "Murder, She Wrote," CBS,
21.9, 19.4 million homes.
8. "Growing Pains," ABC, 21.2,
18.8 million homes.
9. "Golden Girls," NBC, 21.0,
18.6 million homes.
10. "Who's The Boss?," ABC,
20.3, 18.0 million homes.

CALLAWAY COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL HELPS — Calloway County Middle School Student Council recent
ly sponsored a canned goods' collection for Need Line. Each homeroom brought canned goods for one week.
The top three contributing homerooms won a party. but the project became more than just getting a
party.
Homerooms developed a sense of pride in how many cans they could collect. In the end, the top homeroo
m.
Rebecca Frinell, teacher, brought in 380 cans of food. Nancy Schempp's homeroom had 2SX and
David
Foley's had 271. A total of 2,117 cans were taken to the Need Line office in the school bus, driven by
Roy
Cothran, principal. Euple Ward, Need Line director, said this was the largest single contribution that she can
remember and it couldn't have come at a better time as about 800 people will be helped by food baskets this
month. In the top picture, students and club sponsors are greeted by Mrs. Ward at the office. They are, from
left, James Barrett, Tony Clinton, Rebecca Hoke, Krystal Foley, Rebecca Frixzell, Shelley Rudolph, Nancy
Schempp, Mrs. Ward, Jay Newton. Aaron Colson and Pat Seer. In the bottom left photo, Josh 'oak and
Valerie Lee help lift boxes of canned goods onto a waiting school bus to take to Need Line. In bottom right
photo, Student Council members Shelley Rudolph. James Barrett. Tony Clinton and Jay Newton prepare to
load over 2,000 cans for Need Line. School officials and club sponsors said "they believe that this outpouring lot
generosity by the students and their parents has been the finest example of the true meaning of giving."
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DATEBOOK
Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday, Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Educational Building, First United Methodist
Church. "Does No One Condemn You? — Neither Do I!" will be the subject of a discussion. This singles' group provides fellowship, social
events, personal growth and acceptance for single adults of all ages,
whether never married, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pam at 758-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143

Bird Count in LBL Saturday
The National Audubon Society Christmas Bird Count will be Saturday,
Dec. 19, starting at 6:15 a.m. at Woodlands Nature Center in Land Between the Lakes. Before the bird census begins, everyone will be assigned to a field group with an experienced guide and car pooling will be an
ranged. The groups will count birds until 4:30 p.m Each one should bring a sack lunch. The Audubon Society requires all Christmas Bird
Count participants to pay a $3 fee with the money to be used to underwrite the expense of publishing Christmas Bird County results in
American Birds, an Audubon Society journal. This will be the 32nd annual bird count to be held in this area between the Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers. For more information call Ed Ray at 1-924-5602,
ext. 234.

Special event at South Pleasant

Hazel members to wrap gifts
Members of the Hazel Woman's Club will be wrapping Christmas
packages for the public at Wal-Mart in the Central Shopping Center,
Murray, from Saturday, Dec. 19, through Wednesday, Dec. 23. The
group will do this fund-raising effort from 12 noon to 8 p.m. on these five
days. Money derived from this project will go to support community
projects including a donation of $100 to Need Line. Mary lin Liddle, president, urges to public to support the club in this special project.

BIRTHDAYS CELEBRATED — The Senior Citizens at the Ellis Center
recently celebrated with a party for citizens having birthdays in July,
August and September. They were, top picture, from left, standing,
Zack Holmes, Alma Cooper, sitting, Verble Lewis and Erma Lovett, all
In July; bottom picture, standing, Hazel Workman, Trilby Cunningham,
Marie Williams, sitting, Maggie Pruitt and Jewell Byrd, all in
September. Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens' 16th annual bazaar was
on Nov. 7. Frances Walker won the doll made and donated for the bazaar
by Anna Lou Tarry. Door prizes were won by Estelle Grogan, Beckey
Cook, Sonia Seale and Evelyn Coles. The Senior Citizens expressed their
thanks to the community for making this another successful bazaar.

By JO BURKEEN
Murray Today Editor
Dottie Kraemer, president of
Murray Christian Women's Club,
was the featured speaker at the
club luncheon held on Tuesday,
Dec. 15, at Seven Seas Restaurant
Mrs. Kraemer spoke after the
scheduled speaker, Lucyann
Hopkins of Reidland, was unable
to attend because her husband, the
Rev. Jerry Hopkins, had been involved in a traffic accident at
Princeton Monday afternoon and
was in the cardiac unit at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A licensed practical nurse who
had just worked 16 hours straight,
Mrs. Kraemer was inspiring as
she gave her testimony telling interesting moments in her life. She
related the many surgeries she
had undergone on her knees and
how she had grown spiritually
through each illness.
The speaker challenged each
one present to read and study the
Bible every day and to witness to
family, neighbors and friends, not
just at church but in every day
life.
Mrs. Kraemer is the wife of
Daxid Kraemer, who is an assis-

Better Breather's Club holiday open house will be Thursday, Dec. 17,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Paducah Women's Club, 1406 Jefferson St., Paducah.
For more information call Kay Dickey at Western Baptist Hospital, ext.
2186, or Debbie DeGuire at Lourdes Hospital, ext. 2749. All members are
encouraged to attend, according to DeGuire, RN, Pulmonary Rehad
Nurse.

Woodmen of the World Youth Group will be doing gift wrapping for the
public at K Mart in the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray. The
youth will be doing this service from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday, Dec.
19, and from 12 noon to 10 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 20. This is a special fundraising project of the group and the public is urged to support the group,
a spokesman said.

Ashley Elizabeth Solomon born

Mr. and Mrs. Daid Merrell of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a son,
David Shawn, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, born on Sunday, Nov. 8,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a daughter, Danisha
Kalee, 3. The mother is the former Rebecca Lee Stone. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Stone of Hazel and Mr.and Mrs. Treva Merrell
of Puryear, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Byars of
Crossland Tenn., Mrs. Elsie Bizzell of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Woodard
Merrell of Puryear, Tenn_ and the late G.L. Stone of Murray.

Magazine Club hears
Mrs. Freeman speak
Olga Freeman presented a program on "Kentucky Women in
History" at the November
meeting of Murray Magazine Club
held at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn. Norrinne Winter was hostess.
In her broad overview of Kentucky women in history, Mrs.
Freeman mentioned a number of
renowned individuals, namely:
Carrie Nation, Mary
Breckenridge, Rosemary
Clooney, Patricia Neal, Loretta
Lynn, Thelma Stovall and Martha
Layne Collins.

Mrs. Freeman talked about a
few of the pioneer women:
•Rebecca Boone, who came to
Boonesboro in 1775, was a true
representative of wives and
mothers who endured heartrendering bereavement in those
early days;
• Jenny Wiley, who was captured by Shawnee Indians in 1790,
later sold to the Cherokee from
whom she escaped and made her
(Coat V on page BA

a long time," said Kathy Lennon.
Watching was a crowd of Lennon relatives, including their
mother, Isabelle "Sis" Lennon,
who wiped tears from her eyes.
The sisters, who began their
career singing in church, were
catapulted to stardom„after their
appearance on Lawrence Welk's
Christmas show in 1955. The star is
the 1,862nd in the Walk of Fame.

Happy 30th
Birthday
to the
Diet Center Lady

WOW Youth will wrap gifts

David Shawn Merrell born

tant professor of safety engineering and health in the College of Industry and Technology at Murray
State University. She and her hus
band and two children moved hert
last year from Menomonie, Wis
Mrs. Kraemer is a native of Spr
ingfield,
Nancy Hart introduced M.,
Kraemer.
Annette Alexander of WardElkins presented the special
feature on "Microwave Tips." She
had prepared special dishes for
the guests to sample and had
recipe sheets to give to each one.
Anna Lindsay from Gospel
Music Association and a student at
Murray State University was the
guest soloist.
Cheryl Crouch conducted a quiz
game for the door prize given by
Ward-Elkins. Decorations were by
Mary Fones and prayer favors
were provided by Jill Courtney.
Christian Women's Club meets
each third Tuesday of the month
for luncheon at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Any interested
woman in the area is invited to attend. For reservations call Linda
Salley at 753-8016 or Freda Lovett
at 753-3999.

Lennon Sisters get Fame Walk star
LOS Al.GELES (AP) — The
Lennon Sisters, the quartet whose
distinctive harmony became a
regular feature on the Lawrence
Welk Show, have set their star in
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
At Tuesday's ceremony,
Dianne, Peggy, Kathy and Janet
Lennon harmonized on the holiday
classic, "The Christmas Song,"
then huddled against the cold.
"We've been waiting for this for

Breather's Club plans event

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Solomon of Draffenville are the parents of a
daughter, Ashley Elizabeth, weighingsix pounds seven ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 6, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. The mother is the former Beth Taylor. Grandparents are Jane
Taylor and Bill Taylor of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Solomon of
Draffenville. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Vallie English and Mrs. Robbie Taylor of Mayfield.
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Dottie Kraemer speaks

Singles will meet Thursday

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will present "A Living
Christmas Story" on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 18 and 19, from 6 to 9
p.m Bill Phillips will be the narrator for the the scriptural setting from
the Gospels. The Church Choir will sing out on the lawn as each scene is
viewed. This will include special costumes and lighting, live animals,
etc. After the closing scene, refreshments will be served in the
Fellowship Hall of the church, according to Hewlett Cooper, general
chairman of the project, and the Rev. Bob Dotson, church pastor.
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ESTEE LAUDER
COLOR GALLERY
An 85.00 value.
Yours for only 1750 with any
Estee Lauder fragrance purchase.

The Perfect
Gift Idea!
4. Fruit 4,
3,
Baskets

Now on view —the new colors for the new year Estee Lauder presents
moveable gallery of gleaming. fashion-right colors. They'll move you io
create,elegant new looks for lips, eyes, cheeks and nails here is dn.irniL
eye cblor at your fingenips: four two-tone PresSed .satin Eveshadotis.
Luscious Creme Mascara and Eye Contouring Pencil Plus brilliant stroki-.
of color for cheeks, lips and nails: two-tone Tender Blusher. two shades
of RE-NUTRIV Lipstick. RE-NITRIV All-Day Lipstick. Perfect-Line Lip Pencil. three Polished Performance Nail Lacquers And to help you perfect
the art of making up: blusher brush, eyeshadow- brush, sponge-tipped
veshadow applicatois. eyelash comb and portable mirror Offer go.'d
bile supply lasts. One to a customer. All prices subiect to change
without notice. All products made in U N A.

'5 - $50
*Made to your order
5 lb

Oranges

9.49
5 lb

Grapefruit

9.79
Navel Oranges
10 lb. bag
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CHRISTMAS

HOTPOINT

&

Microwaves

*3.69
Whole Colonel Lee
Country Hams
9.99 lb.
Christmas Trees
Balsam Pine
starting At $14.95
Sweet Potatoes
3 lbs

WW1,.
RE 4'

99*

*Citrus and Apples
By the Case
For Churches and
Organizations
•Open Sundays
1-5 p.m.

•Layaway Available
*Open til 4 00 on Saturday

Hwy. 641 N.
AA WEST KINTUCIT
APPLIANCE
753-4478 ‘40\\\
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When you come in for Color Gallery discover Estee
Lauder 'Affordable Luxuries." chosen from the Estee
Lauder Christmas in Santa Fe group of holiday gift
treasures.
Youth-Dew Holiday Favorites. Body Satinet: and Eau (I(
Parfum Spray. I 5,00
Youth-Dew Collectors Treasure.% I .5 oz Eau de Parluni 3 oz. Dusting Powder. 20.00
Youth-Dew Sachet Papers 15.00
Youth-Dew Star Crystal Candle 2.00(not shown(
Youth-Dew Star Crystal Shaker for Perfumed Body
Powder. 22.50
Estee Star Coval Candle. 27.511
Estee Star Crystal Shaker for Perfumed Body Powder
22.50
Cinnabar Sparkle and Spice. Perfumed Body Lotion and
Fragrance SpraN
Cinnabar Turtle Compact for Solid Purfume. 40 00

Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn
408 N. 12th St.
7534214

(11441
0
.4
clitet
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Coming community events are announced
Wednesday,Dec. 16

Wednesday. Dec. 16

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Choir rehearsal at 6:30 p.m. and session
meeting at 7:30 p.m.

Magazine.• •

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include
Prayer/Business meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAS at 7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
————
Playhouse in the Park and
Young Actors Guild will be selling
hot spiced tea and cookies in front

(Cc nt'd from page 5.4)

way to Virginia and eventually
back to Kentucky;
Jane Todd Crawford, who
rode 60 miles on a horse to Danville where Dr. Ephraim
McDowell operated on her for an
ovarian tumor. Dr. McDowell is
called the founder of abdominal
surgery because of his boldness
and daring in the performance of
this operation.

Olga Freeman

Your
Insurance

ft

Mrs. Freeman concluded these
historical vignettes with a brief
discussion of famous wives of
famous men:
Lucretia Hart, wife of Henry
Clay, had 11 children and 50 slaves
to care for, and managed their
600-acre plantation while he was
away serving as speaker of the
house and secretary of state:
Mary Todd Lincoln, the only
Kentucky woman who has been
first lady of the United States.
Edith Garrison introduced Mrs.
Freeman who received B.S. and
M.A. degrees from Murray State
University. She taught high school
English and served as librarian in
Henry County Schools of Tennessee for 29 years. After retirement from that position she was
an elementary school librarian in
Calloway County for five years.
Mrs. Freeman has held official
positions in both local and district
units of United Methodist Women.
She was elected to the state exectuve board of P.E.O. Sisterhood in
1979 and has served as state president of P.E.O.
Toni Hopson gave the devotion.
Mrs. Winter conducted a business
meeting.
The club will meet Friday, Dec.
18, at 1:30 p.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn, with Euva Alexander as hostess.

N'ednesday, Dec. 16
of Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
to people driving through the park
to look at "Christmas in the
Park." Cost will be 11 per car load
of people for the tea and cookies.
Thursday, Dec. 17
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will have
its December Business After
Hours from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at Commerce Center.
———
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
———
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house with Senior Citizens
as guests.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes include Skywalk at 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
————
Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class
will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area
Vocational School.
————
Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual Christmas party.
————
Men's Stag Night is scheduled at
Murray Country Club with Rick
McGee, Hunter Bazzell, J.W.
Cathey and Rick Lamkin in
charge.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at lodge.
(Cont'd on page 8A)
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NOW ON SALE!

'VON

Shelter Lie Insurance Company

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY and TN

201 N. 5th St., Murray
759-1033
at

Napkins

$1 29

_9°et

dr,,‘•antr.421.14.504.L.V.

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Project Graduation Conference was recently held in Louisville. The purpose of
the conference was to promote alcohol and drug tree celebrations. Commissioner Morgan Elkins of the Ken
tucky State Police, right, and Margaret Watts of Kentucky Department of Education, second right, conducted
the conference. Debbie Bell, teacher of physical science and chemistry at Calloway County High School,
third
from left, accompanied students from the school to the conference who are, from left, Alan Campbell, Raybo
Dunn and Jennifer Geurin, all seniors.

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Rely on initiative to get you out of
the doldrums rather than an excessive use of credit, There could well be
a difference of opinion with an
adviser regarding a financial concern.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 21#
The more you push others now,the
more resistance you'll encounter.
Compromise is the only way to
eliminate a stalemate. Seek harmony
with close ties.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Once you get over the rough spots.
ifs smooth sailing regarding a work
project. Persist and twercome. Don't
let a momentary obstacle throw you
Hang in there.
CANCER
(June 21 to July '22)
Mixing business and pleasure now
may not meet with expectations.
However, it's a definite plus tor
leisure activities. Don't be manipula
Live tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Try to avoid a dictatorial attitude at
home. You may not be able to reach a

/fit

SOLID RED OR GREEN
PLACEMATS & NAPKINS

,•.‘CO A COSI LIOM ,aca-tWace

,••••

"

Placemats

$229

80

Bel Air Center
Open Weeknights
Till 8:00 p.m

ror

Fraaces Drake
FOR THURSDAY. DE('F:MliElt 17

1987

decision ttida about a holiday out
mg. (Inc matter is successfull
brought to a conclusion_
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
A tendency to he fixed in ideas
needs watching now
Present
viewpoints, but don't come on too
strong

for them. Be careful not to an)J
antagonism It'night but do
V.ith others
AQUARIUS
lian 20 to Feb P4)
Stand up for your principles with
out bet-timing involved in an unneces
sary row: Today accents career
interests and you're motivated to
• achrve Ft Jr*. ahead
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
PISCES
Mee
Feb 19 to mar 20)
You'll do some ShOPping Ut•w. but
gime
don't be in too much of a rush or
You may have ?MI
about
judgment will be off fie careful neit lit advtire )(KJ recieve now A !GINO plan
burn a hole in your favorite sweater
May V401 be'
our agentki Exercise
SCORPIO
tolerant e if faced with views that
ict. 23 to Nov 21)
differ from your own
Your willpower is very much in
IF P4'RN Ti )DAY Nou are smile
evidence now. You'll want your own
what alit enturous and dislike roUtine
was. but others may find you stub- Interested in is rth I he arts am,
born or too sellin_sistent. Moderate business. you sometimes have diffi
demands.
cult making up your mind aI
thi
right %utwilion for you IntereNted in
SAG M'ARIUS
(Nov.Z2'to Dee:2I)
de I h.' welfare of others. yi Ng May be
Clearing out some clutter will teat) drawn to humanitarian pursuits
to greater peace of mind and also will I then (original iiiyour thinking. your
creative work may he ahead of
improve your ability to concentrate
It's a period of deep insights for you. time !octane often fluctuates and at
times you can be both the spender
CAPRICORN
{Dec.22 toJan, 19)
and the saver Hirthdate of Erskine
Though you're loyal to your Caldwell, writer, Arthur Fiedler, con
friends, you needn't fight their battles diulur. and Julia Meade. actress
_

GoE

A

CORN-AUSTIN FOR LADIES

Save 20

50% off

tpesd

Time Is Running Out...
•
Choose the perfect
gift for her!!!
•Her favorite brands at special Holiday
savings for you!! Ann W., Karen Kane, IB
Diffusion, BIS. Esprit & more!!
•Complete selection of stocking stuffers. . .
perfume - jewelry - belts - purses - scarves
& more!!
•Open every weeknight(Mon.-Sat.) 'til 8:00
for your convenience!! Open Sunday 1-5!
•Free gift wrapping for all your purchases!!
•Gift certificates available!!
402 Main St.

753-2472
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K.T. Oslin has
top country
record of week

PrDir-re
cardin

'Faith' record
listed at top
for the week
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Fiction and
non-fiction
books listed
Best selling books for the week
of Dec 13 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Tommyknockers," Stephen
King
2. "Kaleidoscope," Danielle
Steel
3. "Leaving Home," Garrison
Keillor
4. "Patriot Games," Tom
Clancy
5. "Heaven and Hell," John
Jakes
6. "Where the Sidewalk Ends,"
Shel Silverstein
7. "2060: Odyssey Three," Arthur Clarke
8. "Polar Express," Chris Van
Allsburg
9. "The Bonfire of the Vanities,"
Tom Wolfe
10. "Presumed Innocent," Scott
Throw
NON-FICTION
1. "Time Flies," Bill Cosby
2. "Trump: The Art of the
Deal," Donald J. Trump
3. "Family: The Ties That
Bind...and Gag," Erma Bombeck
4. "Seven Stories of Christmas
Love," Leo Buscaglia
5. "I Think I Don't Remember,"
Art Buchwald
6. "The Frugal Gourmet Cooks
American," Jeff Smith
7. "Chronicle of the 20th Century," Clifton Daniel
8. "Free To Be a Family,"
Mario Thomas
9. ''Spycatcher," Peter Wright
10. "A Day in the Life of
America," Rick Smolan & David
Cohen
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

Daughter says
Paul Newman
is good cook
NEW YORK (AP) - Actor and
race car driver Paul Newman is a
risk-taker when he gets behind the
controls of a stove, but the results
are almost flawless, his daughter
says.
"I can't recall a real flop since
the time I was little and my father
tried to make marshmallows from
scratch," 28-year-old Nell
Newman said in an interview with
McCall's magazine.
The blue-eyed actor has a line of
food products, including spaghetti
sauce and salad dressing.
Ms. Newman said her father
doesn't consult cookbooks or food
columns, preferring to experiment with adaptations of his
favorite foods: hamburger,
chicken and pasta.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1987
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Best-selling country-western
records of the week of Dec. 13 based on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as
follows:
1. "Do Ya'," K T. Oslin
2. "The Last One to Know,"
Reba McEntire
3. "Somewhere Tonight,"
Highway 101
4. "She Couldn't Love Me
Anymore," T. Graham Brown
5. "I Prefer the Moonlight,"
Kenny Rogers
6. "Heaven Can't Be Found."
Hank Williams Jr.
7. "Those Memories of You,"
Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt,
Emmylou Harris
8. "I Can't Get Close Enough,"
Exile
9. "One Friend," Dan Seals
10. "Rough and Rowdy Days,"
Waylon Jennings

Best-selling records of the week
of Dec. 13 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide survey
have been released as follows:
1. "Faith," George Mitchell
2. "Heaven is a Place on
Earth," Belinda Carlisle
3. "I've Had the Time of My
Life," Bill Medley and Jennifer
W'arnes
4. "Should've Known Better,"
Richard Marx
5. "Is This Love," Whitesnake
6. "Shake Your Love," Debbie
Gibson
7 -We'll be Together," Sting
8. "So Emotional," Whitney
Houston
9 "Don't You Want Me," Jody
Watley
10."The One I Love," R.E.M.

TIMES

FL OZ
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EVERY DAY
Set
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EVERY DAY
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Old Spice Travel Set

British Sterling Travel Collection Set

Jovan Travel Set

24-6 Ounce Assorted Items

2 0-2 5 Ounce Colognes & Aftershaves

Assorted Fragrances for Men

Reg. 9.84 set Sale

8.94

Reg. 12.96 set

Sale

10.46

English Leather
Collection Set
2 Ounce Colognes
& Aftershaves

Carrington
After Shave

Reg. 9.97 Set

1 7 Ounces
Reg. 5.84

Sale 8.36

Sale 6.74

Sale Good through Sunday, Dec. 20, 1987
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Community...
Thursday, Dec. 17
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Wingo town square from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Sedalia Restaurant
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Benton
Senior Citizens' Center. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer Basketball team will play
University of Illinois of Chicago in
Racer Arena at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
————
Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have its
Christmas social at 7 p.m. at
Brass Lantern, Aurora.
————
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
————
Baptist Young Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. for a Christmas party at
the home of Rita McCuiston.
————
Men's Basketball will be at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Sue Thurmond.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1447

((oord from page 6.4)
Thursday, Dec. 17
Winsome Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. Each one
is to bring a white elephant gift.
————
Hazel Woman's Club will meet
for dinner at 6:30 p.m. at Dakota
in Murray and then go to home of
Sandra Gallimore for a party.
Playhouse in the Park and
Young Actors' Guild will be selling
hot spiced tea and cookies in front
of Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park from 6:30 to 8:30p.m.
to people driving through the park
to look at "Christmas in the
Park." Cost will be $1 per car load
of people for the tea and cookies.
————
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training center for handicapped)
at 702 Main St. will have special
handmade items on sale from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
————
Free government commodities
will be distributed from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at County Road Department, East Sycamore Street.
————
Murray Middle School Eighth
Grade Boys' and Girls' Basketball
Teams will host Calloway Middle
at 6 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 18
"A Living Christmas Story" will
be presented on grounds of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church from 6 to 9 p.m.
————
Coles Camp Ground, Temple
Hill and Independence United
Methodist Churches will present
its "Live Nativity Scene" from 6
to 9 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground
Church, North 16th Street
Extended.

Hazel Woman's Club
plans corning events
Hazel Woman's Club held a
"White Elephant" auction at its
November meeting of the club
held at Hazel Community Center.
Ruth Barnhill was the auctioneer. The auction neted the club
$111.56 to to toward community
service projects.
Club members will be wrapping
Christmas packages for the public
at Wal-Mart in Murray from
Saturday, Dec. 19, through
Wednesday, Dec. 23, for another
money making project. This service will be from 12 noon to 8 p.m.
each day.
Marylin Liddle, president,
presided and led the pledge to the
flag. The poem,"Footprints," was
read by Hilda Bennett for the
devotion.
The club voted to give $100 to
Need Line. Secret pal names for
•

ELECTROLYSIS
(Permanent Hair Removal)
Medically Approved & Safe
Only Individual Probe Tips Used
FREE CONSULTATIONS
By Appointment Only
Treated By A Nationally
CERTIFIED ELECTROLOGIST

Patricia Muffins, C.E.
753-8850

1987 were revealed and new ones
drawn for 1988.

Ruth Barnhill,auctioneer
The Hazel Community Center
was to be decorated by the club in
the holiday theme in early
December.
Refreshments were served by
Nancy Overby and Sharon Ray.
Also present wcre Belinda
Elliott, Patty Knott, Elaine
Paschall, Frances Linsman, Linda Thomas, Clarkie Butteworth,
Janice Wilkinson, Ann Wilson,
Marla Thompson, Betty Hutson,
Donna Futrell, Dorothy Franks,
Sandra Gallimore and Carolyn
Parks.
The club will have its annual
Christmas dinner on Thursday,
Dec. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at Dakota in
Murray. They will then to go the
home of Sandra Gallimore for the
Christmas-party.
•-.37

Friday, Dec. 18
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training center for the handicapped at 702 Math St., Murray, will
close at 230 p.m. for the holidays
Persons can buy special handmade gifts until that time.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 4 p.m. to midnight.
— ——
Murray High School Boys' and
Girls' Varsity Basketball teams
will host Calloway County High
School in games starting at 6 p.m.
— ——
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

Friday, Dec. 18
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended. Mayfield.
————
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens
————
Murray Magazine Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Rebecca Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have a Christmas party at 12:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
————
Adult IV Sunday School Department of First Baptist Church will
meet at 6 p.m. in Fellowship Hall.

Leys showing works
Dale Leys, associate professor
of art at Murray State University,
is among 40 Kentucky artists invited to show their work in the 1987
Capitol Art Exhibition at the Kentucky state capitol building in
Frankfort.
To remain up through Jan. 31,
1988, the exhibition includes a

drawing by Leys. Work in the
show was selected by guest
curator Tom Sternal, chairman of
the department of Art at
Morehead State University.
A faculty member at Murray
State since 1977, Leys heads the
drawing area in the Department of
Art on the campus

MONTHLY AWARD PRESENTED — Chuck Shuffett, right, general
manager of WN11.9-11AAW Radio Station, accepted the Employer of the
Month Award for December. The award was presented to Shuffett
Teresa Pilcher on behalf of W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center
for the handicapped). Any employer interested in the employment pro
gram provided by W.A.T.C.H. may call 759-1965 for more information.

Researchers discuss study about crib death
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
AP Science Writer
BOSTON (API — Doctors may
someday be able to spot potential
victims of crib death and save
them from the mysterious killer
by looking for a newly discovered
defect in their hearts, researchers
report.
Their evidence suggests that
perhaps half of these deaths are
caused by an error in the electrical stimulation of the heart. The
malfunction apparently causes
hearts to stop when they begin to
speed up.
"It is not something that will
save lives next year, but it's a clue
that there is something defective
in the way the nervous system controls the heart," said Dr. Daniel C.
Shannon, a co-author of the study
at Massachusetts General
Hospital.
Sudden infant death syndrome.
also known as crib death or SIDS,
strikes about one in every 500
babies in the United States. It is
the most common cause of death
among infants 2 weeks to a year
old.
Shannon speculated that the
defect could result from immaturity or from damage triggered by an infection or some toxin encountered by the fetus.
Sudden infant death syndrome
has long been a medical enigma.
Seemingly healthy babies die
without warning, often in their
sleep. Some clearly stop breathing

because ot a respiratory detect,
but Shannon said they probably
account for less than 10 percent of
all cases.
The research, published in Dec.
10th New England Journal of
Medicine, substantiates a theory
proposed by Dr. Peter Schwartz of
the University of Milan in Italy
more than 10 years ago.
Dr. Arthur Moss of the University of Rochester said the new
report is also consistent with other
research, including some by his
group.
"I suspect part of sudden infant
death syndrome is due to immaturity of the nervous system,"
Moss said. "There are many
causes of SIDS, and it would be inappropriate to group them all
under this category. But they probably all are caused by some
immaturity."
The new research was directed
by Dr. Dror Sadeh, an
astrophysicist at Tel Aviv University in Israel, while working temporarily at Massachusetts
General.
The researchers found a defect
in the cycle of electrical stimulation that the heart experiences
each time it beats.
When the cycle starts, the heart
is polarized. Its cells are more
negative inside than outside. It
becomes depolarized when
sodium ions move into the cells.
This triggers the heart's rhythmic
contraction. Before it can beat

again, potassium ions must move
into the cells, repolarizing them.
The researchers studied electrocardiograms of 10 babies who
later died of sudden death and 29
who were normal. They found that
in half of the crib-death victims.
the hearts were sometimes abnormally slow to repolarize

Holiday recipe released
ay NANCV DIAL, Beeler Homes
sad Gardens Food PAW

One way to beat the holiday
meal hassle is to keep side dishes
simple. Here's an easy variation
of traditional candied sweet
potatoes.
Cranberry-apple sweet potatoes
5 to 6 medium sweet potatoes.
peeled, or two 18-ounce cans sweet
potatoes, drained and cut into bitesize pieces
One 21-ounce can apple pie
filling
One 8-ounce can whole
cranberry sauce
2 tablespoons apricot preserves
2 tablespoons orange
marmalade
Cut fresh potatoes into bite-size
pieces. In a large saucepan cook

Twenty-three members of
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood met in the home of
Mrs. Frank Stubblefield on Monday evening, Dec. 7, with Mrs.
Harry Sparks, president conducting the business meeting.
Miss Ann Herron outlined the
Disarmament Agency, and David plans for the new Fine Arts
Eisenhower, author and grandson Building to be constructed on
the
of President Dwight D. campus of Cottey College,
owned
Eisenhower.
and operated by the Sisterhood in
The conference site was in the Nevada, Mo.
heart of the historic district of
Dr. Joan Maupin gave a comPhiladelphia across the street prehensive report
on purposes.
from City Tavern where the policies and functioni
ng of the
framers gathered on Sept. 17, 1787, Sisterhood's Fund for Continui
ng
after signing the Constitution.
Education which is a source of
Other nearby sites of interest financial aid to women returnin
g
were Independence Hall. Old City to school to complete an
education
Hall where the Supreme Court which had been uncomple
ted for
met, Christ Church, the Betsy some reason.
Ross House and the Graff House,
Plans were completed for the
where Thomas Jefferson wrote the progressive
dinner to be held, with
Declaration of Independence.
husbands as guests, on Dec. 12, in
Rose has been a member of the the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred
Murray State faculty since 1979.
Lindsey, Dr. and Mrs. A. H.

Whir! 01 Quality

potatoes, covered, in enough boil
ing salted water to cover, about 1.)
minutes or until tender. Drain and
set aside. Spread pie filling in an
by 8- by 2-inch baking dish: arrange cooked fresh or canned
sweet potatoes on top In a small
mixing bowl stir together
cranberry sauce, apricot
preserves and orange marmalade; spoon over sweet
potatoes. Bake, uncovered, in a
350-degree oven for 20 to 25
minutes or until heated through
Makes 6 to 8 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 354 cal., 2 g pro.. 83 g carbo., 2
g fat, 29 mg sodium. U.S. RDA: 521
percent vit. A, 36 percent vit. C. 12
percent riboflavin. 24 percent iron,
39 percent phosphorus.

Program on 'Presidential
China' given by Mrs. Watt

Local professor attends
Philadelphia conference
Dr. Winfield H. Rose, professor
of political science at Murray
State University, was among participants at a recent conference in
Philadelphia focused on "The Constitutional Framers and the
Modern Presidency."
Sponsored by the Center for the
Study of the Presidency in association with The Chautauqua Institution, the 18th annual leadership
conference included addresses by
U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger, U.S. Attorney
General Edwin Meese and Sen.
Nancy L. Kassebuam (R-Kan.).
Among others on the program
were Kenneth Adelman, director
of the U.S. Arms Control and

When their hearts tried to speed
up, they depolarized more quickly. but didn't match this response
by repolarizing faster.
Shannon said that when the two
processes get out of rhythm this
way, the heart may simply skip a
beat, or it may cease all organized
pumping. leading quickly to death

Titsworth. and Judge and Mrs.
James Lassiter.
The program on "Presidential
China" was presented by Mrs
Cherry Watt whose family for
several generations has been
dealers in fine porcelain and other
forms of china.
Giving the history and development of porcelain, bone china.
etc.. she stated that all china used
in the White House until the 20th
century had been purchased from
abroad, chiefly from France.
Detailed descriptions of the
Woodrow Wilson, the Truman,and
Reagan sets of china were illustrated by colored slides, each of
these having included the
Presidential seal.
The hostess, Mrs. Stubblefield,
displayed pieces of her set of
China embossed with the Congressional seal. Assisted by co-hostess,
Mrs. John C. Quertermous, she
served refreshments at the close
of the meeting
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LOWER HOMEOWNER RATES
Big savings are yours if your home is insured for a
replacement cost of $50,000 or more Lets sit down
and compare rates before you renew your present
policy

7G1111100
MUTUAL INSURANCE
letki,tpauxtt. wtplocrzrcem,

Celebrate the Holiday Season with us,
enjoy excellent food & service.

Starting At

Steak Dinners

1299
'

Western Kentucky Insurance/
Tony Boyd Agency
302 N. 12th St.
753-5842

Microwave
Ovens

1 thru 18
(On the menu)

Buy one meal and get the
second one for /
12 price!

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

206 E. Main

Murray

753-8194

(Wed. & Thurs Only)
Dec 16th & 17th
41)6 N

12th

759-9555

1

Wilkinson offers to host governor summit
to select candidate for Super Tuesday

Woman With
Two Suitors
Wants Best of
Both Worlds

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
said Tuesday he has offered to be
host to a summit of southern
Democratic governors to select a
favorite candidate for the Super
Tuesday presidential primary in
March.
Wilkinson said he has discussed
the meeting and the idea of supporting one candidate with several
of his counterparts, most of whom
have professed neutrality.
Wilkinson said he has also not
climbed on any presidential bandwagon, but he has had several
discussions with Tennessee Gov.
Ned McWherter, a strong supporter of Tennessee Sen. Albert
Gore Jr.
The negotiations to present a
united front among southern
Democrtaic governors began during a dinner meeting between
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Wilkinson and McWherter when
the Southern Governors Association met in Louisville in late
August.
Since then, Wilkinson said he
has discussed the subject with
Louisiana Gov.-elect Buddy
Roemer and Mississippi
Gov.-elect Ray Mabus.
"I told them that I would send
my airplane, my personal
airplane, to pick them up for a
meeting at a convenient place,"
Wilkinson said.
The proposal for a meeting has
not gone much beyond that stage,
Wilkinson said, because he has
been busy putting together his administration. Wilkinson was sworn
in last week.
On March 8, 14 southern and
border states will hold presidential preference primaries.

santatinaniammiantanoninuninmeneramainuninionwsnotemeaunkatimumnansamtiumni

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
3 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Coke, Diet Coke
Sprite,
Mello Yello
or Tab

ttt

*

DEAR ABBY: Every once in a
while, you let a reader air his pet
peeve in your column. Here's mine:
It's people who always finish other
people's sentences. Don't they
realize it's rude?
FRUSTRATED IN
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, COLO.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Sentence finishers are usually
quick-thinking, impatient, verbal types who finish other
people's sentences impulsively.
The "rudeness" is unintentional. Call it a lapse of good
manners.

'A gal

78°*I
Pantry Pride
. .Brown
1
'n Serve Rolls

$249

for

1
8

4Xtr Baker's
Chocolate Chips

Kraft Philadelphia
Cream Cheese
8 oz.

PHILADELPHIA
CREArn CHEESE

DEAR MOM: I don't know
how the waitress could have
"approached the situation differently." She acted appropriately to have politely informed
you that her customers were
leaving because of your baby's
crying.
Considering the circumstances
of your trip, you were all under
a great deal of stress, so if your
husband "overreacted," that's
understandable. However, a
colicky baby should not have
been permitted to cry until he
"settled down." He should have
been taken outside until he
settled down, and then brought
back.

Turner Buttermilk

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Cherry Coke, Minute Maid Orange,
Welch's Grape 12 pk. 12 oz. cans

DEAR DILEMMA: Every
young woman should have your
problem. You say you "want"
both of them. Well, you have
both of them. You don't say
whether you're being pressured
by either one, for an exclusive
commitment. Are you?) If you
reach that point, don't settle for
either one while you're still
seesawing. When you're ready
to make an intelligent choice,
you won't ask for advice.
• ••
•
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
traveled more than 200 miles last
week to attend his mother's memorial service. The night before the
service, the family )seven of us)
decided to have dinner at a Chinese
restaurant. We took along "Roger,"
our 6-month-old son who is still
colicky at times.
After we had placed our order,
Roger became very fussy, so we
tried to comfort him by holding
him. My husband even took him
outside for a while. When he
brought him back, he started to cry
very loudly again, so we thought if
we put him in his car seat beside us,
he might settle down by himself.
There were only 14 people in the
restaurant besides our party, but
the waitress came over and told us
that her customers were leaving
because our baby's crying was
disturbing them. My husband got
upset, canceled our order, and we
left.
Abby, did we overreact by walking out? Or should the waitress
have approached the situation
differently? I always thought a
restaurant was there to serve
customers, including those with
fussy babies. What is your opinion?
ROGER'S MOM
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Prentice and Lillian Dunn, at
right, presented Murray Fire
Department Chief James Hornbuckle with a check from the Murray Civitan Club for $25. The
money will be used for the annual
Christmas party for underprivileged children in Murray and
Calloway County. The party is set
for Dec. 21.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you a few
years ago when my marriage was
breaking up. The advice you gave
me was better than that of all the
psychotherapists I paid a fortune
for. Now I have another dilemma.
Recently. I met two great men
within the same week. One is an
absolutely gorgeous, 6-foot-2, 15year-old lawyer — divorced. lie has
class. intelligence and money. He
says he loves me and treats me like
a queen. He lives an hour from me.
29) and
The other one is 30
lives right around the corner from
me. We spend every minute we can
together — watching sports on TV,
cooking, etc. We get along famously.
He's a blue-collar worker, has
money, but he's only average
looking He says he loves me. He's
great company, yet when the lawyer
calls, I try to get my neighbor out
of the way so I can see the lawyer.
I am in love with both these men
— in different ways. I'm a professional, no children, attractive and
addicted to love. I want both of
them. Help!
DILEMMA IN N.Y.
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Turner
Egg Nog

St

,Baker

$109

,

Turner
Sour Cream

Turner
Boiled Custard

8 oz. cup

Baker's Coconut
12"
$1
09
1410(0

12 oz.

'Meek

SMONII7

••• Y.,1

ocri) aaccii4

Charles Chips
Potatop Chips

14.r47v

Polar
Bear
Flour
51b.

NS

V

S

2 88°1
for

Kraft
Orange Juice
1/4 gal.

'1701111e,

OS

88° 49° $199

af
AI

Celery
Washington State
Red or Yellow

Florida Oranges
4 lb. bag

98° 39°

Green
Bell Pepper

4

Apples

for $

Large Stalk

28

Naval Oranges 1
9
I
$32
lb.

10 lb bag

98c
1 lb. 127
Yellow Onions G. Wiskers Cat Food —.3% lb. $119

fr

19°

Field Pro Leauger
Field Bologna

lb.

12 oz.

Trail Blazer Dog Food...20 lb. $249
$866
Reelfoot Lard
24 lb. bucket

annamuniamonamaitanonourstintanazionvaratanianwiratatiammatatvantirmawersturacsent
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Uranium plant
to close soon;
Paducah plant
handles demands
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) — A
uranium enrichment plant on
standby since 1965 will be closed
after the government decided that
the need for its restart is
a U.S Energy Department
spokesman said.
The Energy Department no
longer wants to keep the Oak
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant on
Jim Lawson, left, principal of the Murray Vocati
standby, said DOE spokesman
onal School; is
presented a state flag from Woodmen of the World
Jim Alexander.
Lodge 827 member
Colleen Anderson. Below: Michelle Stinnett,
"We want to put ithe plant) In
daughter of Patsy Stinnett,
was the recipient of a new 10-speed bicycle as the
permanent shutdown. That will
grand prize winner in
the Trail Blasin' for Youth Membership Drive held
eliminate the capability for any
In West Kentucky
and Southern Indiana for Woodmen of the World Insur
future restart," Alexander said
ance Society. Stinnett, from Murray,is the current president of the Wood
Tuesday.
men of the World
Youth Lodges 817, 814 and 720.
"DOE has looked at the total
(enriched uranium) demand picture ... and has determined that
that can be handled by its other
two plants" in Paducah, Ky, and
near Portsmouth, Ohio, he said.
The plant used a classified
technology to enrich, or concentrate, uranium for nuclear fuel at
commercial reactors and for
weapons.
In June 1985, the DOE stopped
its uranium-enrichment processes
here after deciding the plant was
not cost-efficient. In addition, the
demand for U.S. enriching services declined, Energy Department officials said.
It was put on standby so that it
could be restarted if the U.S.
Defense Department decided it
needed more of the radioactive
material

Black resigns as publisher of Lexington

•ALL STUFFED TOYS
•PLUSH ANIMALS
•BOXED GAMES
•FISHER-PRICE TOYS
Selection varies by store,
while quantities last.

LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) —
Creed Black has resigned as chairman and publisher of the Lexington Herald-Leader Co., a poolhe has held for the past 11
years, to head the Knight Foundation, a private charitable
organization.
Black's resignation is effective
Feb. 1. The Knight Foundation,
headquartered in Akron, Ohio,
was founded by the late publisher
John S. Knight.
Lewis Owens, who is currently
vice president and general
manager, will take over as president and publisher of the
newspaper when Black leaves.
Editor John Carroll has been named executive vice president and
will continue to oversee the news
operations.
Owens has been with the Lexington newspaper for 12 years;
Carroll for 84.
Tuesday's announcement of
Black's resignation and the promotions was made in Lexington by
P. Anthony Ridder, president of
the newspaper division of KnightRidder Inc., the Miami-based
communications company that
owns the Herald Leader and 31

Herald-Leader

other daily newspapers.
"He has been an outstanding
publisher — really one of the best
publishers we have. I'm really
sorry to lose him," Ridder said.
Black, 62, a Kentucky native,
will succeed C.C. Gibson, who is
retiring as preaident of the Knight
Foundation, one of the , largest
private charitable foundations in
the United States.

During Black's tenure as
publisher, the Herald-Leader
building near downtown was built,
the Lexington Herald and The
Lexington Leader were merged,
and the Herald-Leader won a
Pulitzer Prize for investigative
reporting.
"I can leave with a sense of accomplishment and pride," Black
said.

Opposition charges massive
fraud in Korean elections
SEOUL, South Korea i ATh —
Voters streamed to the polls today
for the first democratic presidential election in 16 years, and opposition groups charged the
government was resorting to
massive fraud to retain power.
The National Coalition for
Democracy said it was getting
reports of hundreds of cases of
fraud in Seoul and other cities by
the government. The opposition
alliance claimed 3,000 cases of
fraud in Seoul alone
The government rejected the

"I‘11'D'adc°

charges and accused the opposition of trying to wreck the elec.
Lion. The governing Democratic
Justice Party said the opposition
was scheming to slip phony ballots
into ballot boxes to frame the
goverment.
Opposition supporters scuffled
with governing party officials in
Seoul after people reported seeing
police loading several ballot boxes
Into a truck. Scores of people seized the boxes, surrounding them
with interlinked arms.
Governing party officials charged that opposition supporters attacked party offices and assaulted
officials to intimidate voters. A
spokesman claimed four party officials were kidnapped overnight
in Seoul and were still missing.
All police and military units
were placed on maximum alert
for the elections. The government
warned that communist North
Korea or local dissidents would try
to disrupt voting with violent
attacks.
Heavy voter turnout was
reported in Seoul and other cities
with lines of people forming outside polling stations on a cold and
clear early winter day.

Navy will name
nuclear submarine
to honor Hopkins

Holiday Happiness

ROYAL DANSK
Butter Cookies
1 lb., Reg. 1.69

May its glow begin with you
and radiate from loved one to
loved one, filling your home
with happiness this
Christmastime and all
year long.
BOXED HOLIDAY CARDS
in Festive Designs

Gee Plumbing
Bert, Richard and Danny

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Navy has agreed to name a
nuclear submarine after the state
of Kentucky, U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Ky., announced
Tuesday.
The "USS Kentucky," an Ohioclass ballistic misale submarine,
is scheduled for launching on Dec.
2, 1989, Hopkins said in a news
release.
"Since coming to Congress in
1979, I have been encouraging the
Navy to extend this honor to our
state of Kentucky," Hopkins said.
"Today's announcement is a fitting tribute to the memory of
many sons and daughters of Kentucky who gave their lives in the
defense of our nation."
Hopkins' wife, Carolyn, was invited by Secretary of the Navy
.lames Webb to officially launch
the submarine with the
ceremonial bottle broken over the
bow during christening
ceremonies.
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instead of attending to her own
business, she resolved to interfere
with Isaac's plan
Rebekah devised a scheme to circumvent the plan of Isaac to confer the birthright blessing upon his
By H.C. Chiles
favorite son. To accomplish her
purpose, she urged Jacob to imperTwins sons were born to Isaac is always tragic in any family.
Such
sonate Esau, to deceive his father,
and Rebekah. Though children of partiality always results
in
and to obtain the coveted blessing
the same parents, and reared in the jealousy and the lack of harmony
for himself. With the assistance of
same home and environment, Esau in a family
his scheming mother, Jacob
and Jacob were as unlike as two
deceived
his father and obtained
boys could have been. Esau was an
Genesis 27:1-10
the coveted blessing.
outdoorsman, whose chief renown
Isaac grew old and was almost
In carrying out her dispicable
lay in the fact that he was a cunn- blind. He took that as a premonition
scheme,
Rebekah acted in such a
ing and excellent hunter, and lived
that he was approaching the end of
way as to destroy completely the
a rugged life in the fields. Jacob
life, or that his course was wellunity of the home, to bring unutwas quiet and meditative in- nigh run. So, he summoned
Esau
terable grief to her companion, to
doorsman who preferred to remain
and directed him to procure some
stain her own stal with sin, and to
at home with his mother and to envenison and to prepare for him a
sow
the seed of hatred which nearjoy the blessings accruing
meal of the savory meat ere he
ly issued in the murder of her
therefrom.
gave to him the covenant blessing. favorite son.
Unfortunately Esau and Jacob
Isaac's instruction of Esau and the
Genesis 27:41-45
were deprived of equal parental afannouncement of his intention with
Rebekah's perfidy and Jacob's
fection. Esau was the favorite of his
reference to blessing him were
dishonesty in posing as Esau,
father and Jacob was the favorite
overheard by Rebekah. Knowing
thereby deceiving his aged and
of his mother. That sort of situation
that Isaac purposed to bless Esau. practically blind father, and
depriving her son and his brother
of his rightful inheritance, constituted a transaction which was
neither sanctioned by God nor
justified by any fair and honest
man. Angry Esau resolved that he
would
murder his brother, Jacob,
FULTON, Ky. (AP) —
monwealth's attorney from.
at
his
first
opportunity. So, to reDemocrat Charles R. Geveden
Ballard County, was nominated by
defeated Republican Pat Frazier
area Democrats earlier this main at home was no longer safe
in Tuesday's special election for
month. He will serve at least a for Jacob. Quick counsel with his
the 1st District House seat vacated
year; a primary election for the mother started Jacob swiftly
earlier this month by Ward
seat will be held next May, with toward the habitation of his uncle,
"Butch" Burnette.
the general election next Laban, hoping thereby to escape
the wrath of his brother whom he
With all precincts counted, the
November.
had
wronged. Time proved to
vote was 2,369 for Geveden, a
Fulton County Judge-Executive
Jacob,
as it has to many others,
Wickliffe lawyer, and 1,442 for
James Everett, who came in sethat he could not do wrong and
Frazier, a two-term city commiscond to Geveden in the nomination
escape
the
consequences,
sioner from Fulton and the first
process, has said he will challenge regardless
of
how
hard
he attempRepublican candidate for the seat
Geveden in the primary.
ted to do so.
in many years.
The seat represents the
Mississippi River counties of
We're Your -Wholesale Dealer
Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and
sr lifor gas and wood burning appliances
Hickman, as well as part of
McCracken.
in —We offer full service installation—
Burnette gave up the seat he had
Other Services Offered:
held for 12 years after being
•Chimney Cleaning 'Masonry 'Bird Screens
elected state commissioner of
agriculture in November.
'Chimney Hoods
Geveden and Frazier each won
their home counties of Ballard and
Fulton, respectively, but Geveden
took the remaining three.
Call 436-5355
Geveden, a former corn -

Sunday
School Lesson

Sdents at the Murray Area Vocational Center students Shannon McLeod,Shaun Hicks, Mark Farris, Monty
Thompson, Stuart Armstrong, Tony Thomas, Glen Wallace and instructor Dennis Harper presented Murray
Fire Department Chief James HornbuckJe, third from left, with a check for the Christmas party for underprivileged children in the city and county. The students represented the auto body, auto repair and carpentry
departments of the school.

Armstrong appointed TVA manager
of governmental public affairs office
L. Darryl Armstrong has been
appointed the Kentucky District
Manager for TVA's newly created
Office of Governmental and
Public Affairs I OGPA ).
Formerly Western District Administrator for a combined
Kentucky-Tennessee Corporate
district, Armstrong will focus his
attention to the 30-county TVA
served area in western and southcentral Kentucky.
This refocusing of TVA's
District Administrators program
will strengthen the manager's role
and emphasize greater coordination and stronger partnerships
between TVA and State and local
governments, stated Craven
Crowell. Manager of TVA's Office
of Governmental and public
Affairs.
"This change is the result of the
general manager's decision to incorporate all of TVA's governmental and public affairs coordination into one officg: said
Crowell.
"Having a field manager-iff
each district will enable us to do a
better job of communicating and
coordinating with the governmental agencies and constituencies
with which we work. By reorganiz-

ing the present TVA District Administrator field effort, we can
press ahead with new initiatives
while maintaining our present
level of personnel. We will be
working with all TVA offices to
build stronger partnerships with
state and local governments," he
said.
The OGPA district managers
will report to John Lyon, director
of State and Local Affairs. Lyon
said the district manager will be
responsible for coordinating
TVA's governmental and public
affairs initiatives and contacts in
the field.
"They will be the primary
'hands-on' liaison with county,
municipal, and state officials and
the congressional field offices.
They will be the chief corporate
spokesperson and help get
answers to local inquiries from
news media and the public
through TVA's Information Office
and program offices.
"We currently have a good relationship with most elected officials in Kentucky, yet we want to
strengthen this partnership,"
Armstrong.
"I also want to ensure we have a
strong working relationship with

all our district media," he
concluded.
A 1973 graduate of Murray State
University, Armstrong holds
degrees in journalism,
psychology, and communications,
and guidance-counseling.
He has published numerous consumer articles and technical
publications dealing with
marketing and public affairs
issues and is the author of a selfhelp therapy book on divorce.
A frequent public speaker,
seminar and workshop leader,
Armstrong is a member of the
Kentucky National Speaker's
Association.
A native of Princeton, and a 1968
graduate of Caldwell County High
School, he and his wife Kay, an administrator for Murray State
University at Fort Campbell,
presently live in Hopkinsville
where he serves on the boards of
the Trail of Tears Commission and
the Chamber of Commerce.
Armstrong is a 15 year federal
employee. He has worked for TVA
and the U.S. Corps of Engineers.
Prior to government service, he
was an editor and reporter for the
Tribune-Courier in Benton.

Geveden defeats Republican Frazier
for House seat vacated by Burnette
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Oil tanker crew
fights flooding
following slam

MIAMI (AP) — The crew of a
575-foot oil tanker fought to contain flooding today after the vessel
slammed broadside into a cargo
ship in the Atlantic, Coast Guard
officials said.
Off California, meanwhile, a
42-foot fishing vessel with nine
people aboard was reported sinkGovernment must help Protect ing in 10-foot seas late Tuesday,
and the Coast Guard sent a rescue
American Jobs."
C'-assady said his message is not helicopter and patrol plane in
aimed at foreign-owned com- search of the boat.
In the Atlantic, none of the appanies that produce goods in the
proximately 28 crew members of
United States.
"We're *king about the stuff each vessel were injured in Tuesthat's assembled overseas," he day night's collision 700 miles off
said. "I believe that foreign pro- the coast, said Coast Guard Lt.
Mitchell Rusell,
ducts are just not as good."
The Kuwaiti tanker Qarouh
General Electric, where reported
that the vessel sustained
Cassady and other IUE members
a gash in its bow. The captain inwork, has increased its use of
itally radioed that the ship was in
foreign-made parts and products
danger of sinking, but hours later,
in recent years. This year GE closthe ship was stabilized, said Petty
ed its room air conditioner
Officer Brian Lincoln,
assembly plant in Louisville and
started selling Asian-made air
conditioners under the GE label.

Union pleas for Christmas made in America
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
About 4,000 children got more than
toys and candy at a Christmas
party when a union local also gave
them coloring books with the
message that foreign goods are inferior and foreign competition
puts Americans out of work.
The book, "An American Made
Christmas," was handed out by
members of the International
Union of Electronic Workers
Local 761.
"I've always been a 'Buy
American guy," local union president Ken Cassady said after the
party Saturday. "What we're trying to do here is get across that
message to the kids, and hopefully, to their parents."
One page of the book shows a
broken tricycle marked "Made in
Korea" parked near a garbage
can. "Foreign products become
junk after little use," the caption
says.
Another picture shows a toy

airplane marked "Made in
Japan" that has a broken wing
and propeller.
Cassady said the union
distributed similar coloring books
about 15 years ago but had been
unable to find any since then. This
year, he asked union members
Bill Boone and Larry Swanner to
draw original illustrations. The
local hopes to recover some of the
$5,000 printing costs by selling
copies to other unions.
The story follows little Johnny's
letter to Santa in which he asks
that all his toys be made in
America.
-My friend Susie's daddy lost
his job because of Foreign Imports, the factory closed and moved to a foreign country," Johnny's
letter says.
Another page in the book shows
workers in an unemployment line,
and the caption under a picture of
the U.S. Capitol says "Our

GE spokesman Jim Allen said
the company's philosophy is to
"use suppliers around that make
the best products, regardless of
where they are made. I think the
union views that as being in conflict with their interests."
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Don't cook, relax
and let T.J.'s get
you ready for
the Holidays!
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•Bar-B-0 by the
pound or whole
Boston Butt.
Delicious Homemade

•

tt
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Pies
Order Now!
Phone in your orders early!

T.J.'s
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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First United
Methodist Church
invites you to
"CATCH THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS"
by joining us in our
SPECIAL HOLIDAY
WORSHIP SERVICES

10:50 a.m.

FQ0M OUR PLACE TO YOUR PLACE
Just In Time For Christmas
Christmas brings the return of faith, the renewal of your dreams and
the peace of great joy. Our wish for you, your family, and your friends
is that the Lord will bless YOUR PLACE this Christmas and all through
the year. Our faith is strengthened each year by the continued loyalty of our friends and patrons. We thank each of you for your business.

Ve Pace
mknor moirteit3,keiNGIN
not. 7S3-3478

'7:00 p.m.

Fifth and Maple on the Square

, Sunday, December 20
Special Music by the Chancel Choir
Dr. Bruce Chamberlain, Director
Mrs, Joan Bowker, Organist
Maureen Mahoney and Randall Black, Soloists
John Schlabach — Trumpet. Greta Shepard and Tina
Schlabach — Flutes
Message by Rev. Nowell Bingham
"The Glory of the Incarnation" — John 1:1-14

Candlelight Service of "9 Lessons & Carols"
(featuring scripture readings, congregational singing and
Kay Gardner Bates and Randall & Kim Black, Soloists.)

Christmas Eve, Thursday, December 24
7-7:30 p.m.
Ritual of Holy Communion
7:30-8:30 p.m. Come and Go Communion
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TWO WEEK SALE
CHRISTMAS EVE WE WILL BE
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
CHRISTMAS DAY WE WILL BE
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

PRICES GOOD WED. DEC. 16TH THRU TUES. DEC. 29TH

15.00 Purchase Required
No Coupons or Stamps Necessary

Limit one per family
with 15.00 additional order
excluding tobacco products.

16 OZ.
SWEET PEAS, CUT GREEN BEANS,
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

I
CHOCOLATE FLAVORED
CHIPS
REAL CHOCOLATE
CHIPS

i

lloof Stow 24 oz. $1.29
Kelly's

CHILI WITH BEANS
OR TAMALES

,

ANGEL FLAKE
COCONUTS

MARDI GRAS DECORATED

Ham

PAPER TOWELS
OR 140 CT. NAPKINS

Drawing Sat. 3 p.m. Dec. 19th
Need Not Be Present To Win!

TROPICAL ISLE

FROZEN COCONUT
COOL WHIP

WHIPPED
TOPPING

9c

9c

8 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

6 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

BANQUET
APPLE, PEACH, CHERRY

FRUIT PIES
PRAIRIE FARMS

ICE CREAM

C

CREME
C

9

7 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

y

9c

DOZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
)
[.../
A—Z-t•'- 4---'""-- SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

H

POWDERED
SUGAR
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OPEN 7 A.M. TO
11 P.M. DAILY

G CENTER

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HARPERS

COUNTRY
HAM

FIELD

BOLOGNA
BUY ONE AT $1.99 LB.

GET ONE

FREE

PARTY FAVORITES
OSCAR MAYER
of.j.0.114

LITTLE SMOKIES
SAUSAGE AND
LITTLE WIENERS

FRESH CRISP

CELERY
F

LARGE HEAD

CAULIFLOWER
eel

FRESH

COCONUTS
FRESH 12 OZ. BAG

CRANBERRIES
WASHINGTON STATE

PEARS
3 LB. BAG JUICE

ORANGES

BAKED HAM

FRENCH BREAD

AMERICAN

LAST WEEK'S NAME:
EUPLE ATKINS
WINNER $100

CHEESE

RYE BREAD

POTATp SALAD

DONUT HOLES
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Crimes committed by Cuban detainees
993

Drug ottenses

Poll shows CPAs think state should conform to new tax code

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) —
Paul Lucchese of Louisville, presiSlightly more than half of Kendent of the Kentucky Society of
Robbery
tucky's certified public accounCertified Public Accountants.
tants think businesses will be hurt
Burglary
Accountants generally are
if the state does not conform its
reluctant to talk fees, and the CPA
Assault
326
tax laws to the federal code, a
society keeps no statistics or gives
statewide poll shows.
out sample charges, said
Sexual assault MI163
The survey conducted by the
spokeswoman Dianna Ott. But
Weapons offenses IIII 96
Kentucky Society of Certified
Nussbaum said accountants proPublic Accountants, which was
bably will charge 10 to 44 percent
Kidnaping III 94
made public Monday, also showed
more.
Larceny N71
that such a move is endorsed by 90
The General Assembly could
percent of the accountants.
Stolen vehicles 130
consider changing state tax law
Bookkeeping costs will rise
during the 1988 session, but Gov.
Other sex offenses I 22
because accountants will charge
Wallace Wilkinson has adamantly
clients more to do two increasing- opposed adopting the new federal
Stolen property 21
299
ly different sets of taxes, said
tax code. He maintains it would
Miscellaneous offenses
Louisville accountant Jay
amount to a tax increase —
Nussbaum.
because it ends or reduces deducFigures as of June, 1987
"Unfortunately, clients will tions — and thus would hurt
C.Pic.ago Mbuna Chan. So. ,ei US Rap. Pat Swindell (R., Ga.)
clboased on Immigraton and Naturakzation Service Reports
generally see an increase in tax
businesses.
preparation fees this year because
The society sent questionnaires
the firms will be forced to charge
for its poll to all 3,100 CPAs in Kenfor the extra time it takes," said
tucky, and more than 1,000
responded. Of those, a represen#•atiefifile051/14% attatamatouta
tative sample of 650 were analyzeatibMidaiiii443
ed. The margin of error is about 4
4 percent.
4
The survey was conducted
4
27 years in car stereos
before the stock markets plunged
Oct. 19. Even so, the accountants
So...who has the experience?
were only mildly optimistic about
•*4 Our business is for people who want service after the sale. We sell as
cheap
Kentucky's economy.
as the big discount stores. Alot cheaper than stereo stores
4 Most thought higher retail sales
.
Stereos by Pioneer, Jensen, Hiatchi, Craig, Sharp, plus
and growth in service businesses.
more,
particularly health care, would
Radar Detectors, Scanners & TV's
bolster the state economy. At the
SHOP & COMPARE
same
time, they saw a softening in
4et4i4141414.4%
traditional core industries such as
Homicide

529
504
443

•

WORLD OF SOUND

3

a

eiatamaibliutA itlastamatolitthii tot

tobacco, coal and horse-breeding.
Since the drop in the stock
markets, however, major
retailers initially reported sluggish sales just as holiday buying
should be getting into full swing.
More recently retailers have said
sales are picking up, although
economists and analysts think
shoppers may still shy away from
expensive purchases.
According to the survey. Kentucky accountants also feel that:
—Two of the most important
factors affecting Kentucky's
economy this year were the
building of the Toyota Motor
Manufacturing U.S.A. plant in
Scott County and the loss of jobs
elsewhere in the state.
—Unemployment in Kentucky
next year will average 7.7 percent.
The most recent figure is a
preliminary one for October of 7.1
percent. Unemployment was as
high as 11.1 percent this year, according to the Kentucky Cabinet
for Human Resources.
—The federal budget deficit, the
trade imbalance and the possibility of higher interest rates pose the
bigg.it threats to the national
economy. But the president and
Congress will do little to reduce
the budget and trade deficits.
—Professionals stand a fair
chance of getting raises outpacing
inflation, which the CPAs projected would be 4.8 percent for

Everything You Need
for theW
Peril

STOREWIDE

Price
Starts Thursday, Dec. 17th
*Toys
*Sterling Silver
*Scarves
*Purses
*Earrings
*Clothing
*Necklaces
*Hair Accessories
*Makeup
* Christmas Ornaments
*Collars
*Hose
Lots More!
*Some Items Less Than 1/2!!

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

next year Unskilled workers
don't.
—Interest rates will rise, and
business loans will be tougher to
get.
The accountants were also asked whether they would attend their
annual meeting if it were held, of
all places, in Kentucky. Usually,
the accountants head for resorts
such as Hilton Head, S.C., Ms Ott
said.
More than 60 percent of the accountants said they would attend
their annual gathering if it were
held in Kentucky — far more than
travel to the out-of-state meeting
every year. But Ms. Ott seemed to
hold out little hope the accountants
would follow the lead of Kentucky
bankers and dentists, among
others, and convene at home.
"We just did that for fun," Ott
said. "We wanted to see if they
were paying attention."

Surgeon to explore
using life support
for some infants so
organs can he used
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP ) — A
Louisville surgeon specializing in
infant organ transplants said he
will explore with hospital administrators the possibility of using life support machinery to keep
alive certain babies so their
organs can be donated when all
brain functions cease.
Dr Constantine Mavroudis said
such an alternative to altering
Kentucky's brain death law in the
Legislature is more palatable
when dealing with anencephalic
infants, or babies born without
most of their brains.
Anencephalic infants are missing the portions of their brains
responsible for consciousness,
thinking, sensory perception and
memory. However. they have
enough brain function that they do
not meet the definition of brain
death in Kentucky.
"We're going to try to sort out
all the moral, ethical and scientific issues." he said.
The life support route is already
being tried at a Canadian hospital
and at Loma Linda Medical
Center in California, which has
performed the most infant heart
transplants in the United States.

UK officials
dispute computer
company claims
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
University of Kentucky officials
have deprogrammed a computer
company's claims that the state
was "hoodwinked" by the school's
decision to buy a $5.6 minim
"near supercomputer" from IBM
rather than a real state-of-the-art
machine from them.
John W.D. Connolly, director of
UK's new Center for Computational Sciences, said Cray
Research Inc., which made the
claims, is simply feeling the heat
of competition in a market it once
dominated.
"It used to be the name Cray
and supercomputer were just
about synonymous. That was true
up until about a year ago," said
Connolly.
The put-down, containel in an
article in the latest issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
and steady downpour of rain did
not seem to dampen enthusiasm
over the arrival of the computer
Monday. It is expected to be
operating by next month.

.pifitt O.0.
4

Downtown Ct. Square, Murray

New Items have been added to Murray Home & Auto's Bargain
Tables
Some Items have been marked down even more

$3 $5 10 $15 '20
Tables

$1 Table values to $6.99
$3 Table values to $13.99
$5 Table values to $19.95
$10 Table values to $28.95
$15 Table values to $40.00
$20 Table values to $50.00
Chestnut St.

Savings of up to

50% to 70%
on some merchandise

•Small Appliances
•Toys
•Tools
•Giftware & More.

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5 Sat.; 1-5 Sun.

753-4110 or 753-2571
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HHS official announcing Christmas program for Children with AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP)- The boy
and the teddy bear were about the
same size, except for their eyes.
The boy's got much bigger when
he realized the stuffed animal was
for him.
As James sprang forward with
outstretched arms, the man walk.
ing toward him with the bear had
to quicken his pace lest the tube
linking the child to an oxygen tank
spoil the spontaneity of the
exchange.
"Happy birthday," said Dr.
Robert E. Windom, kissing the
boy on the cheek before returning
him to his stroller where the
2-year-old sat beaming at two
women seated on either side.
James has AIDS, but he is
luckier than most of the nearly 600
children nationwide under 5 who
have been stricken with the killer
disease.
He has two foster mothers who
decided a hospital is no place for a
child who doesn't have to be there
They gained custody of James
about a year ago when he was near
death.
"He was the sickest child I've
ever seen survive," said Dr.
Shelby Joseph, head of the
pediatric AIDS unit at Children's
Hospital National Medical Center.
"For three days we thought he

was going to die.'
James has thrived during his
time with his foster mothers.
Joseph said the only explanation
he can offer is the tender love and
care they give the sick child.
James would have remained a
"boarder baby" if he had not been
given a home by his foster
mothers. Like dozens of abandoned children with AIDS, he would
have remained hospitalized, not
because he was sick enough to
stay, but because he had nowhere

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky Democratic Party
Chairman Danny Briscoe said
Tuesday he wants to resign his
post.
''I didn't aspire to the post,"
said Briscoe, who managed the
election victory of Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and was appointed to
the party post shortly after the
May primary.
Briscoe said he wants to return
to private life and is not interested
in a job in ,he Wilkinson
administration.
He added that he wants to avoid
the problems that will come as the
administration tries to fill job
vacancies.
"I don't want the aggravation,"
Briscoe said. "I don't think
patronage ought to run through
Democratic headquarters. Those
Jays are past."
Briscoe said he has broached
the subject with Wilkinson, but the
governor's concern has been finding a replacement.
No timetable has been set, but
Briscoe said he would not be leaving the party in a lurch.
"We won big. We've got money
In the bank. It's a good time to
leave," he said.

An adult patient with AIDS who
accompanied Windom on the recent visit to Children's Hospital
asked one of James' foster
mothers why she would take on the
challenge of caring for a terminally ill child.
"Hearing about kids sitting in
hospitals without any real quality
of life, you kind of want to unleash
the quality," the woman said.
"This kid needs something now. I
get a lot from him, too ... He likes
life. I like life. We have a fun

time
The women did not want their
names used. "You get into a
dilemma over how much you
should say and how much you
shouldn't because there is some
discrimination out there," said
one. The other said she believes
she has deen denied jobs because
she is caring for a child with AIDS.
But both emphasized that
because AIDS, which attacks the
body's immune system and
renders a patient unable to fight
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on Tuesday: news service
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky burley growers sold more
than 16.5 million pounds of tobacco
on Tuesday for an average price of
$156.33 per hundredweight, according to the Federal-State Market
News Service.
The price was 84 cents less than
the previous sale.
Farmers in London received the
highest average price, at more
than $1.61 a pound for 530,894
pounds of leaf sold.
Paducah farmers once again
sold their burley for the day's
lowest price of more than $1.50 a
pound on sales of 93,708 pounds.
For the season, Kentucky
growers have sold 239,922,837
pounds of leaf for an average price
of $1.58 a pound. The average
price during the same period last
year was more than $1.57 and total
sales were up more than 38 million
pounds then.
Knoxville-based TVA
may take leader role
in new power sources
WASHINGTON (AP)- With effective management, the
Knoxville-based Tennessee Valley
Authority could take a leaderhip
role in identifying and developing
new power sources for the future,
the proposed chairman of the
agency says.
Marvin T. Runyon, 63, president
and chief executive officer of
Nissan Motor Manufacturing
Corp. U.S.A., told the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Tuesday he wants TVA to
be "an agency of the future."
The Senate Panel was expected
to approve President Reagan's
nomination of Runyon to join
TVA's three-member board of
directors as chairman for a nineyear term. The Senate vote is due
Wednesday morning.
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State burley growers
sell 16.5 million plus

other diseases and infections, is a
chronic ailment that ebbs and
flows in intensity, it is important
for children to have an opportunity
to live fully when they are feeling
well.
"You just can't afford to think
long-term," she said. "You just
can't. As each tomorrow comes,
we deal with that."
"I'd like to be invited to his third
birthday," Windom said.
"You've got a date," said one of
the mothers.

ICE
vests's&

State Democratic
chairman Briscoe
wants to resign

else to go.
Windom, the assistant secretary
for health at the Department of
Health and Human Services, met
James - not his real name - on a
recent visit to Children's Hospital.
Windom was meeting today with
representatives from St. Joseph
Children's Products and national
AIDS organizations to announce a
special program aimed at seeing
that other children hospitalized
with AIDS are not forgotten during
the Christmas season
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Housing starts make big jump
By The Associated Press
Housing construction shot up 7.5
percent in November, the biggest
increase in almost a year, and
business investment spending is
expected to rise 7.3 percent next
year, the government said today
in separate reports.
The Commerce Department's
report on construction of new
homes and apartments indicated
builders were continuing to put up
new housing desoite the collapse

Hog market
Federal State Markel ',ewe senior December
IS. 1101 Reatucky Purcbase Area Hog Martel
Report laciudels 4 Baylis' Stations Reoelpial. Act.
1635 Est. TOO Marrows a tidta mostly Ed lower.
bows steady -1.01 Rlaiser
US 11 0/11-1511 lbs.
1142.110-42.50
US It Wan/ lbs.
241.115-42.50
US 2-3 7011612111 lbs.
341.35--42.10
US 3-4 mem lbs.
$60.50-41.55
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US 1.2 2716350 lbs
US 1-3 2101-4011
US 1-3 440-505 lbs.
US 1-3 54/5 sad up
few SIAS
US 1.11 mama lbs.
P1.00411.10
Saws 11111.11,1174,1
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in Rtnek prices.

However, building permits, considered a good sign of future activity, fell 0.7 percent in
November to the slowest pace
since January 1983.
The jump in predicted business
Investment spending next year
would be the best gain since a 9.6
percent rise in 1985, the Commerce Department said.
The survey indicates that
businesses are still optimistic
about future expansion plans
despite the collapse of stock
market prices in October.
Analysts cautioned, however,
that businesses are likely to scale
back those investment plans if
consumer spending falters in the
coming months.
On Tuesday crude oil prices
reached the lowest level since
March, but both the bond and
stock markets gained after interpreting the decline as a sign that
inflation may not be an imminent
threat.

Mrs. Nellie Usher
Mrs. Nellie Usher, 90, of Rt. 6, Mayfield; one
sister, Mrs. Ezma
Mayfield, died today at 6:25 a.m. Palmer, Fort
Myers, Fla.; six
at Community Hospital, Mayfield
grandchildren; four greatHer husband, Wilber Usher, grandchildren.
died in 1983.
Services will be
Born Nov. 13, 1897, in Trigg in the chapel Friday at 2 p.m.
of
County, she was the daughter of Home, Mayfie Byrn Funeral
ld. The Rev.
the late Fredrick Guier and Sally Charles Nelson
will officiate
Harris Gillen
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill
Mrs. Usher is survived by three Cemetery.
sons, John Usher, Detroit, Mich.,
Friends may call at the funeral
and Gene Usher and Ray Usher, home after 1
p.m. Thursday.

Graveside rites for Mrs.
Katherine Thompson Cronin were
today at 11 a.m. at Memorial
Cemetery, Paris, Tenn. McEvoy
Funeral Home of Paris was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Cronin, 73, died Dec. 4. She
was a member of Temple Baptist
Church and the widow of John J.
Cronin.

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
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Services for Charles W. Duncan
will be tonight (Wednesday) at 8
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Gerald Owen will officiate.
Cremation will follow.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Need Line, 209 Maple
St., Murray, Ky 42071.
Mr. Duncan, 40, of Rt. 3, Murray, died Monday at 12:31 p.m. at
Baptist East Hospital, Memphis,

Mrs. Katherine T. Cronin
She is survived by one son, John
Cronin, Maryland; three sisters,
Mrs. Grace Smith and Mrs. Marie
Caroll, Paris, and Mrs. Flossie
Kuykendall, Puryear, Tenn.; one
brother, Jessie Thompson, Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Nannie
Pullen, Puryear; three grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-2.65
Goodyear
Previous Close
1941.48
I.B.M.
Air Products
.36 +1%
Ingersoll Rand
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..19%B 19%A
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AT&T
Kmart
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/
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JCPenney
• 22% +3
/
4
CSX Corp
+.27% 'inc
Penvvalt
Dean Foods
24-%
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
5/
1
4B 5%A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
751/4 +1
Ford
Time Inc.
/
4
G.A.F.
.44% +1
/
4
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors......11% +%
Wal-Mart
GenC,orp, Inc.
Wendy's
• -13/
1
4 +%
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
311%

Charles W. Duncan

No longer just
for holidays

Mrs. Neva Riggins
The funeral for Mrs. Neva Bigand two sons, Bernard Biggins on
gins will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
July 25, 1979, and Edwin Dale Bigthe chapel of J.H. Churchill
gins on Dec. 3, 1887.
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
Born Dec. 12, 1891, in Stewart
will officiate.
County, Tenn., she was the
Burial will follow in Murray daughter of the late Hartwe
ll G.
Memorial Gardens.
Perkins and Elnora M. Perkins.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mrs. Biggins was a member of
home after 3:30 p m. today First Baptist Church.
(Wednesday).
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Biggins, 93, of 302 South Mrs. Jean Pogue, Downers Grove,
16th St., Murray, died Tuesday at Ill.; two daughters-in-law,
Mrs.
8:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Virginia Biggins, Murray, and
Home.
Mrs. Anna Lee Biggins, Memphis,
She was preceded in death by Tenn.; son-in-law. Hugh t
Doc)
her husband, Bailey Biggins, on Wallace, Murray; eight
grandAug. 21, 1972; one daughter, Mrs. children; nine greatRuth Wallace, on Sept. 14, 1966; grandchildren.

Mrs. Sallie Lawrence

Quarterly per
capita
consumption
of turkey

Funeral services for Mrs. Sallie
Spann Lawrence will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church where she was a member.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and
Dr. Billy Grey Hurt will officiate
Tommy Hoke and Gina Morton

6in pounds

+%
+%
+
•/
1
4
mac
C79

5
4

BETTY BOSTON

3

PAT GOSSUM

2

Tenn.
He was the son of the late Hobert
Dunn and Myrtle Harper Duncan
Holland:
Survivors are three sisters, Mrs.
Bill (Shirley) Colson, Sharpe,
Mrs. Dale (Carolyn) Dunlap and
Mrs. Ralph tJudy) Wright, Murray; three brothers, Anthony Duncan and wife, Gail, and Bill
Holland and wife, Lisa, Murray,
and Bobby Holland and wife, Kim,
Paducah

She retired April 30, 1981 after 25
years as head of Food Service at
Murray High School
Survivors are her husband,
Terry H. Lawrence; one daughter,
Mrs. Hugo I Billie) Wilson,
Louisville; one son, Bobby
Lawrence and wife, Imogene,
Longview, Texas; two sisters-inlaw. Mrs. Ladeen Spann and Mrs
Gladys Spann, Murray; eight
grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.

Nuclear forces

"Make your first step
in selecting insurancethe right step, call
MTG Insurance of
Murray."
Doron Claiborne

gra

IN

INSURANCE
OF MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA N. 641
753-4000

America's Favorite Store

Not covered by Intermediate
nucleer force treaty

1

3

4
'Estimate

U.S.
USSR
Intercontinental ballissc missiles
611111000
1,390
Submarine launched
bathetic mesbes
640
946
ICBM warheads

Louisville policeman shoots and kills
man during scuffle over prescription
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
Louisville police officer shot and
killed a man during a struggle at a
drugstore after the man pulled a
revolver and fired at the officer,
police said.
The officer went to the store
Tuesday evening after a pharmacist called police and said he
suspected a man was trying to get
a phony prescription filled, said
police spokesman Carl Yates.
When officer Paul Powell confronted Thomas Collier, Collier

OPEN DAILY & SUNDAYS
SALE STARTS WED.,
DEC. 16; ENDS SAT.,
DEC. 19, 1987

5avirTgest

AP-141-

2

Chixcago Tribune Graphic,
Source: U.S. Depanmeni of AO t4cutture

6

pulled out a a .25-caliber
Mrs. Sallie Lawrence
automatic revolver, Yates said.
Powell then wrestled Collier to the
will sing a duet. Mr Hoke will
floor, arid Collier's gun went off. direct congreg
ational singing with
While they were wrestling, Powell
Mrs. Polly McGinnis as organist.
fired twice at Collier.
Active pallbearers will be T.C.
Cother, 35, of Louisville was Collie, H.B.
McMillen, T.D.
charged posthumously with
McMillen, Joe Hal Spann, Beck
criminal attempted murder, Wilson and
Larry Hurt. Deacons
police said.
at Scotts Grove Church will serve
Powell, 36, a beat patrolman
as honorary pallbearers.
with 14 years on the force, was
Burial will follow in Scotts
suspended during the investiga- Grove Cemet
ery with 'artion according to department rangements
by Blalock -Coleman
policy, said Police Chief Richard Funeral Home
where friends may
Dotson.
call after 1:30 p.m. today
"There is no indication what- (Wednesday
I.
soever (Powell) did anything
Mrs. Lawrence. 83, of 1503 Belwrong," Dotson said. "From what mont Dr.,
Murray, died Monday at
homicide detectives say, he fired 5:45 p.m. at West
View Nursing
in self-defense."
Home.

6,338
SLBM warheads
5,632
Heavy bombe('
V332
160
Strate9ic warheads on bombers
14,352
61640
Short range warheads
4,250
Unknown
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ON CHRISTMAS CANDY
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Your Choice!

16-0z. Big Santa or 5-0z." Golf Balls
Your choice of 16-oz.• Big Santa in solid white
or pure milk chocolate or 5-oz• package of3
solid chocolate golf balls. Ideal for stocking
stutters. Save now at K mart!

Any Large Pizza

Net wt

Only 999

94361113 PIM
tate Pell

UP TO
10 ITEMS
Original Crust

330

Each
Sale Price
1-01.* Box•d Santa
Solid pure milk chocolate
or solid peanut butter. Save!

'Not wt

* Each
Sale Price
1-0z.' Santa Suckers
In solid peanut butter, wbite
or milk chocolate. Save(
.141.1 wt

1.27

Sale
Price

5-02.* Boxed Santa
Delicious solid pure milk
chocolate santa Savings!

• Ket

wt

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

Special Good
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Sun. & Mon.
Dec. 17th-21st

DINE-IN, PICK-UP OR
FREE DELIVERY!
Chestnut St., Murray

753-6656

Gag order lifted;
settlement public

MORGANTOWN, Ky.(API - A
federal judge has lifted a gag
order that had prohibited
disclosure of the setUement of a
civil rights lawsuit involving the
city of Morgantown.
Both sides said Tuesday that
former City Clerk Reeta Burden
was paid $6,000.
The city originally requested the
gag order, which U.S. District
Judge Ronald E. Meredith signed
Nov. 17. The case was settled Nov
13, just before a scheduled trial.
But after newspapers published
stories about the gag order, the city and Burden asked the judge to
remove it, which he did Monday.
The Courier-Journal and The
Green River Republican were
preparing to contest the gag order
when the judge lifted it.
The suit stemmed from Ms.
Burden's dismissal n March 1984.
Morgontown Mayor Charles Black
said she was not doing her job.
Ms. Burden sued the mayor and
the city in August 1984, claiming
her rights had been violated. She
contended she was fired to prevent
her from exposing improprities in
the city's operation. Black had
denied Burden's allegations
1\1( ) I I(:1
VVI• 11.'0
Growt•I .Intl Dirt.
KIS.K STUMP REMOVAL
Mf.111.11111
tottmvi•11
I
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House-Senate negotiators
agree to smoking proposals
WASHINGTON (AP) Cigarette smoking would be prohibited on U.S. airline flights of
two hours or less for the next two
years under legislation agreed to
by House and Senate negotiators
The ban would affect 80 percent
of all domestic routes and would
take effect four months after final
passage of the giant spending
package:
The agreement was reached
Tuesday by senators and
representatives working on the
transportation section of the $600
billion spending bill that would
cover federal operations for the
1988 fiscal year
The House had passed legislation July 13 that would have placed
a permanent ban on cigarette
smoking on all flights of two hours
or less.
On Oct. 29, the Senate approved
language forbidding smoking on
domestic flights of 90 minutes or
less for two years.
Under the language accepted by
the negotiators, passengers

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP )- The
state has hired three private collection agendies to help track
down $10 million in defaulted student loans, the agency that administers the federal loan program announced Tuesday.
The companies are General
Revenue Corp., Cincinnati. ACB
-American Inc., Covington, and Ingram and Associates Inc.,
Louisville, according to a news
release from the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority.
The agencies will supplement
the authority's own defaultcollection unit, which has 13 fulltime and 12 part-time employees
in Louisville, the release said.
The Louisville unit handles new-

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
LYNN GROVE
APARTMENTS
Apartments are now
available at Lynn
Grove for qualified
persons needing- a one
(1) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined on the basis of income and family composition. For further
information, contact
the Purchase Area
Housing Corporation
at 753-8825 or 247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
Opportunity
Provider
floc •001,ec
OPPOMIUMITT

US warheads

LOUISVILLE', Ky. (AP) - A
Jefferson District judge has ruled
that the statute of limitations had
run out in the state's efforts to prosecute the former owners of a
Louisville billboard company for
alleged illegal donations to the
1983 gubernatorial campaign of
Martha Layne Collins.
Judge William Knopf ruled
Tuesday that state law clearly requires misdemeanor charges to be
brought within one year. The
alleged offense occurred in
September 1983.
Representatives of Major Media
Management of Minneapolis, the
former owners of Naegele Outdoor
Advertising Co., had been ready
on Tuesday to enter a so-called
"Alford" guilty plea to a charge of
making unlawful donations and to
pay a $1,000 fine. In such a plea, a
defendant maintains innocence,
but acknowledges evidence probably would lead to a conviction at

Accounts six months past due
will be referred to one of the
private agencies "for additional
and more aggressive collection
action, including suing defaulters
if necessary," -MAA Executive
Director Paul Borden said in the
statement.
Federal regulations permit the
authority to keep 30 percent of the
money it collects on defaulted
loans, with the rest being remitted
to the federal government. The
release said the three private
agencies would be paid a percentage of the authority's share.

state law by failing to submit a
report on the potential effect of the
new laws.
The department says an
emergency existed because more
and more states were placing
restrictions on Kentucky cattle. It
also noted that only 11 of the
state's 55 stockyards are involved
in the suit, filed earlier this month,
and that the new laws had the support of farm groups.

Lack of evidence may have led to
mistrial in Norman-Edwin Jones case
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) A jury that was deadlocked in the
murder trial of Norman Edwin
Jones may have been stumped by
the lack of direct evidence in the
case, a lawyer said.
"Jurors look for the smoking
gun," said Commonwealth's Attorney Al Spenard. "Anytime
you've got a circumstantial case,
you've got to sell your case to the
jury."
Jones, 29, was returned to the
Hopkins County Detentmon
Center on Friday on a $170,000
bond after Circuit Judge Thomas
B. Spain declared a mistrial.
Spenard said the state would seek
a new trial.
It just sometimes happens that
a good jury of 12 conscientious
people cannot reach a decision on
the facts of the case," Spain said.
Jones remains charged with
murder, first-degree robbery, kidnapping and first-degree sodomy
in the death of Sherry Witherspoon, 30. If convicted, he could
face the death penalty.
Ms. Witherspoon was found in
the trunk of her car Nov. 13, 1986,
after she had been strangled and
shot twice in the back of the head
with a 1 2-guage shotgun,
testimony showed.
She worked as a clerk at Short's
Number Two market in the community of Anton east of Madison-

vine. Her car was found at the
store after she was reported late
turning in receipts from the
market.
Spenard charged that Jones
forced Ms. Witherspoon to have
sex and then strangled her before
dumping her body in the trunk of
his car and shooting her.
Defense attorney Byron
Hobgood said scientific reports
about two hairs and a fiber linking
Jones to the crime would leave
jurors guessing. "Will you guess
Norman Jones' life away?" he
asked during closing statements to
the panel.
Jones was at the market at the 6
p.m. closing time, Hobgood said,
but witnesses who placed his car
there later were mistaken.

trial.
As a result of Knopf's decision,
the state police investigation launched in 1983 and efforts to prosecute the company are "down the
tube," said First Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Bill
Grimes, adding he did not plan an
appeal.
The state police were investigating allegations that
Naegele violated the state
election-finance law by directing
employees to donate to the Collins
campaign, then reimbursing
them. State records show 10
Naegele employees donated a
total of /8,000 to Collins on Oct. 4,
1983.
Capt. John Lile, a state police
spokesman, said that agency
would close the case when the
commonwealth's attorney's office
notifies the state police in writing
that it won't prosecute. Grimes
said he would do so.

WE'LL WRAP IT • • •
WE'LL SEND IT

Chicago Tnbune Graphic,
Source: Arms Control Assoctabon

Several stockyards suing
state over new regulations
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Several stockyard and livestock
marketing companies are suing
the state in an attempt to revoke
new livestock sanitation
regulations.
The lawsuit in Franklin Circuit
Court contends the state Department of Agriculture improperly
put the new regulations in effect in
October. It also claims the regulations will damage the livestock
market in Kentucky.
Listed as plaintiffs are 11
stockyard companies and five
marketing companies.
The changes in the regulations
are designed to rid the state of
brucellosis, a highly contagious
disease that causes cows to abort
or produce deformed calves.
The new regulations include
tighter requirements for the vaccination, the testing and branding
of vulnerable heifers, the use of
identification tags on all cows at
the stockyards and more rigid
guidelines for detaining areas and
diagnostic laboratories at
stockyards.
The lawsuit contends the
changes are unfairly raising
operating costs and "constitute an
unreasonable restraint on commerce." It also claims the
Agriculture Department violated

Impact of INF treaty on
deployed warhead WOW

Judge rules out statute
of limitations in trial

Not covered by INF agreement,
but West Germany has offered to
eIrranate their Pershing missi164

ly defaulted accounts and those in
varying stages of litigation, the
release said.
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Deployed intermediate range weapons

caught smoking would be subject
of fines of up to 11,000.
In addition, a $2,000 tine would
be imposed on passengers caught
tampering with smoke detectors
in airliner restrooms Airline
pilots, who have opposed the
smoking restriction, have said the
ban could force people to smoke in
the lavatories, where the risk of a
tire is greatest.
On another controversial issue,
the transportation negotiators
agreed to let the full committee of
spending bill bargainers decide
whether to allow a 65 mph speed
limit to take effect on additional
highways.
A Senate provision in the same
spending bill would allow the
faster driving speeds on about
7,000 miles of highways in 43
states. The House version contained no such language.
The speed limit legislation was
introduced by Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., because the state has
almost 700 miles of four-lane
parkways where the limit is 55
mph.

State hires three collection
agencies to recover money
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If you wish —any gift* purchased at The Party
Mart will be properly packed and delivered in excellent condition anywhere in the U.S. to the
street address you furnish. . . only the U.P.S.
charges will be added to your purchase.
*(01cohol,c beverages e.cluded)

Ale Party Mart
paducah's most interesting store
Hannon Plaza
509 Lone Oak Rd.
442-0011

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those wtio/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. It's my job to help
you get over the hurdle* of being
• MIN CORM(
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community Info. Advice on
reliable business In your new
neighborhood. And more. CaN...

Hostess Kathryn Outlerx1 753-3079
Asst. Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

Gift Ideas...t
From Now Until Christmas
Lakeland Spring Water Co.
.--r 7-----:-_--, will offer a special

1

5% Discount

On Our Springwell
Porcelain Crocks
"Give the Gift
of Pure,
Natural, Spring Water"

t
10,

Open: Mon.-Fri. 8-3

cNountairOrallef%tee'
SPRING WATER FROM HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
210 Main St
753-0819, Murray

OE4tierAtio.itt<te4,0444

With Apple Instant Credit
You May Take This Apple
Home In Minutes!
Now when you stop into Computer Source to see the Apple® family of
computers... you don't have to leave empty handed. Because with Apple
Instant Credit it's easier to own an Apple than ever before. You and your
family can begin enjoying it right away.
If you qualify, you may receive up to $3,500 of credit... instantly! What's
more with, Apple Instant Credit you can select the system of your choice
and add any Apple compatible software and peripherals.
In fact, you don't even have to wait until your Apple Credit Card arrives.
Now your kids can use the same computer at home that they are probably
already using at school.
What's more you'll like the terms. A low down payment. Convenient,
affordable monthly payments. And no annual fee.
It couldn't be easier. Or more worthwhile. So stop into Computer Source,
we'll be happy to give you more details about Apple Instant Credit and help
you find the Apple System that's just right for you.

COMPUTER SOUR
CE
Inc.
211 Broadway
Paducah

516 Main St.
Murray

(502)442-9726

(502) 759-4603

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

Authorized Dealer
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Seven players lose eligibility; investigations of others continue
By The Associated Press

Seven players have lost their
athletic eligibility and investigations continue into the dealings of
other players named by a sports
agent as having signed contracts
in violation of NCAA rules.
Auburn's Sugar Bowl-bound
football team has lost cornerback
Kevin Porter and Texas A&M will
be without lineman Tony Bartley
and running back Melvin Collins
for the Cotton Bowl.
Those three were ruled ineligi-

ble by their respective universities
after agent Jim Abernethy
reported that they had signed contracts with him.
Of the nine athletes that
Abernethy said had signed contracts with him, seven have subsequently lost their eligibility.
In a copyright story Tuesday,
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution
said Abernethy had signed nine
college athletes and presented
copies of contracts for eight of
them.

In addition to Porter, Bartley
and Collins, the agent said he had
contracts with Memphis State
basketball players Marvin Alexander and Sylvester Gray,
Georgia Tech football player Riccardo Ingram and TCU football
players Tony Jeffery, John Booty
and Wayne Waddy. Only Booty
and Waddy retain their eligibility.
It is against NCAA rules for
players to accept benefits from
agents or to sign contracts with
them.

Abernethy said Collins contract, the only one not given to the
newspaper, was in a safe-deposit
box and would be brought to the
paper this week.
"These guys all knew what they
were doing. Every one of them,"
Abernethy said. "I mean, they'd
sit there and bid and dicker with
me."
All the football players named
by Abernethy are seniors except
Collins, who is a junior. The
basketball players are

Stormy courtship

Kentucky's
Mr. Football

Cornerback returns to team

Cardinal Mack steps into
St. Louis musical chairs'

Five players up
for top gridder
Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Covington
Catholic's Mike Woolf and
Pikeville's Chris McNamee, who
led their teams to state high school
football championships this year,
are two of five finalists for Kentucky's "Mr. Football" award.
The other players, selected by a
panel of sportswriters in the Kentucky Associated Press Sports
Editors association and announced Tuesday, are Paduta'h
Tilghman's Kurt Barber.
Glasgow's Dwayne Depp and
Louisville Fairdale's Craig
Walker.
The winner will be named in
February, in conjunction with the
announcement of the Kentucky
All-Star squad by the Kentucky
High School Football Coaches
Association.
Tight end Frank Jacobs of
Newport Catholic was named the
state's first "Mr. Football" last
February. He played at Notre
Dame this past season.
Woolf, a linebacker and
fullback, led Covington Catholic to
a 14-1 record and the Class AAA
chamapionship. He made 139
tackles, intercepted three passes
and recovered five fumbles on
defense, and on offense, rushed for
821 yards and 17 touchdowns.
McNamee, a four-year starter,
had a school record 18 interceptions, including five this year. He
also had 92 tackles as a defensive
back. As a tight end, he caught 22
passes for 354 yards and 12
(Cont'd on page 19)
By The Associated

Tuesday morning's strong winds left their mark throughout the area and the
Murray State tennis courts were
no exception. Umpiring chairs were knocked over and wind screens blown
free from the high winds.
Sian

Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO — New Zealand
banker Michael Fay will race the
San Diego Yacht Club one-on-one
for the America's Cup rather than
give up his syndicate's headstart
on a 90-foot waterline boat for prolonged court proceedings.
Fay reached that decision Tuesday after meeting with Cup
holders for the first time since his
challenge for a 1988 race in boats

•VITPV,IftrielVIVI,VC19 Vilitt,e0f1713V tf7
Designed with 15-minute timer
for added convenience.

•I 5-minutik

timer
•Essy-to-closo °son
•5 cubic foot oven
•Siamorsble glass tray

Now Only
Magic chef'

5-year
loaded warrant(

j

$8500

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

1Next to Cams AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N

759-1505

What TheWise Men
Are Giving This Year.
Consider just a few of the
facts
The Leading Edge*
Model "D"• personal cornputer has the only 20-month
warranty around.
Next, it's famous for its
low, price of $1095.
It's easy to use,
and it's a fast and
powerful, IBM*
PC-compatible
computer with -.....,..........
a complete, ready-- —
to-run list of standard features

Including leading
Edge"' Word Processing software and our
Soft-Click' keyboard
And there's
more. So come in
today for a visit,
and you'll see why
it's so smart to
give the Model "D'
this year

ifIt/1114 1541.
An America. Mee

igi0
0
Computer Center
314

Main Street
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By R.B. FALLSTROM
day during his weekly media lunAssociated Press Writer
cheon. "If Mack can play. I may
ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis Carhave to decide on one of them. I
dinals, who have played musical
may go back with Gallery."
chairs with their place kickers for
The Cardinals are pr....sently carseveral years, will have yet rying four specialty players on
the
another decision to make as soon
roster, including a long snapper
as cornerback Cedric Mack's and punter, and Stallings said
that
ankle gets better.
Is too many.
Mack has missed the last two
"You would prefer to have guys
games with a sprained ankle and that can do something else," Stalllast week his absence from the ings said.
lineup gave Coach Gene Stallings
The Cardinals signed Del Greco
the luxury of carrying two kickers 'last week after Gallery made only
— Jim Gallery and Al Del Greco —
one of three field goal attempts in
on the roster. Stallings used a loss to the Washington Redskins
.
Gallery for kickoffs and Del Greco Gallery has made nine of 19 atfor field goals did extra points in tempts and has the stronger leg of
St. Louis' 2'7-24 victory over the the two.
New York Giants.
Del Greco, who was cut by the
Stallings said that if Mack is Green Bay Packers after the
NFL
able to play Sunday against the strike, missed his first extra
point
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, he may try, snapping a string of
77
have to deactivate one of the straight He also missed a 27-y
ard
kickers.
field goal attempt.
"I guess down deep I don't think
The Cardinals, who have won
he Mack can play, but I'm hop- three of their last four games for a
ing he can," Stallings said Tues- (Cont'd on page 19)

New Zealand banker going one-on-one with SDYC for America's
Cup
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
nearly twice

Layaway Now For Christmas
COMPACT
MICROWAVE OVEN

underclassmen
play in the Sugar Bowl, no action
Abernethy said that either he or was being taken
against Rocker.
his former associate, Gary
Texas A&M Coach Jackie SherWilson, had dealings with three rill declared
Bartley and Collins
other players scheduled to par- ineligible
pending an investigaticipate in bowl games — Clem - tion. And athletics
officials at TCU
son's Michael Dean Perry, South and
Clemson said they would
Carolina's Sterling Sharpe and investigate,
Auburn's Tracy Rocker.
"If what he Abernethy says is
Perry is set to play in the Citrus true, the normal
procedure is to
Bowl on Jan. 1 and Sharpe is head- declare the
player ineligible and
ed for the Gator Bowl on Dec. 31.
then appeal to the NCAA eligibiliAuburn Coach Pat Dye said ty committee for
reinstatement,"
that, while Porter is ineligible to (Cont'd on
page 19)

(502) 753-7733

Murray, KY 42071
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the size of normal competition.
America's Cupo yachts was ruled
Fay and his Mercury Bay
valid by the New York Supreme Boating Club based their
Court.
challenge on a literal interpretaFay said the SDYC refused to tion of the Deed of Gift.
consider allowing other com"There are certain advantages
petitors into the race. Five other the challengers have, and there
syndicates have expressed an in- are certain advantages the
terest in racing against Fay in an
defenders have," Burnham said.
elimination series next year.
"We're not asking him to give up
"It was not a question of us acany advantages, and he should not
cepting it," Fay said of San
be asking us to give up any
Diego's insistence on a match
advantages."
race. "We can't do anything about
After the court ruling went
it."
against them, the yacht club and
The Nov. 25 court ruling upset Sail America agreed to accept
announced plans by the yacht club
Fay's challenge but decided to exand its defense manager, Sail
clude other competitors, and
America, to hold a 1991 regatta off
reserved the right to name a new
San Diego in 12-meter yachts, venue and design a different class
which have been used in the sailof boat providing it met the
ing competition for the past 30 restrictions of the deed and the
years.
court ruling.
At a separate news conference,
Fay objected to those proposals
Sail America president Malim
at Tuesday's meeting but
Burnham said the yacht club is
acknowedged that the yacht club
playing by the rules set forth in the
and Sail America view could be
Deed of Gift, a 100-year-old docuupheld.
ment governing America's Cup
"At the end of the day, if we are

Racer report

Seaphus signs with Racers
The Murray State University
football team announced toady the
signing of outside linebacker Greg
Seaphus, a transfer from East
Mississippi Junior College.
Seaphus was a first-team AllState player among Mississippi
junior colleges at 6-1, 190 pounds.
MSU head coach Mike Mahoney
describes Seaphus as a "Willie
Prather-type player."
The junior from Scooba, Miss.,

played in the JCCO All-Star Game
in his home state and is the eighth
player Murra has signed out of
EMJC since 1979.
Other players from East
Mississipi include: Jose
Casanova, Rodney Lofton,
Lamaar Williams, Michael Watson, Ken Cooper, Vincent Bell and
Calvin Thompson.
Seaphus was coached by Randall Bradbury at East Mississippi.

wrong, it could well be that we • action earlier,
said he'd push
race them in the Aleutian Islands_ ahead with plans
for the challenge
rather than in San Diego,- Fay
rather than pursue his
said. "If they as defender are able disagreements
with the Cup
to choose the venue without
holders in court. A court challenge
mutual consent, then those things would probably
delay the race,
will come to pass."
eliminating New Zealand's
Fay, who had threatened legal (Cont'd on page 19)

Basket hail

Girls' league wraps up year
The Calloway County Girls
Basketball League wrapped up its
season with two championship
games Tuesday night.
In the Grades 4-5 league, Team
3, coached by Wade Garland,
upset Tracy Duck and Corey
Lambert's Team 2.
The Grades 5-6 championship
was won by Team 1. Mike
Shelton's squad finished the
season undefeated with a win over
Team 2, coached by Dave Johnson
and Vicki Linzy
Players on the Grades 4-5 championship team are: Kelly Felts,
Kellie Williams, Jamie Kimbro,
Stephanie Holland, Misty Imus,
Nikki Satterwhite and Andrea
Dollchan. Team 2 players are:
Jody Manning, Jessica Fulcher,
Jennifer Gibson, Kylie Johnson,
Carrie Hartly, Heather Gray and
Shannon Williams.
Team 1, champion of the Grades
5-6 league, is made up of: Valerie
Shelton, Heidi Hill, Carrie
Watkins, Ladon Wilson, Farrah
Beach, Amanda Green, Jaime
Pigg and Tammy Chester. Team 2
is made up of: Vanessa Bucy, Kim
Johnson, Marrisa Policicchio,
Mitzi Rickman, Linda Stubblefield

"For Men Only
piesented by the

Apple Blossom Boutique
113 S. 4th St.

December 17, 1987
6:00 p.m.-9:00. p.m.
A time for "men only" to do their shopping
for all those special ladies.
Our helpful sales staff will be glad to assist
you in your selections and of course we
gift wrap free.
Refreshments Served

and Tammy Duncan.
Other league coaches were:
Gary McClard. Ricky Alexander,
Christy Darnell and Barry
Albritten.
Lady Racer assistant coach
Steve Dill attended Tuesday's
championships and invited all
league players to attend the MST Tennessee State game Jan 9

CCHS holding
free hoop clinic
Calloway County High School is
holding a free clinic for all boys in
the Calloway County School
System in grades 3-6 Saturday.
Sixth graders will meet at Jeffrey Gymnasium 8:30-10 a.m..
fifth graders 10-11:30 a.m., fourth
graders 12-1:30 p.m. and third
graders 1:30-3 p.m.
The clinic will be conducted by
the Laker coaching staff and varsity players.
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ty Tony Lilly of the Broncos, who
plays him twice a year. "He's a
night-and-day quarterback. This
happened to be a day for him."
Moreover, public statements to
that is 8-5 now is a legitimate 8-5,
the contrary, Krieg doesn't exactly have the confidence of his
not the 10-3 or 11-2 everyone
thought it would be.
coach, Chuck Knox.
Why?
How,for example, can a defense
The great young linebackers,
that features Jeff Bryant, Joe
Brian Bosworth and Tony Woods,
Nash and Jacob Green up front
are young rather than great. The
and Bosworth, Wood And Fredd
secondary is banged up and Kenny
Young behind them, have given up
Easley isn't the same player who
565 rushing yards in consecutive
losses to the Raiders and Steelers?
was the league's best defender
Bosworth, who had his best
game against John Elway and the
Broncos, is still a rookie, and
unhappy with the unflashy Norhold the 'real' America's Cup, threatened to send his challenger - thwest lifestyle, as confessed last
week in a Washington Post's
open to all comers from all over in to San Diego next year regardless
the world, in 12 meters in 1991 (In • of what SDYC says, and Canada's
Michael Wilbon.
San Diego)," he said. "That's our Michael Cornelissen has threatenHe also seems mismatched
No. 1 objective. In order to get ed to fight in court for his synalongside the free-lancing Young,
from here to there, we have this dicate's inclusion in the race.
a Pro Bowler last year who's hav"My message to Alan Bond is ing an outstanding year i 1987 as a
little contest going on in front of
that he has no rights - he has no kind of inside version of Lawrence
us."
The two sides are expected to standing," Burnham said. "It's Taylor. Bosworth's just not the
further discuss such issues as going to be a two-boat event. If he
type to hold his ground or fill into
course configuration, number of wants to sail in the next
Young's spot while his running
America's Cup race) then he
races and sailing instructions in
mate heads for the quarterback.
the coming months, but no future should use his time and energeies
None of this is meant to write off
to convince Mr. Fay to get it back
the Seahawks. There is no domimeetings are scheduled.
The yacht club won the Cup last to 12 meters."
nant tzam in the AFC this year
Meanwhle, the city of San and if Seattle makes the playoffs,
February when Dennis Conner
skippered Stars & Stripes to vic- Diego, which could lose millions of it could yet end up at San Diego, as
tory over the Australian entry dollars of economic benefits if the a,lot of people predicted.
cup races are held elsewhere, is
Kookaburra III.
But the Seahawks must close on
Other competitors who have fil- pursing an appeal. A hearing is the road, where they traditionally
ed challenges to race in 90-foot scheduled today in New York to underachieve, and they need two
sloops next year couldn't be reach- determine if the city has the right victories to guarantee a playoff
to intervene because it was not a spot.
ed for comment.
First, they must play at Chicago
Alan Bond of Australia has part of the previous litigation.
next week and Krieg isn't the kind
of quarterback who stands up to
Bear-like intimidation. Then the
Seahawksclose at Kansas City,
12 TDs
on the team in tackles.
where they rarely play well.
So Seattle may well miss the
Depp is Glasgow's all-time
Walker ran for 2,070 yards and
playoffs.
career leading rusher with 4,268 23 touchdowns and caught 10
And that will make them a
yards. He also scored 51
passes for three TDs in leading
touchdowns during three seasons Fairdale to an 11-2 record. His best perfect preseason choice to repreas the Scotties were 32-6.
effort was 364 yards on 29 carries sent the AFC in the Super Bowl
next season.
This past season Depp rushed against Valley.
He finished his career with 5,139
for 18 touchdowns and 1,432 yards
on 242 carries. Defensively, he had yards on 807 carries and scored 330
four interceptions and was second points.

replacements were 2-1, the team

three years ago
And quarterback Dave Krieg
isn't the league's most consistent
passer.
Krieg was pefectly fine Sunday
night as the Seahawks beat
Denver 28-21 in a game that saved
any shot the Seahawks have at the
playoffs. He threw for 238 yards
and three touchdowns, just his second 200-yard game of the year in
an offense geared to the running of
Curt Warner and John L.
Williams.
"That's Dave Krieg," said safe-

Commentary

New Zealand banker...
((bard from page 18)
headstart on boat construction.
"At the end of the day it's won
on the wiater," Fay said. "That's
where ifs always been contested.
That's where we're trying to get to
for the next America's Cup
match."
Burnham said the race probably
will be waged in waters with
heavier wind than off San Diego to
put Fay's syndicate at a
disadvantage.
San Diego was announced as the
site of the 1991 race, and Fay's
syndicate has already started
building a 90-foot boat that is contoured for the light wind conditions off San Diego.
Asked if the 1988 event would be
held in San Diego, Burnham said
"probably not. '
Our whole emphasis and our
whole idea here and focus is to

Kentucky's Mr. Football...
((Oard from page 18)
touchdowns in leading Pikeville to
a 14-0 record and Class A title.
Barber intercepted four passes,
recovered five fumbles and scored
three of his 23 touchdowns on
defense in helping Tilghman to the
Class AAA finals
He caught 32 passes for 850
yards and eight touchdowns, and
rushed 92 times for 466 yards and

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
inane"
EASTERN 01.1NFERENt.
Atlantic
V. L Pct. GB
Boston
12
8
600
Philadelphia
8
8
500
2
New York
6 14
300 6
Washington
6 14
300
6
New Jersey
3 15
167
8
Central Divimion
Detroit
14
5
737
Atlanta
14
6
700
Chicago
14
7
667
1
Milwaukee
12
8
600
Indiana
11
9
550
Cleveland
8 11
421
6
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pet. GB
Dallas
12 6
667 Denver
12
7
632
is,

EAST
American U 78. George Washington 63
SOUTH
Louisiana Tech 64, Middle Tenn 63
Old Dominion 83. Long Island U 68
S Mississippi 88. Clemson 85
Va, Commonwealth 74, Tn.-Chattanooga 69
Wake Forest 89, Campbell 63
MIDWEST
Ball St 61. Siena Heights 42
Drake 86, Nicholls St. 61
_
E Illinois 94 Wiz -Milwaukee 76

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press college basketball poll, with first.
place votes in parentheses, total points base
do .
20-19.18-17-16.15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-21. records through Dec. 13 and last week's
ranking .
Record Pts Pvs
1 Kentucky I 41
4- 0 1224
1
7-0 1168
2 Arizona 119)
4
31
3 Pittsburgh
4- 0 1118
2
4.North Carolina
5- 1
980
5
5.1ndiarui
5- 1
916 6
&Wyoming
4- 0
874
7
7.lowa
6. 1
802
3
&Temple
4. 0
775 11
9 Syracuse
6- 2
737 8
10.Duke
4. 0 685 10
8. 1
650 17

Seven players...
(Cont'd from page 18)
NCAA spokesman Jim Marchiony
said. By acting quickly, he added,
the players' status should be
resolved before the major bowl
games, which begin next week.
"Every sports agency in the
country is doing it i signing
undergraduate athletes),"
Abernethy said in a telephone interview from Atlanta. "You have
no idea how big this is. This is just
the beginning."
The agent said he decided to go
public because he was disgusted
by the "hypocrisy" of college
sports. He said his decision also
was influenced by a recent
religious experience and an investigation by the JournalConstitution.
The contracts released by
Abernethy - three- to four-page
documents signed by the agent,
the players and a notary public detail the standard services the
players are to receive and in most
cases stipulate payments the
players are to receive during their
college careers.
The contracts call for signing
bonuses, holiday bonuses and
monthly payments ranging from
$175 to $1,100. They also provide
for extra payments based on a
player's accomplishments on the
field.
The agent said he stopped making payments on the contracts in
November, partially for financial
reasons "and because I saw this

early in the year, that we had a
chance," said Stallings of the Cardinals, who had won only nine
games the previous two seasons
combined. "I thought it was a
reasonable chance.
"We're still in the hunt, which is
all you can ask at this point."
Tampa Bay also was considered
a playoff contender earlier in the
season before St. Louis' NFL.
record 28-point fourth quarter

1141••••,

641 South
Murray
753-2617
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1984 1 Ton 12 Passenger, front
& rear air. ps.pb, auto p w
pl. tilt. cruise
$9,500.00
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11
579
11
Li
550
2
9 9
500
3
5 15
250
Pacific Division
L A Lakers
14
6
700 Portland
13
M
619
IL,
Seattle
41.,
1
476
7 11
Phoenix
389
6
L.A. Clippers
7 12
368
6L,
Golden State
3 15
167 10
Tuesday's Games
New Jersey 104, San Antonio 98
Milwaukee 103, New York 98
Boston 122. Washington 102
Atlanta 93, Indiana VI
Cleveland 106, Dallas 93
Detroit 127. Chicago 123, OT
Los Angeles Lakers 122, Phoenix 97
Sacramento 128. Los Angeles Clippers 108
Portland 128, Seattle 109

Illinois St 70. Chicago St 54
Indiana 103, E Kentucky 75
Michigan St 78 III -Chicago 64
Ohio C 68. Youngstown St 60
Roosevelt at Wis -Green Bay, ppd snow
Virginia Tech at Missouri, ppd . snow
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 101 Alcorn St 55
FAR WEST
No mayor team scores reported from the
FAR WEST

12.Purdue
13.Michigan
14.0klahoma
15.Nev -Las Vegas
16 Missouri
17 Kansas
18.Georgetov.m
19.Memphis St
20.lowa St

6. 1
7- 1
6. 0
5- 0
3- 1 .
6- 2
4- 1
3- I
7- 1

569
508
475
341
299
250
233
196
57

13
15
16
17
9
18
14
20
-

Illinois 54,
Others receiving votes
Louisville 53, Seton Hall 47. DePaul 41
Georgia Tech 33, Vanderbilt 23, Bradley 22,
Brigham Young 21, Notre- Dame 16, Auburn
11. St John's 10. South Carolina 9, Southern
Missiasippl 9; Pepperdine 7, Louisiana State
6. Georgia 2. New Orleans 2. North Carolina
State 2, Clemson 1. Kansas State 1, Marshall 1, Texas-El Paso 1: Utah 1
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Whirlpool MWOSOOKS Easy Set Touch Controls•
Detrost Selling • arge I 3 Cu It capacity •
SPILLGUARD sealed-in shelf • In-Use Reprogramming • • Balanced Wave Cooking System
•Pstented

--Whirlpool Model LE5700XS Electric Dryer •
Large Load Capacity • 4 Drying Cycles • 3 Tem. Interior •
perature Settings• Tough DURAWHITE "
Push -to-Start Button•Special KNIT Setting•ExtraLarge Lint Screen

Oc
. 1.14\40 A'

429
At S V‘‘
1
,TrModel DU4000 - '329
Model DU6000 - '389
Whirlpool Model OU9000/01Undercounter Dishwasher • 15 Cycles Options including S Automatic
Cycles • Quiet Wash System • Exclusive In -The
Door Silverware Basket • Power Clean Washing
System • HiTemp Washing Option
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il 753-0880
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International
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thing unraveling "

For all your
I Travel Reservation'
Call

Good
Neighbor
Chary
Stars

.5tate Farm Insurance Comparue,
Home Offices Bloomington Illinoo

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

comeback produced a 31-28 victory Nov. 8.
Starting with that game, the
Buccaneers, 4-9, have lost six
straight, including a 20-10 loss to
the Detroit Lions, 3-10, last week.
"We started them on their skid
and they'll remember that," Stallings said. "They want to end their
season on a high note and we need
to play as well as we possibly
can."

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

Larry Krouse Insurance

Cardinal Mack steps...
((onI'd from page 18)
6-7 record, are one of four NFC
teams in the running for that conference's final wild-card playoff
berth After the Tampa Bay game,
the Cardinals close out the regular
season on the road against the
Dallas Cowboys.
"I thought all along, especially
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Seattle supporters send 'consensus apology'
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
The experts who made the Seattle Seahawks a consensus favorite
to represent the AFC in the Super
Bowl hereby make a consensus
apology.
Despite a five-game winning
streak at the end of last year,
despite two prime running backs
and some prime rookie
linebackers, the Seahawks just
aren't as good as everyone
thought. Even without the strike,
during which the Seattle

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IL 1587

KODAK Disc 3600 Camera

25.95

Our ow price
rebate

Bright,color snap
shots, easy operation
and compact,carry
along size you get
it all with a KODAK
Disc Camera
Come choose a
KODAK Disc Camera, and
be sure to pick up your
rebate coupon for gift sayings from Kodak'Stop in
today for
details

10.00
15.95
-

'Rebate °tier
Kho inctudes the
KODAK Title Dec
Cowers

KODACOLOR VR Disc Film
15 exposures
Smart Senate should shop now
through January 18, 1988

Whirlpool Model LA5300XS DIrect-Drive Washer
•Large Load Capacity•6 Automatic Cycles•Water
Temperature Control with 3 Wash ,Ronse Selections
• 3 Water Levels • Easy Clean Lint Filter • Single
Wash & Spin Speed

17091

41.2.„,.1.
A:4569,. . .

400

*389

milirip401:1,1,4k,t, w‘
I
.1
L_ __T--

Whirlpool Model TFII500XR Free-Standing Compactor • D.r,sr, Pai.k Control • TOUL,H TOE
Drawer Opener • Ou-et Pack Sound Conditioning•
Bag C4.7.!v • Air Freshener Control

WhIrpool Model ET18NKXR No-Frost Refrigerator
.180 cm ft Capacity •Provision for Option,i
If.:.EMAGIC• Automatic Ice Maker •Adiustable S.' Shelves .No-fingerprint Textured Steel Door

2.52

offer good

'
s Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
Charlie

Jones Goodyear
753.0595

Hours:
Mon. Fri. 8:00 to 5.00
Sat. 8:00 to 2:00

721 South 12th St.
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1
1
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capaCRY
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Amami' 1.2 Cubic Fool
Manual Microwave
Watts cooking power •Rotawa.
e•
,ySfern for even cooking •10
Coolrmatic co*,
s •No WM712 and 61

2

138.00

$167
Reg

Area counties
to receive money

Mode's #715-615
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

WASHINGTON 1AP I - The
Federal Emergency Management
Agency has granted $2,047,953 to
38 counties throughout Kentucky
to feed and shelter the homeless,
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.. announced Thesday.
"This money will be put to good
use in helping county governments
deal with the plight of the
homelesss," McConnell said.
The money is going to the counties of Barren. Bell. Boyd, Boyle,
Carter. Christian, Clark, (lay,
Daviess, Fayette, Floyd. Graves,
Grayson, Greenup. Hardin,
Harlan. Henderson. Hopkins. Jefferson, Johnson, Knox. Laurel.
Letcher, Lincoln. Logan, McCracken. Madison, Marion, Marshall, Montgomery. Muhlenberg,
Nelson. Ohio, Perry, Pike,
Pulaski, Warren and Whitley

.Win Touch Control

.v...x..1
. 4%4NINA4/11010.

RCA
20" Color TV

Rival
31/2 Quart Crock Pot
•model #3100P

•Channel lock digital keyboard contro
'Quartz crystal cable tuning OFPR505Vv
Reg. 289.83
Sale

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Gary
Hart should not have re-entered
the Democratic presidential race,
says Terry Mann, a former state
representative who headed Hart's
1984 presidential campaign in
Kentucky.
"He doesn't want to subject
himself to that crap again," Mann,
a vocational school principal in
Covington-, said Thesday.
Hart announced his revived
presidential bid in Concord, N.H.,
the state with the first primary.
Once the far-away frontrunner,
Hart withdrew from the race in
May after disclosure of his relationship with Miami model Donna
Rice.
Mann said he would not back a
new Hart candidacy and was, in
-fact, supporting a different
Democratic presidential hopeful.
He declined to identify the other
candidate, saying his support was
purely personal. Mann announced
his candidacy for the state Senate
on Friday and he said he did not'
have time for a role in a presidential campaign

Reg. 8.96

219.83

Sale
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Conair Pro 1500
Model #087
Reg. 12.96

Sale 1

State reputes
association with
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1.00

17.96

Magic Chef'

SUPER
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY
Magic
Cubic Foot Manual Microwav
e
•1 5 Minute trmer •Cooktng
•
gude on control pane •Remoyab
ie grass
tray •End ot cook,ng cycle
Signal No M5E3-•-W4

Black & ()ricksv

wow .s

Reg 19 96
handy chopper "

SUPER LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY
Ea -

REGINA.Jii

Presto

Hot Topper**

'Automatically melts butter or margarine heat,
other toppings 'Includes handy brush 'Microwave
or electric •Nos 03050 03000

Regina! SteemerTM
Carpet Cleaner
•2-speed power
*Edge guard nozzle to
to protect walls and
baseboards
*Spot release applicator
*No. S278

MR.COFFEE

•12 Hour analog clocktirner
•Warmer plate keeps coffee at
perfect temperature •Compaci
design. efficient use of space *No
CMX50
SUPER
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

Reg. 59.86

Sale

54.86

49.94

SUPER LOW
PRICE EVERY DAY

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - Kentucky has asked the Army to take
the state's name off an environmental impact statement on
destroying nerve gas weapons
because the state was consulted
only after the report was
prepared
Charles W. Martin, acting commissioner of the Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet, told the Army
he was extremely disappointed the
state received copies of the final
report only a few weeks before it
was to be issued.
His Nov. 20 letter noted the state
was given 10 days to review the
four-volume report.
"We are not interested in buying
into a situation we have had no impact on," cabinet spokesman Brad
Marquette said Monday.
The report, expected to be
issued this month, will spell out
how the Army plans to dispose of
nerve gas weapons stored at
several sites around the country,
including the Lexington-Blue
Grass Army Depot in Madison
County.
A much-criticized draft of the
report issued in July 1986 recommended burning the weapons at
each storage site.

Gusdorf Microwave Cooking Center
'Angela oak finish 'Durable protective surface
'Utensil drawer
designer coasters
'Magnetically secured drawers 'Model 03515

"10-Speed
Cycle-Blend"

" And the glory of
the Lord shall be
redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!

•3 pulse speeds and 9 continuous speeds for smoothlyblended recipes •5 cuC
•'Perms-Glass- container
opens,at both ends •20z
cover measuring cup

0869-16
Reg. 25.94

19.97

Reg. 25.74

Presto' Granpappyg Electric Deep Fryer
'No Controls to set, perfect frying temperature is
maintained automatically
•Snap-on lid lets you store oil in fryer •No 05410

Sale Good through Sunday. Dec. 20, 1987
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-10; Sun. 12-6; Pharmacy Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sale 23694

26.96

Reg. 29.96

Sunbeam' Mon Itor** Iro n
•I 6 minute shut-off if left standing on heel rest •30 second shut clown

if left ironing position w/out moving *Silverstone' non-stick
soleplate
'No 13326

1E1 '.111

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—its our intention to have every adverhsed
item in stock However 0 due to any unforeseen reason an adverfiSe0 tern is not available fOr
plechilSe Wal Mart *A iSSoP a Rain Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at
the sale price whenever available or will sell you a Wilda, item at a'comparable reduction in pore
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0 quarthhes tortdahorts cad tn New Meow()
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Equipment Co. nc.
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Gannett gives
grant to library
in Louisville
LOUISVIIJX, Ky.(AP) — The
Gannett Foundation has announced it is awarding a surprise grant
of $f00,000 to the LousivWe Free
Public Library to buy books.
The grant raised to 1788,000 the
total the foundation has given to 78
organizations in the Louisville
area since Gannett Co. Inc. bought
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times last year, said
the foundation's president,
Eugene Dorsey.
The grant was announced Tuesday at a lunch for volunteers.
The library is trying to create a
16 million endowment and to use
earnings from it to increase the
library's collection from about
230,000 volumes to 450,000.

The H. Eddie Roberts, Jr. VFW Post 6291 made a food donation recently
to the Murray Need Line. Pictured above are, from left: Roger Emmert, post commander; Leonard Brown, Euple Ward, Need Line director; and Mark Winkowski, a three-year trustee for the VFW post.

Scientists need
more leeway,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
officials say

Hart says he's back in race
CONCORD, N.H. I AP) — Gary
Hart, again a candidate for the
1988 Democratic presidential
nomination, signed autographs,
held toddlers, posed with Santa —
and said he would give himself a
few months to decide whether he
has set off on a doomed and
foolhardy quest.
Some in the political world applauded and some attacked his
surprise revival of his bid for the
White House.
Hart said he ,wasn't going to
discuss his involvement last spring with Miami model Donna
Rice. Disclosure of that relationship led to portraits of Hart as a
womanizer — and to his
withdrawal as a candidate.
And, in an interview on ABCTV's "Nightline" on Tuesday
night, 114 hours after he filed as a
candidate in the New Hampshire
primary, Hart suggested he might
be willing to settle for less than the
presidential nomination.
His "baseline," he said, is having some influence on the positions
the Democratic party takes in its
platform.
As for questions about his personal behavior: "I know what's
coming. I'm not naive. There will
be some very bad stories. But
there is no way in the world I intend to respond to that."
Ms. Rice was not available for
comment. Her mother, Miriam

Rice of Irmo, S.C., said in a
telephone conversation that
neither she nor her daughter
wanted to discuss Hart's decision.
She said her daughter, who moved from Miami to Los Angeles to
pursue an acting career several
months ago, is doing "OK, I
guess."
Benjamin Bradlee, executive
editor of The Washington Post,
was quoted in his newspaper today
as saying the Post would not
publish the name of a woman
other than Rice with whom, the
newspaper said, Hart had a
liaison.
Some pollsters predicted Hart
would surge to the front initially in
public opinion surveys once again,
but quickly added that his prospects were gravely weakened by
the questions about his personal
values.
In an "instant" poll of 298
registered Democrats conducted
for USA Today and Cable News
Network — the type of poll professionals say can often be
misleading — Hart was the
presidential choice of 29 percent.
He led Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, with 15 percent;
Jesse Jackson, with 12 percent;
Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois and
Rep. Richard Gephardt of
Missouri, with 6 percent; Sen.
Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee, 5
percent; and former Ariz. Gov.

Kentucky will not participate in
a settlement with Chrysler Corp.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky will not participate in a setwith Chrysler Corp. over odometer tampering.
The company said Monday it has agreed to pay 116 million to settle
civil charges in 45 states arising from its sale of "new" cars that had
been test-driven 50 to 500 miles with disconnected odometers.
Under the terms of the proposed settlement, each of 32,750 car
owners will receive $500.
Kentucky Attorney General Dave Armstrong decided against
entering the settlement because he believes Kentuckians will get
more money if he presses the case in court, said Vicki Dennis, a
spokeswoman for Armstrong.
Kentucky's suit seeks damages of up to $8,500 for each resident who
bought a car that had been drive with a disconnected odometer.
tlement

Bruce Babbitt, 1 percent.
With five words on the
statehouse steps — "I'm back in
the race" — Hart shook up the
political world. Then, with his
wife, Lee, he spent the rest of
Tuesday reacquainting himself
with voters.
Hart introduced himself to holiday shoppers at a mall, stopping to
talk to a mother holding her young
daughter, signing the autograph of
the young woman behind the
cookie counter, thrusting out a
hand to a couple sitting at a table.
Hart paid tribute to the
"perseverence and stamina" of
his six announced Democratic opponents, but made it clear that he
thinks no candidate of sufficient
stature has emerged.
The other Democrats gathered
for a debate in Edinburg, Texas,
on Tuesday night, but did not mention Hart's name.
Reaction from some Democrats
to his reapparance was hostile, but
others were delighted. Hart had
denied repeatedly, and as recently
as last week, that he would get
back in the race.
Hart must begin fund raising
from scratch, and the Federal
Election Commission said he must
win aormal ruling before he can
seek federal campaign matching
funds for the donations he received before dropping out of the race.
And he must scramble to meet
presidential filing deadlines in 15
states, accounting for at least 1,245
delegates to the Democratic National Convention.
"This will not be like any campaign you have ever seen," Hart
said, noting that he rejoins the
race without staff, funds or
pollsters. "But I have something
even better. I have the power of
ideas and I can govern this country," he said.

NEW YORK (AP) — Federal
budget officials who are considering a plan to privatize the National
Institutes of Health say their goal
is to loosen the reins on scientists,
not to save money, according to a
published report today.
The plan to turn NIH, the site of
leading research in cancer, heart
disease and AIDS, into a private
entity could be placed in President
Reagan's 1989 budget, The New
York Times reported.
Officials at the Office of
Management and Budget told the
newspaper the plan, which is still
being studied, calls for the worldfamous laboratories to operate as
a "free-standing research
Institute."
The officials said the change
could permit more collaboration
with the biotechnology industry,
increase salaries for the best
scientists at the institutes and free
them from bureaucratic constraints that may threaten the
scientific standing of the agency.
Budget officials said the new
proposal was not to save money or
reduce the budget deficit, even
though the budget office has been
at odds with the institutes in past
years as it tried to cut spending for
health research, the Times said.

3
ChlEISTNIAS
May you experience
joy, peace and
much love as you
celebrate this festive
and fun-filled holiday.

From The Staff

MURRAY-CALLO WAY
CO. HOSPITAL
803 Poplar

The Gift Th
All Year L
y Ledge
1001 Whitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040

Call
Circulation
At
753-1916

l?on't forget the carpets. Rent
the Host Dry Extraction
Carpet Cleaning system. It
deep cleans carpets the fast
and easy way. Deodorizes and
leaves a fresh scent too.
S6fDay
Machine
Rental

Hwy. 641 N

753-6660

t=3

1:::J

Before Your
Guests Arrive...

Joe Smith
Carpet Center

753-5131

et

Hazel
Plumbing
Hazel
492-6134

ItttistnIPIPP*MtltVtittf

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
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Potato
Chips

SAVE•A•LOT

99c

FOOD STORES

Golden Flake

Coke
2 Iltor products

9

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

Bon Ton Cheese Curls 1201. 994

Salad Dressing

Round Tortilla Chips

120Z794

Fancy Tomato Ketchup 3201.794

Marshmallow Cream

Microwave Popcorn

3 pk $1 1 9

Barbecue Sauce

28 oz

994

Pecan Halves

Peanut Butter

$119
16 oz

Real Chocolate Chips

71
.
/2 59

Potato Chips

$479

TAV Sliced Turkey Ham

1801.

Turkey Franks

1201.

Holly Ridge Pork Sausage

18.994

Savory Bacon

-

Seitz Meat Wieners

59s

16 oz. 994

qt 994

1501.

Cherry Pie Filling

20 oz

Evaporated Milk

12 oz.

Eagle Brand Condensed Milk

99t

Seitz Beef Wieners

12 oz.

16 oz $119

Seitz Jumbo Franks

16 oz. 51 39

39*

14 oz. $1 39

Powdered or Brown Sugar

2 lb.

3

994

Baking Powder
Ready Crust
Corn Oil
Ready To Spread Frosting

10 oz.

6 oz

Seitz Thin Bologna

oz

1

'1

49

99

$449
i

Biscuits
Cream Cheese

e 01 691

Unit. Margarine Spread

2 lb 591

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

16 oz $1 89

Canned Hams

31b

9799

Kahns Meat Wieners

16 Ot $1 99

TAV Sliced Ham

16o:

S109
%.4

Self-rising or plain

16 oz.

5 lb.

Flour

59C

69c

Friut Mix

796

Sugarless Sliced Peaches

16 oz.

Cranberry Sauce

18 oz

Pear Halves

Is oz 694

994

294
01 214

Spread Quarters

Fruit
Cocktail

994
694

411 oz. $1 79

161
/
2 oz.

$1 19

id oz $1 49

Seitz Cheese Bologna

Whipped Topping

12 oz

Seitz Variety Pack

j59
994

Sol $1 29

$1 49

1201.

18% oz.

15 oz

oz 594

Id oz.

Vegetable
oil

Raisins

994

Seitz Spiced Luncheon

Seitz Beef Bologna

59c

32 oz

89'

White or Yellow

Cake
Mix

Light Corn Syrup

Mandarin Oranges

16 oz

571

oz 494
694
491

Iodized Salt

26 oz 1

Chocolate Flavored Chips

12 oz

94

794

Imitation Vanilla

8o, 494

Cheesecake Mix

to, 0, 994

Brownie Mix

16 oz 694

sasse-'1"‘
i
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New therapies for women
Fibroid tumors in uterus

Excassive menstrual flow

Ovary

•Posimenssual
When menstrual bleeding
MPS, the next cycie begins at
once The pituitary gland gives
off a hormone that causes an
egg to start maturing warm a
lac* (tiny sac) in the ovary

Fallopian
tube

Ovary

Fallopian
tube
//

Bladder

GAZA CITY, Occupied Gaza the %Nest Bank.
The violence has
Strip ( AP ) — Israel's army today been among
the worst in 10 years.
staged a major show of force in the
Columns of smoke rose from the
occupied Gaza Strip, and hospital Jabaliya refugee
camp near Gaza
officials said an 8-year-old girl and City. About
40,000 Palestinians
two men were shot and wounded in live in the
camp's shacks.
protests at refugee camps.
Amar Khamis Abu Takiya,
The army sent hundreds of whose 22-yearold son,!Shand, was
soldiers and several tanks through killed Tuesday
. sat barefoot on a
the streets of Gaza City, the mat outside
his house in the
largest city in the Gaza Strip.
Jabaliya camp.
Soldiers opened fire during pro"It is better to use tear gas and
tests at the Jabaliya and Nusseirat rubber bullets
instead of killing
refugee camps, wounding the girl
my son, but it's bests of all for the
and two 25-year-old men, officials army to
stay away," he said, adat Shifa Hospital in Gaza City said
ding that two other sons, ages12
One of the men was in serious and 14, were
previously killed in
condition after being shot in the
clashes with Israeli soldiers.
back, the officials said. They said
Israel's parliament today began
five teen-age Jabaliya residents
debating five left-wing motions of
suffered injuries from beatings.
no confidence against the coalition
Army officials said they were
government's tough handling of
checking the reports.
the unrest, which began Dec. 8.
The army crackdown followed
The army released its first comriots in which soldiers shot and
prehensive figures on the
killed at least four Palestinians on
violence, saying eight Arabs were
Tuesday. Two protesters died in a
killed and 29 wounded in the Gaza
clash at Shifa Hospital.
Strip, and four killed and 19
It was the ninth straight day of
wounded in the West Bank.
violence in the occupied Gaza
Arab reports say at least 15
Strip, which Israel captured in the
Palestinians have been killed and
1967 Middle East war, along with
more than 100 wounded.

Starting

•Intennenogruel
Horn1001111 go to work Estrogen
makes Ms cis,fining uterus.
divide rapkly to form new lining
A luteinizing hormone causes
release of egg

Uterus

GrovAng
•Premenstrual
Lining is thick with blood
viliatals. Egg travels
through fallopian tube in
about five days. If
fertilization has occurred
egg settles into lining

_ _ _ Cervical cavity

Maturing

•Menstrual
Unfertilized egg cannot
attach to the lining and
dies Ovary stops
making homones.
Uterine lining breaks
down and menstruation
starts.

•Fibroid tumors
•Excessive bleeding
Benign tumors that may enlarge Heavy menstrual how. called
but are unlikely to spread or
chronic menorrhagsa causes
threaten life may become as
discomfort and iron-deficiency
large as a grapefruit and cat se
anemia from loss of blood
heavy bleeding and pain
Cmcago Tribune Grabric by Tarry VoIPP
Sources Chtcage Tnbune news reports Searle PriarmaoautKais World Book and AMA
Family Medics Gu,cle

Sign language: Reporter agrees it is handy
By AMY WOLFFORD
The Advocate-Messenger
DANVILLE, Ky. t AP — Many
evenings I would sit in my
downtown apartment and watch
passers-by. On several occasions.
students from Kentucky School for
the Deaf, which was just down the
road, would be walking by. Each
time I would see them, they were
signing, speaking a language I did
not understand, yet they were
natives just like me, and I felt left
out. I wanted to learn.
So when the opportunity arose

for me to take a sign language
class, I eagerly joined.
The 9-week class started in
September. I thought by the end I
would have learned how to recite
something like the Gettysburg Address, but I quickly found out I was
not so lucky. I am able to ask simple questions like "Who are your
parents?" or say "I like your blue
sweater."
We first learned to fingerspell
the deaf alphabet, which we were
told was the basis of all sign

Donna Rice
replaced as
jeans model
NEW YORK ( AP I — The maker
of No Excuses blue jeans says
Donna'Rice is no longer a modelspokeswoman, but the decision to
replace her was unrelated to Gary
Hart's decision to re-enter the
presidential race.
Reports about Hart's relationship with Rice forced him to drop
out of the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination in May.
"Frankly, we'd made the decision and planned to announce it
Thursday. but we moved it up
after we heard about Hart" said
Dart Mardet. a spokeswoman for
New Retail Concepts Inc., which
makes the No Excuses line.
The ads, which featured Rice
saying, "I make no excuses, I only
wear them," were unveiled amid
a publicity blitz in September.
The company has chosen a new
model-spokeswoman whose identity will be announced next month,
and the Rice ads will no longer be
aired, Marder said.
Rice did not comment publicly
Tuesday on Hart's announcement
that he was once again seeking the
Democratic
nomination.

language. If you didn't know
anything else besides fingerspelling, you would still be able to communicate — however slowly —
with the deaf.
Each week, we would pick up
signs for family members, food,
rooms or animals. We would play
games and try to read each other's
attempts at signing.
But the most important lesson
we learned was about how deaf
people interact. Since I have never
known a person who was totally

Transfer difficulties
In percent of major corporations reporting
d tficulty with employees accepting transfers
to high cost of living areas

411%
38 33 33

39
_

IiuuiI
1041-82 '83

.84 135

*86

deaf, I didn't really understand
their lifestyles. Our teacher
helped us to realize that they are
no different than we are.
Most deaf people use a slangtype language — called American
Sign Language — as opposed to a
more formal English Sign
Language. It uses abbreviated
signs to represent ideas. Instead of
signing "I have gone to the store,"
which would take six signs, most
phrase it "me store finished," for
three.
We learned that body language
means a lot. For example, "sit
down" could be a pleasant command or a strong warning, depending upon the use of facial expressions and body movements. To the
deaf, body language serves as a
hearing person's tone of voice.
We also exprimented with the
telecommunication device for the
deaf phones, which display a typed
message to those with corresponding units. Although it took a long
time for us to communicate and
there are only a few 'Machines
around, it's good to know there is a
means for deaf people to
communicate.

Magazine praises
Louisville mayor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Mayor Jerry Abramson
is one of the 20 top mayors in the
United States in 1987, according to
U.S. News & World Report.
After nearly two years in office,
Abramson, 41, has established a
"squeaky-clean reputation," the
magazine says in its Dec. 21 issue.
Abramson said he does not know
how the magazine made its selections, but I'm honored to be included. It's an impressive list."
The package on the nation's best
mayors, governors and members
of Congress devoted two pages to
mayors. They were chosen by
region, with five mayors each
from the East, Midwest, South and
West.
"It is by no means a definitive
assessment, but it does provide a
look at some of the important
players on the political stage today," the article says.
It says Abramson's greatest accomplishment was to get the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to
move Its headquarters to
Louisville.

May we express
our deepest
Appreciation
The members of the Murray Rotary Club wish
to express their gratitude and appreciation to the
owners and personnel of Pagliai's Pizza & Italian
Restaurant as well as all the people of this community who supported the club's annual Ham
Breakfast on Dec. 5 in helping to make the event
the great success it was.
The club also expresses its appreciation to the
individuals, organizations, bands, sponsors of
floats and entries in the annual Christmas Parade
for their part in making the parade once again a
seasonal highlight in Murray.
Thanks, also, to Almighty God for giving us such
a warm, beautiful day for it all.

Murray Rotary Club

Cistagya Inbune

k.Chart. Source

-414)fitt*. Market

lharril Lynch
Rsooroon Msnagement Inc

etien

et-ts

Anniversary Special
- Fresh Catfish Filet or
Ocean Boneless White Fish
t•

-

scr‘rd with (-tittle(' of pia.arti. hushpuppies & eolestm

('

$395
Hwy. 641 N.

Open at 4 p m Daily

414 hirmitirre dzIO

Give Something 4,
For the Home
This Christmas
Holiday Store Hours:
Monday through Saturday — 8:30 til 6:00
Sunday Afternoon — 1:00 til 5:00

753-4141

presidential

She recently moved from Miami
to the Los Angeles area to look for
work as a model and actress.
Rice's mother, Miriam Rice,
said in a telephone interview from
her home in Irmo, S.C., that
neither she nor her daughter had
any comment on Hart's return to
the race.
Asked how her daughter was doing, she replied: "OK, I guess."
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Israel's army stages major
show of force in Gaza Strip

Cycle of uteeine Ming

•Instead of removing the uterus •Treatment nas neer to saws
a synthetic hormone, ligxon, is
utenne lining or perform
given It shuts down the female
hysterectomy Laser can destroy
hormones and causes the tumors
basal olds of uterus and create IC*
to shrink small enough for removal
tissue. (irritating growtn of
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Catch the New Look of Quality

oomfar

Wood Rockers

Specia

Choice of Colors

Compact,Lightweight and
Full-Featured Camcorder
for Family-Size
Memories

Louisville

'1280"
Nlodei ‘161410

Swivel Rockers
Sleeper & Chair

Reg $l 199

Sofa-Loveseat-Chair
Reg $159900

Special

Special

Oak Corner
'Ask about
our 5 year
warranty

8-Gun Cabinet

•
(-CD Pickup hit stipend,' color
and resolution
• Automatic hiposure for accurate
shooting e%en in extremels
Irght
• Date inset capahhts
• I hour recording plashaek
• T(.1.'` image-sensiag Auto-Focus
System and fast( 1.4. hrtroom lens
ssith macro capahilits
• VHS HQ kith Detail Unhancement
and While
circuitrs

AFFOATTM

• 4- Ilead scanning
• Automatic %IC% finder &Oms
prompts and plass hack scenes tor
instant re% test
• igh-Speed Shutter %toile for
•
stop-di:111M pictures
• Includes V HS-C blank cassette.
super high capucti) hatters. %hi Ashler
strap. cassette adapter. Ai. pomer
suppl% hatters charger. more
*90 days same as cash to
qualified buyers
p:,,es in belore the [hum.
'

I h,

"Murray's Zenith Dealer"

1914 Coldwater' Rd.

Queen Size Bed

Reg $899 00

White & Brass

Day Bed

Reg $55000

Jasper Blockfront

Cherry Secretary

Reg $119900

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Sat. 8-12

753-2900

$449"
$95900

Jiaritd 414 humiliate
414 N. MARKET STREET

Tucker T.V.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Reg $594.00

Solid Brass & White

Zenith's Fulld featured((11( amcorder kithlfigh.Speed Shutter %hide
and instant re.ie. (*vigils shout llhs. stub mini-cassette and hatters pack.
knd its simple to use. Just turn the poster on. drop in a cassette and record
the 111e1110fire

1 79°0
00'89900
$ 1 199°°
$3900
4att.
$ 900
r
ptr
$49900
$77900

Reg $22900 $

Brown & Beige Queen

livingroom Suite
Wood-Arm Chairs
Party Ottomans

$ 16900

wrtogAzi)-# **twos,'AM'

;

ii
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Surprises in Stove!
_
S25 7'173i

11111111MUI

Solar Cell
Electronic
Calculator
Reg. 5.99

Block & Decker
Spacemaker Oven

Sale

Sale

Reg. 23.99

417-

'Large capacity, continuous cleaning
Model # 1-02500
Reg. 118.99

Oxwall
Cordless
Soldering Iron

8199

Sale

e•S,

1599
4 quart

tel

_
Gran Prix AM/FM Digital Clock
Radio has battery bock-up.
Model # D523
Reg. 17.88

1 88

Sale

Skil #91541/2"Disc Grinder
Reg. 71.99

.941999

•
-

•r

—

GPX Stereo Component
System - Double Cassette
Model # Reg. 69.99

Sale

1

5199

Show Cooker Won
Removeoble
Stoneware
Model 43154

lltrii)410
Reg. 29.99
Sal.

All
Christmas
Flowers &
Wreaths

•

2 Foot
Christmas
Tree
With Lights

Rival
Crock Pot

1999
Sunbeam
Deluxe
Mixmaster
Mixer
With Dough Hooks
Model #1-01096
Reg. 118.00
Sale

2

Reg. 4.49

Salo 2
29

Sunbeam
Mixmaster
Mixer
With 5 Speeds
3 • qt Moong Bowl
Use as hand or

41001)

stand mixer
Model • 02136

Reg 39 95

8199

Price

Sale

21 99

I

GPX Stereo AM/FM
Receiver Double Cassette
Recorder/Player with
Turntable

Wear Ever
Popcorn
Pumper

Great Neck 21 Piece
1 /4"and 3/8" Drive
Socket Wrench Set

Model #73000

#55485-X358

Reg. 22.57

Reg. 17.88

•

---,ctorrartie—
Curling
Windmere Hot
Brush

Reg. 79.95

Sale6
4
99

410i

-

i,
\
0

Sunbeam
Large Multi
Cooker
Fry Pan

Salo 1 2
99
Sale

Black & Decker Coffeemaker
10 Cup
Model #DCM90
Reg. 24.88

with Silverstone
cooking surface
Model #07296
Reg. 33.99

17"

49

Model Hal -219

Oskar Food
Processor
•

#01111110111111
.

by Sunbeam
Model #14081
Reg. 84.99

Sale
-

Sole 21 99

'1 1 99

4/4 Sale

5999

ONLY 8 DAYS
'TIL CHRISTMAS

4

Sole

Remington
Micro Screen
Electric Razor
Reg 26.88

0411.11GT01%
Mt 60 S. 111/

Sole

ss

21 99

,

Clairol Custom Hairsetter
A velvety soft durable nylon surface roller
Salo 2
7
99

UNCLE JEFF'S
Hwy. 641 South 753-6575
*Prices Good Through Sunday Dec. 20, 1987
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TV28 show highlights Murray

David, Queens and Quincy Sanders of Mayfield, all students at Murray State Universit
y, have found that helping each other with their studies is one of the major advantages of attending college
together. Queens and her
parents are freshmen at Murray State and live on campus in the married housing
complex. Although Queens
Is undecided about her major, Mrs. Sanders is majoring in nursing and Sanders
is a computer science major.

Encouragement from children
key in adults attending college
"Have you done your
homework?" is a common question in many households, but in the
Jerry Collins and David Sanders
homes, the query sometimes
comes from an uncommon source
— the children in the family.
Collins, wife Wylinda and son
Curtis of Benton, and Sanders,
wife Quincy and daughter Queena
of Mayfield, have just completed
the fall semester at Murray State
University. All except Curtis are
freshmen.
Encouragement from their
children played a major factor in
their decisions to attend college.
both couples recalled. The Collinses also have a daughter
Teresa. who is a ninth grader at
Marshal County Junior High
School The Sanders' son, Steven,
is 16 and attends Mayfield High
School
Mrs. Collins, who earned a
General Educational Development )GED ) certificate in. August
at the urging of her family, said
the prospect of attending college
presented a new kind of challenge
for her and her husband, "and we
just sort of talked each other into
it "
Curtis, who is a sophomore
engineering major at MSC, said
his positive experiences of being
In classes with older students
helped him build a case in persuading his parents to try college.
'I think 'nontraditional'
students add to classes because
they offer a different view of
things," he stated. "The experiences that they have had in
life can be helpful to their younger
classmates."
Queena's plans to attend Murray State got her parents thinking
about a college education for
themselves, Mrs. Sanders recalled. A licensed practical nurse
since 1981, she viewed enrolling in
classes with her daughter and husband as an opportunity to work
toward a four-year nursing degree
and become a registered nurse.
Sanders, who has a background in
electronics, is majoring in computer science.
Unlike the Collinses, who are
commuting students, the Sanders
family lives in College Courts, the
complex for married students and
their families, during the week
and return to Mayfield to be with
Steven of weekends.
All four parents said classmates
and teachers have been extremely
helpful and understanding, easing
their return to school.
"I always thought that once you
were in college, you were pretty
much on your own," Mrs. Sanders
commented. "But I've discovered
that there are amny avenues of
help available; all you have to do
Is ask."
One program that has been instrumental in helping both
families is Student Support Services (SSS), one of the TRIO programs at Murray State. Anne
Adams, a learning specialist with
the SSS program, said the program provides personal and
academic support services for
low-income, first generation
freshmen and sophomores and all
physically disabled students at
Murray State, Ms. Adams also
coordinates the program's tutorial
services.
"Services include tutoring in
any subject, academic advising,

personal, career and financial aid
counseling and access to instructional software and microcomputers," she noted.
Queens, who said several of her
friends admire what her parents
are doing. noted that they have
scheduled some classes together
so that they can help each other.
"I think that it's an advantage to
be attending college with my
parents, and it has made me more
aware of the opportunities I have
that they didn't have at my age,"
she commented.
Curtis noted that being on campus with his parents has helped to
keep him motivated in his studies.
"We can talk to each other about
different classes, and that means
a lot." he said. —They've also
helped me to realize how important it is to have an education."
The family, which Operatoc a

and Mrs Rocky Shapla, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Knight, and Dr. Bob
and Joyce Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
Marty Mattis, Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Cohoon, and several others.

Jamie Futrell, at left, and Stephen Lovett started filming "On The
Road" Dec. 9 at the home of Bill and Wanda Futrell.

Optimist-ic outlook for Christmas

Pleased that he is making better
grades in college than he did in
high school. Collins advised that
adult students should not let past
experiences stop them from attending college.
"I believe you can only gain
from the (collegiate I experience,"
he said. "I think everybody who
hasn't tried it should give college a
shot."
Mrs. Sanders agreed. "If you
have the will to go to school, don't
be afraid of trying. Just put one
foot in front of the other and go one
step at a time.

Murray Fire Department chief James Hornbuckle, at left, accepts a check from Murray Optimist
Club president Ronnie Dunn for the annual Christmas party for underprivileged children in the city and county.
The fire
department is accepting cash donations and toys for the party, set for Dec. 21.

been a topic of the summit. National Security Adviser Lt. Gen.
Colin Powell said a day earlier
that the United States planned to
expeditiously pursue Gorbachev's
suggestion.
—
Asked whether this was a:promise to withhold all aid, the president replied, "All military aid. He
did specify that there might be
some small firearms, the type of
thing for police use, and that was
the extent of our discussion."
Meanwhile, congressional approval of some form of new aid to
the Contras was given a surprise
boost by word that Managua has
plans for a massive military
buildup, Senate Majority Leader
Robert Byrd said Tuesday.
"I think it probably does have an
easier chance of passing," Byrd
told reporters when asked about
weekend reports that the leftist
Sandinista regime hopes to put as
many as 600,000 men under arms
by 1995 and acquire advanced
Soviet fighter planes.

REGISTER TO WIN THIS
Parts Plus 1911 Model T

Max Parker, Attorney
announces the opening of
Law Offices at 104 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Hours: 8:30-5 Weekdays
Other by Appointment
Phone 753-3153
Home 753-7900
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"On The Road with Jamie
Futrell and Stephen Lovett" with
be aired Thursday. Dec. 17, and
Tuesday. Dec. 22, at 6 p.m., only on
WCSD-TV-28.

sanitation service for businesses
in Marshall County, said Teresa is
eager to finish high school so that
she can join them at Murray State.
"She makes sure we all do our
homework," Collins said with a
grin.

Reagan said Gorbachev makes pledge
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President Reagan said Tuesday Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev
pledged during their summit
meeting to withhold all military
aid from Nicaragua's Marxist-led
government in order to move forward with peace plans.
The president, answering questions in a brief session with
reporters, was asked about his
discussions with the Soviet Communist Party general secretary
concering the war in Nicaragua, in
which the United States has backed the Contra rebels.
"I think this is a subject that we
are going to be discussing for quite
some time," he said. "All I know
is that he told me he wanted to go
forward with the peace plan and
that they would withhold aid from
the Sandinista government in
order to do so."
Reagan confirmed reports from
congressional leaders and administration officials that the aid
from both superpowers to
Nicaragua's warring parties had

WCSD-T1,'-28 has put together
another edition of "On The Road
with Jamie Futrell and Stephen
Lovett." The show premiered last
month on Murray Cablevision's
channel 28. "I am very excited
about the show," stated Larry
England, general manager and instructor at Calloway County High
School's television station.
This month "On The Road" went
all over Murray to capture some of
the beautiful scences that add color to our city at night. The show will
mostly center around the Murray
Woman's Club., home tours that
were filmed Dec. 13. Paula Crouse,
co-chairman of the department
who puts the tours together everyear, had this to say, "Our seventh
year of having our tour of homes
was a great sucoioss and an added
bonus was coverage by TV28."
"We also appreciate the fact that
those who didn't get to tour our
homes and wanted to will be able
to view them on WCSD," added
Crouse.
A number of homes will be
featured on the show. Some of those
to be featured are the homes of Mr.

753-4563
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UPER MARK
ARKER'S SUPER MARKET
BARGAIN BUCKS
0..11•11L.

Of

f

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
BARGAIN BUCKS

Hyde Park

•tLtMargarine
1 Lb. Pkg. Yellow Quarters
4.!;

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
ILARGAIN sycis
A

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET

Rosedale Sliced

Musselman's

Peaches

Apple Juice

29 oz Can

64 oz Bottle

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Tab & Mello Yello
.1

290

OF

4.
1

With 4 Bargain Bucks
Or 11.89 Without Bargain Bucks
1.
•
-

' t:Wel

Gold Medal
Plain or Self-Rising

790

7Liter Bottle

•

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Tab &
Mello Yello

Flour
With Each 115.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk, Tobacco and
Drinks On Special

Fluffy Brown & Serve

Rolls

12 oz.
Kraft Marshmallow

pkg. 2/89

Cream

7 oz. jar 690

790

4-111111" Lucky Leaf Cherry or Apple
"

Pie Filling
- 21 oz. mrtZ
Hawaiian Red

Emge Whole

Smoked
Picnics

Bakers Angel Flake

onut

14

Evaporated
Milk

12 oz. can

990

Philadelphia

Cream Cheese

Punch

46 oz. can

990

Sour Cream

8 oz. crtn.

Swanson Chicken
_

k./
4

oz, cilia 2/190

590

3 Diamond Sliced, Chunk
or Crushed 20 oz. Can

Oranges

11 oz. can

690

Ocean Spray 16 oz. Can

CouFR
nt Ham.
EE
..1.
Lb.
79

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

Eggs

Bacon

Cranberry Sauce

690

Strained or Whole
Duncan Hines /test. Flavors

12 oz pkg. 1.29

Grade A Fresh

Baking Hens

890
1.19
1.99
1.69

Breast

Lb

USDA Choice

Minute Steaks

Lb

USDA Choice Chopped

Sirloin

Lb.

Hyde Park Grade A

Turkeys
4. with tender pop-up timer

,
4 17-Z3 lb. an
Lb
40 Extra Lean
Ground Chuck. Lb. 1.69
44 Reelfoot Pork
4, Tenderloin
Lb 3.19
44

Quick

&

Easy Pork

1.69
Catfish Fillets
3.69
Bologna
990
Q+411.
1.1.11 VT 11
Yam Patties
9
4
1
We have a large selection of
Cutlets

Lb.

Fresh Pond Raised

4•
1
44
3

44

9iri

Cake Mix

18 oz. Box Excluding Angel
'
Food
"

Lb.

Fresh Cut Chicken

Lb.

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

4.99
Parker's Finest
Baked Ham
Lb. 3.99
Parker's Best
BBQ Chicken
Lb. 1.79
Field's All Meat
Bologna
Lb. 1.99
Kahn's Ham &
Cheese Loaf
Lb. 2.99
Parker's Best
Pimento Cheese. 8 oz Cup 1.39
Mustard Style
Potato Salad
Lb. 890
Creamy
Cole Slaw
Lb. 990
Tangy
Ham Salad
Lb. 1.79
Hoffman Super Sharp
Cheese
Lb. 3.69
Turkey Breast

Lb.

Lb.

*44

490

• *

Sunflower Self-Rising

5 Lb Bag

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello..

12 pk.
cans

1.09
2.99

Charles
Chips

....7 oz. Bag

Van Camp 16 oz. Can

Pork & Beans

2/890

Fresh Baked

Lb. Pkg.

Butterball or Hyde Park
Turkeys and Turkey Breast
Available in just the right size
for our holida needs!

590

Asst. Flavors

Sliced

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

.8 oz. cm.89

Goldenrod

Empress Mandarin

Harper's

2/1.09

.Prairie Farms Homogenized

.prattO ft
41:1

Meal
Lb.

oz Bag 990

Carnation

5 Lb. Bag

3910

'14

1.69

With 1 Bargain Buck
39 Without Bargain Buck
•

44

16 oz./8 Btl. Crtn.

Order Your Holiday Party
Trays Today From Our Deli.
Best Tasting at the Best Price!

Pet Ritz

Pie Shells

790
Coconut
6 oz. Bag 2/990
Birdseye Cool Whip
Topping
8 oz. Cm.890
10 oz. pkg.

Tropical Isle Grated

Order Your Holiday
Fruit Baskets Today!
The Perfect Christmas Gift!
Jumbo Red or Golden Delicious

Apples

490 lb
Cranberries
12 oz. Bag 790
Yellow Ripe
Bananas
3 Lbs 1.00
Sweet'N Juicy Florida Juice
Oranges
4 Lb. Bag Only 1.19
Fresh Pascal
Celery
36 ct. size 290 Stalk
Ocean Spray Fresh

72 ct size
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PAYLESS.
DRUGS

WE RESERVE

THE RIGHT
TO LiMst
OUANTif is

—TT a/IMM

Senior

Citizen Discount
On Prescriptions

SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

Prices Good
Thu Dec. 72

1205 Chestnut St
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
Open Mon-Sat. 9-8: Pharmacy Mon. Sat. 9-6; Sundays 12-6 thru Christmas
•

• -v-

•

PX ER
•
AM/FM RADIO CASSETTE
PLAYER WITH HEADPHONES

CASSETTE RECORDER
Picture This'.
by Julia Scully
Just Fooling Around
It may look like a life and death struggle, but this bear is play acting as
much as his human "opponent." Tame bears were common sights
across Canada around the turn of the century when this picture was
taken. As recently as the 1920's it wasn't unusual to see the animals staked out in front of tourist hotels to amuse the guests. Wrestling the huge
beasts was the kind of rugged sport enjoyed by early Canadians. Judg•
Lug from this picture, it looks like the bears enjoyed it too. The
photograph Is part of a delightful collection called Sometimes a Great
Nation, A Photo Album of Canada, 1850-192.5 edited by Edward Cavell
(mailable from Altitude Publishing, Box 490, Banff, Ablerta,
Canada(.Photo
R.11. Truman Public Archives(ansils/c-14070)
most municipal sexually transmitted
disease 1STD)clinics_
DEAR DR GOTT — Arachnoiditis
sounds like something spiders should
have, but that's what my doctor says I
have. Can you give me any information about this uncomfortable bladder
problem'

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Treatment of
motion sickness
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT
What this
country needs is a motion-sickness
pill that works Dramamine and ear
patches Just make me sleepy What
can you suggest'
DEAR READER - Ordinarily, the
patches(Transderm-Scop) work well.
any sedation usually disappears with
continued use See an ear specialist
for advice.
You also might try non-drug methods, such as biofeedback, behavioral
modification or hypnosis
DEAR DR GOTT
I'm scared to
death I am 30, married and have
three children Within the past 10
years. I've been engaged to a former
-•-maie prostitute, used drugs intravenously and have had two blood transfusions
donated blood about six
months ago and wasn't told I have
AIDS. so I guess I'm safe — right'
Please tell me I won't get it. I've
changed my lifestyle - really
straightened out. How ironic it would
be if my former life caught up with

DEAR READER — You may have
misunderstood your doctor Arachnoidins refers to inflammation of the
delicate, spider-webby membrane
that lies between the thick lining of
nerve-covering bones (dura mater)
and the thin nerve or brain covering
(pia mater) This is usually due to
head or spinal injury or to meningitis
I have heard of. but never seen, an
unusual form of bladder malfunction
- called neurogenic bladder — that
can result from arachnoiditis of the
lower spinal nerves. When this occurs.
the patient has other nerve disorders,
too, such as paralysis of the legs In
addition to paralysis. the person is unable to empty the bladder, this can
lead to chronic urinary infection
Ask your doctor to explain your
condition in understandable terms
If you have questions about HIATAL HERNIA. you can get answers in
Dr Gott's new Health Report on the
subject Send $1 and your name and
address to PO Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to ask for the
Health Report on Hiatal Hernia.
LW NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Hello
Stranger!

me POW

DEAR READER
In my opinion.
you are at relatively high risk of having been exposed to the AIDS virus
Perhaps you have been lucky However. during the last 10 years. you have
had intimate contact with at least two
and possibly three) sources of the virus. (Transfused blood is thoroughly
checked now, so the risk is less than
that from your sexual liaison and
your drug use) I think that you ought
to sit down with your family doctor
and discuss your fears
Don't rely on the blood bank to notify you if you are infected, due to the
anonymity of the reporting systems.
many blood banks do not yet have an
efficient notification protocol
You need a blood test to determine
your AIDS status This can be performed by your doctor or through

Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'

As

WELCOME

WAGON

Representative, its my job to help
• you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

cTh

1eicome
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Ass? Hostess Ingeborp Kew 492 8348

"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see—you'll agree

.0

Mechanical Pause. One Sutton Record,
Includes AC Converter

Accessory Shoulder
Strap

Rif

18.

WO.

oneStec t

POLAROID
ONE STEP 600
CAMERA

Easy To Use, No Focusing
Required. Never Buy A
Battery. Lightweight.
Instant Color Pictures From 4 ft

19.49 29.49

No. 3-3800

Model C-3088

BLACK & DECKER
BREWSTARTER
10-CUP DRIP
AUTOMATIC
COFFEEMAKER
Automatic Clock /Timer

Can Be Set To Brew Coffee
In Advance, Signal Light
2 Year Warranty

27.49

Model DCM-140

REMINGTON
ELECTRIC RAZOR

CLAIROL CUSTOM CARE CURLER

With Free Travel Case
Made In U.S.A.
•Micro Screen
XLR-1100

With Free Cosmetic Case
Made in U.S.A.
•Rechargeable

*Micro Screcm
Rechargeable
XLR-920

'Lady
WER-4000
Remington18

23.98

Curling Iron With A Velvety Soft Clip and Barrel
Cushions and Protects Your Haft

8.95

SM-200

Complete Shod, Caro

Kit

No.0870012
A Gift Deel Will Appreciat•

077

ARTFAIR
CHRISTMAS
GIFT
WRAPPING
PAPER

llk

Assorted Holiday
Design
30" Rolls, 33 Sq. Ft.
Rolls

No. 777-28

1310130tii

BUZZ-OFF
FABRIC
SHAVER
Quickly shaves off
sightly Pills and Fuzz
From Shirt Collars,
Sweaters, Trousers, Etc.
Easy To Use
Battery Operated

7.95

(Not Included)

t
•
Gat
Wrap

4.95

2.49

14" Plush Dinosaur
Battery Operated
Walking, Moving
Arms, Blinking Eyes.
Growling Sound,
Moving Mouth
Use 2-Size AA
Batteries
No. 6220

15.95

CLEO
HOLIDAY BOWS
Stick-On
25Hounkv Bows f WithBack
•
c=11
.-2-:„ .1,-1:1Luallaa
. • To Complete

35 LIGHT MINIATURE
DECORATION SET
With Reflector
Super Bright Bulbs
Use Indoor or
Outdoor
Weatherproof
Multi-Color
No. 55203

Your Holiday
Package
Bog of 23

3Sr

No. 504-2722

aUtilth

DINOSAUR
REX

704'

8-Digit Wallet Type
Built-In Solor Cell
Extra Large Keys
Easy To Operate
Comes In Wallet
Model EL-376

123.156'73!11

Pearlized Porcelain
Ideal For Any Decor
1
2
" Tall
4/
Gift Boxed
No. 5556

PRESTO ELECTRIC
SHOE POLISHER

2.19

SHARP
• CALCULATOR

PORCELAIN
ATOMIZER

11111111111.11•ress

28.98
98

WER-6000

33.98
18.98

•Supssr Mash

Model C-300

LADY REMINGTON
ELECTRIC RAZOR

EVEREADY
ENERGIZER
BATTERY
Size AAA
No. E92BR2
Pack of 2

2.89
HOLIDAYS

(
Z
%

PIANIST •
N..•— •111 a

r

•

t

a

Alla 44*
•

'HOLID/W8
vv4P'

PLAIN
7
-71I-W'Wr
"

116
.
6

•Size 'C'
No. E93BP-2

1 7-.•

•Slxst '0'
No. E95BP-2

cror• ar•

GRAND AWARD
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Box of One Design
Assorted Designs To Choose From
Box of 202

M&M's CHOCOLATE CANDIES

1,99

Holidays Red & Green
Plain or Peanuts
14 oz. Bag

eft,

49

No. 405-H

eilei•4•04
,
OT

FINAL TOUCH
FABRIC
SOFTENER
64 oz.

12 oz. Bog

PLANTERS
CASHEW
HALVES

•
4•70,NS.

'he Party Mart

1.59

mON THRU SAT BAM

TOIIPA4

SCOTCH BRAND
TRANSPARENT
500"TAPE
No. 144

2. ir
•

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERYDAY-50 Limit, See store for details
•PAY LESS Al

•

V47.

111
/
4 oz. Can

SUNMAID
CALIFORNIA
NATURAL
SEEDLESS

1•16

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

509 Lone Ooli Rd
Hannon Shopping Plorn
OPEN

SATHERS REAL
CHOCOLATE
IR
SEMI-SWEET WH:
....MI-SWEET
CHOCOLATE F.?autchiPs
CHIPS
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Several evening business courses scheduled for spring at Murray State

Several spring semester introductory and lower-level courses
have been scheduled in the evenings by departments in the College
of Business and Public Affairs at
Murray State University as a convenience to students who cannot attend regular daytime classes.
Each class will meet once a week
from 6 to 9 p.m. on the campus for
three semester hours of credit. The
courses are:
Mondays — Criminal Justice 240,
Corrections Process; Real Estate

132, Real Estate Principles, and
Real Estate 226, Real Estate
Finance.
Tuesdays — Accounting 201,
Principles of Accounting; Computer Information Systems 143, Introduction to Computer Based
Systems; Real Estate 136, Real
Estate Appraising; and Real
Estate 246, Advanced Appraising.
Wednesdays — Office Systems
215, Business Communications;
and Real Estate 234, Real Estate
Marketing II — The Success Series.

Tubby's

Sub
Shops

There's no substitute!

,

r

L

IIIIIVALUABLE COUPON

Thursdays — Legal Studies 240,
Business Law; Office Systems 120,
Introduction to Information
Systems; and Real Estate 132, Real
Estate Principles I.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
adult outreach in the Center for
Continuing Education at Murray
State, advised anyone who needs
more information about the
courses to call the College of
Business and Public Affairs at
15021 762-4181.
She said evening courses make it

possible for many adult or nontraditional students to earn
academic credit while continuing to
meet their work or family
obligations.
She added that adults who would
like to know more about admission
procedures, placement examinations, credit by examination
refresher courses and college suf.,
vival skills may call the Center for
Continuing Education at (5021
762-2159.
Late registration for the spring
semester for students who have
been admitted to Murray State is

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-5095

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
MURRAY'S
NATIONAL HOTEL

VALUABLE COUPON...NM

Come Into Tubby's,'Purchase a
Mushroom. Steak & Cheese Sub For

Free Drink & Dessert
Holiday Dinner Special

And Get A Small Drink &
French Fry FREE!

Purchase any one of Tubby's 25
varieties of Submarine Sandwiches and
Tubby's will give you a choice of any
Small Drink plus a piece of Homem
ade
Apple Pie or Pecan Pie FREE!

cannot he used v.ah other coupons or discount offers Valid at this location only.
Tubby-8 — 7S3-5095
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Murray
Expirea 1.2-31-87

Cannot be u.r4.1 with an% other LODI-NMI.. or
di,
count offers %Ad at this location %int%

Tubby's — 753-54195
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Murray
Expires 12-3147

Er41111WIEVALUABLE COUPON'.IMO

IEVALUABLE COUPON

*A e Deli‘er
753-5095

From all of us at Tubb•

ott a Mem Christmas'

Apartments are now
available at the National
Hotel in Murray for
elderly, disabled, or handicapped individuals
needing a one (1) or two
(2) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined
on the basis of income.
Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation for further information at 753-8325 or
247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
Opportunity
Provider

Thursday and Friday, Jan. 14-15,
with evening registration from 5 to
7 p.m Jan. 18-21 in the Curris

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOOF
'Success is that old ABC — ability,

NORTH
•8 3

breaks and courage
Charles Luckman
Success in today's game appears
to depend upon a good guess in either of two finesses In these situations, a combination of plays usually works better than any single
play
South refuses the first spade and
wins the next, giving himself an extra few seconds to think about his
best play. If the heart finesse wins,
he has nine quick tricks The same
reasoning applies to the diamond finesse If he can pick up the queen,
he has an equivalent nine tricks.
Which way should he go"
The answer is that he should try
neither finesse immediately Either
one offers only a 50 percent chance
of success. He can increase his overall chances appreciably by first trying to drop a singleton or doubleton
diamond queen, and if that doesn't
work, he can fall back on the 50 percent heart finesse
After winning his spade ace.
South should play his diamond jack
just in case West is in a mood to cover When he doesn't, dummy's ace
goes up and another diamond is won
by -the king The queen drops obligingly and the rest is easy South
takes his winners on the nip and the
defenders get only four tricks.

12 14 A

•A J 10 7
•A 8 5

•K 10 7 2
EAST

WEST
*K Q 10 9 7
V64
•Q 4
•Q J 9 6

•J 6 5 2
•K 8 5 2
•7 3 2
+54
SOUTH
•A 4
•Q9 3
•K J 10 9 6
4A 8 3
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
West
North
East
I•
4
24
2+
344
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Spade king
LEAD WITH THE ACES
1.2-1413
South holds •J 10
•10 9 8 3
•J 7 4 2
4K 102
East
South
West
North
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Spade jack Partner's
cheap sellout advertises spade
length, and with so few HCP with
South. North is marked with a good
hand It's a good time to shut out declarer's small trumps
Send bridge questions to the
Aces PO Hot
12343 Uiallas Tesas 71225 with
sell-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply

The only sure weapon against bad
ideas is better ideas
— Whitney Griswold

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY
753-7695

Sale!

"PUT A LITTLE 'SPARKLE' IN YOUR CHRISTMAS
WITH A GIFT FROM MY FAVORITE JEWELERS!"

()XLCI

ALL DIAMONDS & GOLD T0500°FF
ALL CLUSTERS

ALL DIAMOND
SOLITAIRE EARRINGS

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

1/2 OFF

1/5 CARAT'
RIG $320

NOW $299

NOW 159

1/2 CARAT'
RIG $/300
NOW$499

1 CARAT'
RIG $2400

ALL ANNIVERSARY AND
WEDDING BANDS
1/2 CARAT*

1/3 OFF

KEG $800
NOW$399

1/4 CARAT*
RIG $400
NOW 199

1 CARAT*

Today's game started out as a
touch-and-go affair. However, after
the seventh trick-; South spotted a 21 chance to make the game What he
didn't spot was the 100 percent
chance that got away
Dummy's heart ace won and a diamond went to South's queen and
West's ace. West exited with a
heart, which South ruffed, and a low
club was won by West's ace. Back
came a third heart for another ruff,
and dummy's two top clubs were
cashed, dropping East's jack
With the club 10 established in
dummy. South could count 10 tricks
against any 3-2 trump break Quickly he cashed the two top spades and
the hand exploded. When he cashed
the diamond king and ruffed a diamond in dummy, East overruffed
and led a heart for one down
After the king and queen of clubs
,were cashed, South had a virtual
cinch shot at 10 tricks. To collect, he
should have cashed his diamond
king and ruffed a diamond with
dummy's trump 10. East overruffs
and returns a trump, but all is well.
Dummy's last trump takes care of
South's last diamond. and South
lands 10 tricks.
For effect, after cashing his diamond king, South might ruff a diamond with dummy's trump king and
ruff 1 heart with his trump ace.
East can then overruff the next diamond with his trump queen but that
is the only trick he gets.
NORTH
1215-A
•K J 10
•A J 73
•5 4
•K Q 107
WEST
EAST
4•Q 7 5 3
•
V Q86 2
•K 10 9 4
•A J 9 7
•10 2
•A 9 8 3
•J 4 2
SOUTH
•A 9 8 6 2
•5
•K Q 8 6 3

465

1/2 CARAT'

REG 41,400

KEG 4800

NOW $699

NOW$399

2 CARAT*

•,

RE( 12 600

IMMO SSA.
ARRA%

Now$1,295

1 CARAT"
KEG 41400

CARAT SUGHTLY DIFTERFNI FROM ILLUSTRATION

NOW$699

Vulnerable Both
Dealer- North
The bidding
North
1+
1•
1 NT
34

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1•
1•
2
4•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead Heart deuce
BID WITH THE ACES

ALL RUBY & SAPPHIRES
'REPRISE NTS
APPROXIMATE
TOTAL WE/GEO
ILLUSTRATION
ENLARGED TO
Of TAR

_SENILE

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

CHARGE

OUR E-Z PAY
GOLD
CHARGE

SORRY AO TRADE -INA
ON Mr. OfI ITEMS,

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Ilurra). K)
•

UP TO
24 MONTHS
TO PAY
90 DAYS
NO INTEREST

1 CARAT*
GEM WEIGHT

DIAMONDS
& RUBIES
3 STYLES
YOUR CHOICE

South holds 4 4
•Q 8 6 2
•A J 9 7
4A 98 3
North
14
2•

South
24
'7

ANSWER: Four hearts. No time for

tepid invitations Blast to game,
which should make.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, F'D Rol
12343. Dallas, Texas 75225, with seil-addrosaed,

stamped envelope for reply

NB
Kentucky lottery
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Legislative leaders say 1988 could be year of the lo
ttery
Attasetarta Prams

FRANKFORT, Ky. — LialaUve leaders
think the 1988 General Assembly seesion will be
the Year of the Lottery, with emphatic support
from the new governor and approval in public
opinion polls.
"I think it will pass and peas quite handily. I
think some of us took the election as a mesage
that the people are ready for one," said Kentucky House Speaker Donald J. BLuiford, 1)During the this year's campaign, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said establishment of a state
lottery would be a top legislative priority of his
administration. A telephone poll of General
Assembly members conducted by The Independent 0( Ashland during November found many
lawmakers publicly listing themselves as undecided on the question of whether a lottery
amendment should be put before the electorate.
It would take a two-thirds vote of members of
both .chambers to put the question on the
November ballot and a simple majority of voters
to amend the constitution to allow a lottery.
In the Senate, 36 of 38 members were
interviewed by the newspaper. Of them, 16 said
they favored allowing the voters to decide the
issue,,-.14 said they were undecided and six said
they Would vote against placing a lottery amend-

ment on the ballot.
In the House of Representatives, 94 of the 100
members were polled. Of them, 39 said they
would vote to put the amendment on the ballot,
46 said they were undecided and nine said they
would vote against it.
Undecided also had most of the votes on
committees where lawmakers are likely to get
their first look at a lottery bill.
The six-member Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendment committee is evenly split
between lottery opponents, proponents and undecideds. There are 11 undecided votes on the
House State Government Committee, where
seven members favor putting the amendment on
the ballot and one is opposed.
But the poll found lottery proponents had at
least half the votes on the Senate and House
rules committees, panels that decide which bills
passed by other committees are sent to the floor
for votes by the full body
When asked where game profits should be
spent if a lottery is passed, 56 favored putting
the revenues in the General Fund; 41 chose
education, and 21 wanted a one-time bonus for
Vietnam veterans.
Some support also was voiced for senior
citizen programs, road improvements, aid to
cities and counties, water projects and economic

development. Lawmakers could list more than
one choice.
Estimates of how much money a Kentucky
lottery would raise each year range from 625
million to more than $100 million.
A lawmaker who thinks revenues will be in
the low end of that range is one of the
widecideds, Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue
Cmunittee.
He said lotteries do best in states with large
urban populations, such as Ohio, Massachusettes
and New York. "I look at West Virginia. They
don't have many cities, are relatively poor and
they only produced $20 million last year. That's
where I base my figures," Clarke said.
Longtime lottery bill sponsor William Donnermeyer, D-Bellvue, said his estimates show a
Kentucky lottery would raise $85 million to $100
million. "It won't be the answer to everything,
but it would be a significant contribution," he
said.
Like many other undecided legislators, Rep.
Rocky Adkins, 1)-Sandy Hook, will conduct a poll
to find how voters in his district feel about a
lottery amendment.
He said the lottery will likely fare better in
the upcoming session that it has in the past
ecause of Wilkinson's leadership.

"If your residents don't believe
this lottery will be a fair one, they
won't support it. That really is the
heart of any lottery," said Anne
Bloomberg, director of public information for the Ohio Lottery.
Lottery officials from Ohio, New
Hampshire, Missouri, Illinois and
West Virginia — five of the M
states that permit lotteries — had
more advice, according to The
Independent of Ashland, which pub-

fished a series on lotteries.
II Earmark lottery profits for specific areas of the state budget.
"A lot of players want to knot,
where the money is going," said
Jana Hume of the Missouri Lottery.
"In Colorado, they earmark the
funds for two places — capital
improvements and parks, and they
play up the parks in their advertising. There are plaques all around
the state showing park facilities
built with lottery money. People
seem to like that," she said.
• Don't prohibit advertising.
WHERE HOMO LOTTERY MONEY BE SPENT?
"It's a product. You have to
market it like Fritos and chewing
Lawmakers• could give more than one answer
gum," Hume said.
II Expect greatest sales in the
Education
early years of a game. Interest
Prograrns
411
wpnes as lotteries age.
General
•
Seek the advice of other states
Fund
561
when getting started or when probSenior LI
lems arise. Lottery directors say
COizens
they are glad to help, since healthy
Vietnam
lotteries generate interest in other
211 • 130 of 138 responded
states' games.
Veteran Bonus
• Don't become dependent on lot• •Included roads, cities and
tery money to make ends meet.
counties, water protects,
Undecided
19 1 econom
ic development, nurstng Lotteries are merely another
homes for veterans, tourism
source of state revenue, not a cure12
Promotion. and "the poor,
Other"
all for a state's financial problems.
Hume said lottery surveys have
Source Ashland Daily Independent poll
shown that the games do not prey
on the poor, as opponents charge.

ASHLAND, Ky. — If the General
Assembly and the voters decide it
is time to revive a lottery, Kentucky will have ample modern-day
experience in other states from
which to draw.
First of all, lottery directors say,
the game must be free of the sort
of scandal that led to Kentucky's
current constitutional prohibition in
1891.
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Lottery must be scandal-free to be enacted
AMOY'laded Press

KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY POLL
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Record your Christmas
memories and traditions

SPECIAL:
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries

$219

1229

1 229

Special Good Dec. 14-19

T.41's

(d) HITACHI

Panasonic

PV320 Omni
Movie
VHS
HO VM 5000A VHS Very high
quality video
Camrea/Recorder, Rated NI by Concamera/recorder uses stadard size tapes.
sumer Reports. Uses standard size VHS
tapes.
with carrying case
$
with carrying Case

RENTALGSALES

We're proud of
our products &
proud of our price

i
II
.L.
.
200 E. Mein St.

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

Polyester
Reg. 2.84

CENTER
Mummy

7s34.2o1 ;

Open till 8 Fri. 8 0 Sat.

Read the want ads daily

Cotton

Now 2.00 yd.

,/

Guess what you're getting
for Christmas.
When the paper and ribbon cover the floor
around the tree and the big emotional let-down
hits you, then what did you really get for
Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you
stayed up E00 We and got up too early to unwrap
a tic you'll never wear, a blouse that won't fit and
a toy that's already broken. What did you really

get for Christmas?
Well, maybe the shopping was done in the
wrong place. A big supply of love, hope and faith
are available at the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). The service is inspiring and satisfaction
is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and don't
want to return it. It can be used every day and
improves with time.
Oh yes — we're also open on Sundays.

Carpet Bag
Collection
100% Cotton

70% Dacron Polyester, 30% Cotton

75% Dacron Polyester, 25% Cotton

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Sale Good Through Sun., Dec. 20
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat, 9-10; Sun, 12-6
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Lottery opposition drawing battle lines
Opponents consider
lottery moral issue
Amisrissed Press

ASHLAND, Ky. — Lottery I.,,
nents know that this year's I
against state-sponsoring gaming
will be their toughest ever.
Already the Kentucky Baptist
Convention representing more than
2,200 Southern Baptist Churches
has passed a resolution opposing
esablislunent of a lottery.
Baptist ministers said the resolution was passed and sent to state
lawmakers because they can
respond to a possible lottery in no
oher way.
"We have always taken a strong
stance against gambling because of
the harm it does to the family and
the community," said the Rev.
Charles Stewart, pastor of the Rose
Hill Baptist Church in Ashland.
The Rev. Claude Whitt, president
of the Louisville-based Temperence
Leagte of Kentucky, said lotteries
prey on those who least can afford
to pay.
"It is far more than a moral
issue. It is a social issue," Whitt

44Back when the
founding fathers of
Kentucky prohibited
the lottery by
constitution, they did it
because...they
realized it was not a
good way to finance
government',
— Rev. Claude Whitt
said.
He said lottery players tend to be
disproportionately poor and members of minorities. One Colorado
study found 20 percent of regular
players had incomes between $10,000 and $20,000, and another 20
percent had incomes of less than
$10,000.
"It is the most regressive form of
taxation," Whitt said. "We're
expecting the poor to support
everybody because they are the one

who will be buying the tickets."
Whitt and Stewart have friends in
the General Assembly, but not
many, according to a poll conducted by The Independent of Ashland.
Lawmakers who in the past
feared that support for a lottery
would hurt their chances for reelection now have the example of
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who won
the Democratic nomination partly
on the strength of his lottery platform.
Only 6 of the 36 members of the
Senate and 9 of the 94 members of
the House of Representatives interviewed say they oppose establishment of a state lottery. Nearly half
listed themselves as undecided.
One of lottery opponents' friends
is Rep. Louis Johnson, D-Owensboro, who said he opposes the
lottery because the state outlaws
gambling in many forms and
should not be encouraging another.
"In other states, a lot of people
bet the lottery when it starts off.
But as people realize what their
odds are, people quit playing and
the state has to finds ways to make
as much money as before," John-

son said.
He also said government tends Co
be less responsible with money that
comes from bettors rather than
taxpayers.
'Back when the founding fathers
of Kentucky prohibited the lottery
by constitution, they did it because
of the state's lack of accountability
and because they realized it was
not a good way to finance government," he said.
State Sen. Nelson Allen, L)-Ashland, said he will continue his
opposition, to a lottery because it
places an unfair tax on a state's
poor citizens.
He also said a Kentucky lottery
would not make much money
because jackpots could not compete
with those in bordering Ohio, Illinois and Missouri.
"If they are awarding a superlotto for $33 million in Ohio, are yeti
going to buy a ticket in South Share
that will pay only $10,000?" be
asked.
Allen thinks the legislators probably will put the amendment on the
ballot and that people of the urban
areas of the state will likely marshal the votes to approve it.

Before they were prohibited here, lotteries were common
Associated Press

ASHLAND, Ky. — State-sponsored lotteries were common in
Kentucky until 1891, when the
state's fourth — and current —
constitution prohibited the games,
and proposals to repeal the ban
have met with little success.
The General Assembly has had to
deal with the issue in one way or
another in seven of the nine sessions since 1970, according to the
Kentucky Legislative Research
Commission
The 1970 bill was referred to a
House of Representatives committee and never seen again.
Two years later, a plan to
exempt a statewide Kentucky

ALL RIGHT I'LL GIVE
YOU MY ADDRESS 50
YOU CAN SEND ME A
C14RISTMA5 CARD..

Derby sweepstakes from the lottery
prohibition got the same treatment.
A 1976 proposal to allow lotteries
to be licensed, taxed and regulated
by the state, with proceeds going to
education, retirement of a veterans' bonus bond and a bonus for
Vietnam veterans also died in committee.
Another bill that year would have
empowered the Kentucky General
Assembly to authorize a Kentucky
Derby lottery, proceeds from which
would go to the education fund. It
never got out of committee either.
In 1980, a Senate proposal to
allow the General Assembly to
establish a lottery to supplement
the general fund was replaced in

BUT THIS DOESN'T
MEAN you CAN COME
TO OUR HOUSE!

committee by a bill to repeal the
lottery prohibition.
Lottery proponents tried again in
1982 with a bill to establish a
Kentucky Derby lottery to help
fund education, municipal revenue
sharing, thoroughbred race tracks,
Vietnam veteran bonuses and programs for the handicapped and
indigent foster children.
The bill died in a Senate committee. In 1964, a similar bill was
introduced, but a Senate committee
substituted it for one to empower
the General Assembly to authorize
a state agency to conduct sweepstakes. Proceeds would have gone
for education.
In 1906, a House bill authorizing a

ALL I'M 6ONNA
D015 SEND YOU A
C1RI5TMA5 CARP!
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Notice

AN ultimate service Lef
us stay while you're
away Also critter sitters
By the day, week or drop
by service Professional.
bonded. Mail/ newspaper
pickup, shopping, wait for
repairman, plus much
more No baby sitting or
maid service 753 3315 or
Box 2065, University Sta
tion, Murray, KY 42071
ATTRACTTVELY de
signed gift baskets
filled with your choice
of fruits, cheeses, mints
and iellys. Order soon
for pre christmas de
livery Kathleen Farley
7539775

Pre-Winter
Sale
40% off all
Knitting Yarns
Wool, Wool Blends,
100% Cotton.
Coned Yarn
(tor knitting machine

Creathro
Expressions
Noodlowork
Shop
917 Coldwater Rd.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

Onside Jusnits's Florist)
759-9920
CHRISTMAS special
ends Dec 31st Haircuts 2
for 1 Perms $25 753 0658,
Cosmetology by LaDora
MAJOR credit cards.
Regardless of credit
history
Also, new
credit card
No one
refused! For informa
lion call
1 315 733 6062
Ext. M2558.
OUR church is raising
tunas to purchase pro
perty on which to build
If yOu could help, it
would be greatly ap
predated and tax de
ductible For more in
formation call (502)
759 1602 Lake Land
Apostolic Church
James H Cain, Pastor,
P 0 Box 917, Murray,
Ky 42071
SANTA suit rentaTs
759 4073.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
-We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

a

Center Dr.
Off 641 N.

By GARY LARSON

PRNCIPAL5
OFFICE

753-6734

Missed
Your
Paper

r.O.CI F.600 Syna.l. ...,.
4 ;911',

I TOLD I-JOU 'THAT
YOU CANT EAT YOUR.
DE6SF-RT F I R6T
AND -1)-kAT
FINAL.!

HAPPEN'

NA.

life. 4:104114,

Naar
re

Call
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.

as e1nive3 pepun ,tegi (1

WE COOL-0 HAVE A
GIANT EARTHQUAKE,
OR A METEOR COULD
CRA4 INTO THET TOMORROW
ANttcMING CAN

Mon-Fri

3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat
5

7,

LOST Black cow in
Lynn Grove area Call
437 4748 or 753 2713

JOZ2

WHAT ARE YOU
DOING, GARFIELD?

ANY E3ODY
SEE WHERE
I PARKED
MY GIJM

i4

1.110

4k
0.3
v v

WE HAVE
BETTER
THINGS
TO DO

CR OPE
HABIT

WE COULDN'T
CARE LESS ABOUT
YOUR GUM!

ANYWAY

4,14

104

altar. •

mip
S
,
1-16

as the Wool Club

1"— 0' My
Heart"
4 Phi — Kappa
8 Gainsay
12 Bireme
necessity
13 Steiger and
Taylor
14 — vera
15 Barters
17 Pigpen
19 Tantalum
symbol
20 Mr. Caesar
21 Baseball's
Durocher
22 That woman
23 Head of
Catholic
church
25 Damp
26 Therefore
27 Harvest
goddess
28 Fathers
29 Sum
32 Note of scale
33 Mental strain

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Fulfill
Joint
Vast age
Container
Near
Hostelry
Debbie Allen
series
43 Lad
45
Wonderful
Life'
46 Male
47 Hail an em
48 Neckpiece
49 Last act
52 Egyptian
girl
54 le
Slender
Tier
5
567 Changed
colornocfe
58
measure
59 Female deer
35
36
38
39
40
41
42

E W E
AD SIP E VA
GAR
ERATO
NU N
N01 1 IONS,
ARN
PUN.
RUNS
SNAGS
ELATE
ENATENET
TEA
TROTS
E
SNAPS
SN
AM
SPILLED
ROR
EHIE
1110IL
IMAG, E
CA RTOON
TREAT
00 G
0
SAG
SEEMS
GO

DOWN
1

1

2

Cooking
vessel

32
36
DEVIL „T1-4E
ONLY REASON

17

18

24

11

555
19

22 55

21RR

26

29

28

30

34

33

39

47

42 555

41

4345

45

55
49

48
53

54

5

555

58

31

35

38U1

40

57

10

9

18

25

WE'VE LA5TE2

52

8

time

55

55

55
555

WI 51

56
59

Expire
As far as
Abates
Torrid
Native of
Warsaw
rec
rniio
pe
24 S
us
stone
25 Pale
26 Offspring
28 Church
of
29 bench
Measure
weight
30 The first man
31 "The —
Ranger"
33 Small child
34 Electrified
particle
37 — of Pigs
39 Absurd
report
41 Rome is OS
16
18
21
22
23

55 55
55
55 55
UI
555
UU

27

7

14

20

23

6

13

12
15

5

4

3

8 Labor -9 — Cid
10 Small letter
11 Period of

2 Hearing
organ
3 Clutches
4 Raised
5 Dawn
goddess
6 Super Bowl
score abbr
7 Item of
property

A)40 THIS IS
MV 141-6041.10

SO LONG 15„,

Lost and

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY

Found

F

GARFIELD

Wanted

Creekview
Storage

NANCY

LIFE. Ir7
UNCERTAIN

Help

CONTRA CT
hosekeeper *anted,
part time, must work as
needed Call 354 6377
9A M SP M 7 days a
week
DR I VER S needed im
mediately: 200 new
trucks arriving by
November 30th Start at
23 cents per mile with
regular increases to 27
cents Minimum of 2.100
miles per week,
guaranteed
Benefits
package. 23 years old
with 1 year OTR ex
per ience and good re
cord required (Ines
perienced? Ask about
.J.13 . Hunt approved
driving schools Finan
oral assistance availa
blel Call J B
Hunt
1 800 423 1533 1 800 338
6619

DRIVERS wanted
Minimum age 75, (1)
year cross country ex
perierice: insurance,
clean driving record,
weekly settlements,
bonus programs,
loading. unloading
Kroblin Refrigerated
Xpress, Inc
1 800 331
3995
EXPERIENCED
cashier, tun time posi
tion 753 5825
!XP safes people,
direct sales preferred
training program, no
nights, weekends or
travel
HiOest pay
structure in the area
Full or part time 0201)
247 3210
FLEET owners
TRANSFER your BMM
owners
operators and
home movies to video
drivers
thinking about
tape $3 50 per 50 ft
a change for '88? Think
reel, tape included
lnway! We can offer
Free pick up and deliv
you
flats and vans,
cry
Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production choice of programs,
mileage or percentage,
Specialties 435 4349
and financial stability
For more information,
call today
1 800 325
1071.1 502 826 0250
HIRING' Governmenf
iobs your area $15.000
$6 8,000
Call
602)
8388885 Ext 684'
IMMEDIATE
positions! Classified
advertising manager
Private Bays
and retail
co op ad

A size for
every need

JC:t‘
TO T'HE
WORLD

6

Notice

2

4
OVI

k
-

state lottery to help fund education
was amended in committee to also
benefit Vietnam veterans. It passed
its original committee, but received
no action from a secondary panel.
It was passed by the original
committee but received no consideration from the Appropriations
and Revenue committee.

2

55
55

1967 United Feature Syndicate

capital
Ao
c im
eie
r r
44
2s

43 Trinket
45 A. E, - 46 Intellect
48 "The Burning
—"
49 Distant
50 Game at
cards
le sheep
51
53 Myself
55 Asner ID

mid s, ze
vertisingsales
with
daily
newspaper Submit re
Advertising
sume
Director, P 0 Box 4,
Henderson, Ky 42470
NATIONAL advertising
company seeks person
in this area $36,000
$45,000 yearly
Witt
train, most expenses
paid. overnight travel
1 800 356 2607
NEED a christian.
babysitter in my home
for 1 children, ages 2
.and 4. Mon
T yes
Thurs and Fri after
noons References 753
0605
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now You may qualify
if
(1)you do not have
or youri2)high
G
Sc E
hOO
Dyou
I diploma,
you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
YOu are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This project Is funded
by the Western K y
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Cal)
JTPA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
with
12'00 5 days a week
help
elderly person 4 week
training period Ask for
N
G:Ena,D1
253 1980
RN director of nursing
needed for 118 bed
facility Expect to con
vert 24 PC beds to
skilled care Excellent
benefits Also. need
LPN charge nurses, full
and part time. Apply in
person at: Oakview
Manor Health Care
Center, Rt 1 Box 125,
Calvert City. E 0 E
TOOL and die makers
wanted Five Or more
years experience only
need apply Top wages
for West Tennessee
Full family insurance,
paid holidays and
Paris Tool
vacation. Par
and Die Co ,Inc
901 642 8574
TRUCK drovers Poole
Truck Line needs ex
perienced over the road
drivers. Must be at least
23 wuth good driving
record and work his
tory. Excellent pay and
benefits package
Drivers with less than
12 months experience
D
mraiyverappTlryain
as
ee.a Apply
in person; Poole Truck
Line, Cresline Drive,
Henderson, Kentucky
(502 826 8719) or 1408
Lebanon Road,
Nashville, Tennessee
1615 255 4082) (1 800 225
5000). EIDE.
TURN rani. Into 5!!
Need 21 overweight
people, no matter how
big, that want to lose
weight and make
money. New medical
breakthrough
Mary
(
WAN
WANTED
303)
9123professional
drivers who would like
to earn $30,000 or more
Yearly in salary and
benefits. Interested?
Call 753-1717, ask for
Safety. PTL (Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.),
Hwy
641 South,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
9

Situation Wanted

FORMER preschool
teacher will provide
childcare
Reasonable
759 4548

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IL HMI

CLASSIFIEDS
9. Situation

Wanted

14

Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

26

TV Radio
32 Apts for Rent
36 For Rent or Lease
46 Homes to, Sale
49.Used Cars
53 Services Offered
MAGNAVOX portable 1 AND
2 bedroom, MOBILE home space MOVE right in this neif
76 CHRYSLER CorVCR and color CAMERA furnish
by Sears.
for
rent
in
county,
east
ed and un
2 bedroom home on 1 doba. very clean, Sears continuous gutwith carry case 492 8730 furnished apartmen
,
ts. side Call 7594850
acre in the SW school AM FM radio, 1 ow- ters installed for your
ZENITH VCR, 4 event, $150 to $250 Available
district Priced in upper ner $800 Garage kept. specifications Call
Coleman Real
14 day timer with now
teens Owner will fin
Sears 753-2310 for free
753.0590 after 4P M
37
Livestock-Supplies
Estate 753 9898
wireless remote
ance to qualified buyer
784 DELTA Royale estimate.
1319.95, Zenith 19" color 1 BEDROOM apart
12 PUREBRED
Phone Kopperud Realty Oldsmobile, $5800
'83 HAMILTON Cultured
TV, $.279.95; Zenith 13" ment in the county. limousine cows and 9 753 1222
Silvered° pick up, LW, marble and tile. 643 Old
color TV, $229.95, Stove, refrigerator and bulls, bred back to
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
$5900 4.35 4336
Zenith 25" color TV, water furnished Call polled bulls. Business 47
Motorcycles
INSULATION
COLLECT
blown in
ORS
item$439.95 Tucker TV, 1914 753 6458 or 7115410
606 255-7309. home
1981 CR 450 HONDA, fair Mach I, deluxe interior, by Sears TVA ap
Coldwater Rd., 753 2900
1 BEDROOM apart
502:484 5295
proved.
Save on those
ZENITH full- featured ment near downtown SIAAMENTAL and condition, $350 firm. Call rare factory aluminum high
heating and cool
wheels, PS, PB, AC, fold
753,4814.
Comcorders that weigh Murray_ 753-4109 or Simbrah bulls. Per
87 YAMAHA Razz, down rear seat. 351 ing bills. Call Sears
less than 3 pounds, 762 6650.
formance & semen
brand new, legal moped Cleveland with Ram Air, 753 2310 for free
$1,280 We also have 1 BEDROOM furnished tested. Excellent qualestimate.
Zenith 35" color TV and apartment, near hospi
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, requires no drivers 65,000 actual miles LICENSED
electrician,
license or license plate_ Bought new in Paris, Tn.
projection screen TV's tal Deposit required. Ky. 522-8794.
residential and comCall 474 8817.
Below dealer cost 762
in stock Tucker TV, Phone 492 8662 after
mercial. Air condition.
4742 or 759 4134 after
1914 Coldwater Rd , 5P.M.
ing. Sales and service.
50. Used Trucks
4130P711A.
753 2900
) BEDROOM apart
38 Pets -Supplies
HONDA 85 TR X 125 4 1982 JEEP Scrambler, Gas installation and
ment in Northwood
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
MOVING must sell
wheeler. Call after excellent condition. Call repair for natural and
$235 per month
LP. Fred's Repair 753B reeder dogs
4P.M. 489-2736.
753 4566 ask for Robert.
12)(50 TRAILER for 759-4406.
7203.
Dachshunds, Poodles,
1984 GMC pick up, 1
sale. 2 bedrooms, par ) BEDROOM apart
MAX W. Parker,
48. Auto Services
wheel drive, Gypsy
tially furnished. 753 ment for rent. No pets. Pomeranians and Shiht
Attorney at Law. Forzus.
Some
are
expecting
IMPORT
edition,
Auto
7719 or 753-0566.
Salvage
69,000
153 9475 or 153-0521.
miles, mer county attorney;
12x60 MOBILE home with 2 BEDROOM furnished. puppies. Also, puppies We buy old foreign cars, loaded $6900 Call 753- former district
judge.
available
901-642-94
37
new
7307.
and
used
parts.
3 lots For more informa Lease and deposit. 753
P UPPIES• Open Mon. through Sat. 1984 SUBURBAN Office, 104 N. 4th St,
tion phone 436 2904.
9208 after 4P.M.
Murray
,
753
3153;
Dachshunds, $150; tiny 8A.M. 5P.M. 1979 Sub Silverado, : equipped for
1986 1475 Central heat FURNISHED ef
Home, 753-7900.
and air (3 ton air unit), ficiency apartment, 1 toy Poodles, $1254150; aru wagon for sale. towing, two airs and MOBILE HOME
loaded. 350 engine with
factory fireplace, 2 room and bath. Water Pomeranians, $250. 474-2325.
Specialist, Repair,
Also, exotic birds. 901342 rear ax. 753-0114.
bedrooms, 2 full baths. and cable paid. $135 per
leveling, underpinning,
49.Used Cars
642-7067
or
642-9437.
1985 FORD Ranger roofs, floors,
Very nice! 474-8853 or month. Available Dec.
plumbing,
Deposit will hold until 1972 MONTE Carlo, pickup. Call 492-8566.
474-2232.
16th. 753-5980.
wiring, washing,
Christmas.
uses
no
oil,
motor
in
LOANS/ repos
hurricane straps. 759used FURNISHED upstairs T
good condition, body 53. Services Offered
mobile home loans. bedroom apartment.
4850.
and upholstery fair to Al ENTERPRISE
Refinancing available. Water paid. Available
NEED work on your
good, $900. Can be seen Wholesale
Repossessions for sale". Jan. 1. No pets, no 41. Public Sales
dealer in gas trees? We can beautify
at 726 Fairlane Dr., and wood
Low fixed rates. Green children $165 month.
burning ap- your yard by topping,
phone 753-7427 after pliances,
Tree Acceptance, 1-800- 753 5980.
offering full shaping, dead-wooding
2:30P.M
Saturda
.,
y
LOG homes. Over 46 221 8204, Lexington, 1- FURNISHED apartservice installation. or removing dead or
anytime
standard models. Free 606 223-1010. (E.O.L.).
Also, fireplace repair. diseased trees. For
ments 1 or 2 bedrooms,
1974
NOVA
hatchbac
k 'Chimney cleaning satisifaction call
brochure Honest Abe MOVING must sell! also sleeping rooms. No
the
with
rally
wheels, goOd 'Masonry *Damper proven professionals
Log Homes, Route One, 1981
14x72 mobile children. No pets.
tires, 6 cylinder. 759-9674. 'Bird screen `Hoods. Bover's Tree
Box 84CK, Moss Ten
home 2 bedrooms, Zimmerman ApartService
(Instde Heated)
1977 Pontiac Sunlarrd, 436-5355.
nessee 38575 (800) 231
large kitchen, living ments, South 16th
753-0338. The competi$900 or best offer. A•1 STUMP Removal. tion knows us you
3695.
11
Instruction
room with fireplace, Street. 753-6609.
50X50 full of garage
753-8026.
OAK and Hickory large bath 753-454.1
Reasonable rates, 10" should too.
19 Farm Equipment
FURNISHED 1 bed
firewood for sale. $25 a SPEND Christmas in room apartment on
supplies & antiques.
below surface. Call us PIZZA free delivery
Now Enrolling
rprck sawmill with .rick, delive
Need An Extra Car
red. this new 2 bedroom South 8th. Available
before you decide. Free number 753-0900.
power unit, $1200, 666 753 1243.
January Classes
Copan Daily
home for only $160 Jan. 1st. $130 a month
For A Few Days?
estimates. 753-0906.
Darcy's Pizza Villa.
IH tractor, Massey POLE
monthly for just 7 plus deposit. 753-3584
builders, con
Until
Christma
APPLIA
s
PLUMBI
NCE
NG painting
at
R
I
F1,..,1
At
Ferguson hay baler. tractors
. Build with years! New 3 bedroom evenings.
SERVICE. Kenmore, roofing- tree trimming
4.35 4226
DWAIN TAYLOR
12th &
D rib metal roofing and home only $207 for 7 MUR Cal apts. NorWestinghouse, and removal. 436-5895 or
siding from Davis Metal years. Longer terms thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
CHEVROLET. INC.
Whirlpool. 27 years 753-4370 ask for Keith or
Pogue Avenue
20. Sports Equipment
Sales Information: and lower- monthly Now renting. Equal
experience. Parts and Tommy.
502-753-2617
CAMOUFLAGE army free brochure, Danville, payments available! Housing
PrOlessiona reading nerd
service. Bobby Hopper, QUALITY construction
Opportunity.
pants and shirts, army KY 1800442-0135, 1 800
Volunteer Homes, Hwy. 759 4984.
Bob's Appliance Ser- repairs and alterations.
43.Real Estate
yOtt chid1978
OLDS
98
Regency
boots and insulated 222 7003.
79, Paris, Tn., 901-642 NICELY furnished
Free estimates. Call G
1 and kOPPERUD Realty in excellent condition. vice, 202 S. 5th St
coyeralls Jerry's POCE buildings
Individualize,
4466
Business 753-4872, 436- & A 436-2617.
2 bedroom and single offers a
Sporting Goods, 6th & 30',(40'x9', one 10'x8'
complete range Silver with red interior. .5848 (home).
K-12
QUALITY
Walnut, Mayfield. 247- end slider, one walk 28 Mobile Homes for Rent rooms for rent, located of Real Estate services 753-1271 days or 753-6620 APPLIAN
CE REPAIR: workmanship- Frame
near campus. Days 753
Office 753-11380
evenings.
with
.4704
a
wide
selection
of
door, many colors, 2 BEDROOM furnished 6111, after 5P.M. 753-0606.
Factory authorized for and trim carpenter.
quality homes, all 1979 CAMARO. 753-9400
HOT* 759-4578
completely erected, mobile home, 2 baths on
Tappan, Kelvinator and Remodeling, patio and
prices.
753-1222,
toll free 1979 CUTLASS Brown Service on gas
Musical
22
$4995. Other sizes Hwy 641, Hazel, KY. N ow taking apfencing. D.L. Poole,
Blitz $15O' a month, $200 plications for 1 and 2 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext. Supreme 2 door, AC, and electric ranges, 435-4306.
GREAT christmas available
711L
for
courteou
s,
cassette
Builders,
stereo,
Inc.
factory
deposit.
1-800
microw
428
bedroom,
aves,
You
section 8, low competent
pay all
dis- ROCKY COLSON Home
gifts Aria Pro II Knight
Real Estate wheels, needs engine. hwashers,
your bills. Call answer
income family at
re- Repair. Roofing, siding,
Warrior, like brand 4009.
service. We make buy- $1500 or make offer. frigerato
ing
RUBBER
service
rs,
Southside
bed
492,88
etc. Earl painting, plumbing,
mats for
06.
new, locking system, 3
Manor Apar- ing & selling
Real
Call
753-0339.
ALL
Lovett,
makes
354-6956 or 753- concrete. Free es
ol pick up )OR 3 BR, furnished or tments. Call 753-8221.
pick ups, hard shell
trucks. Stokes Tractor unfurnished, some new E qual Housing Estate easy for you.
1980 CUTLASS 5341.
case, $350 or best offer
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753•1319.
Opportunity.
Supreme,' very good BETTER BUILT 753-6973.
furniture, natural gas
Odessa base with 2
44. Lots for Sale
condition, air, AM/FM CONSTRUCTION.
TAKING applications
pickups, $200 or best SEASONED Oak and electric, air con
offer Call 753 5771 ask Hickory firewood plus ditioned. Shady Oaks for Section 8. Rent LOVELY wooded cassette, ,maroon in Storage buildings,
waterfron
t
lots
for
sale
color. Call 753-9786 or treated decks, and
knots. 130 a rick. Call 753 5209
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
for Morgan
in Fort Heiman de- 753-9623.
after SP.M. 753-7783.
general home imFURNISHED 2 bed- BR
Apply Hilldale
LOWREY Festival or
velopment
.
Scenic
view
SERVICE all brands of room mobile bottle, Apts., Hardin, Ky.
1980 MUSTANG, 2 door, provements. Quality
gan, $700. 437 4432.
of
Kentuck
y
Lake,
LONOTREV Magic Teenie chain saws Also, 3 and attractive court $90 E qual Housing paved roads, central 4 cylinder, automatic, work for less. Free
power steering, air, estimates. L.E.
Genie organ with 4 wheelers Stokes month. 753 8216 after Opportunity.
water system. ReWilliams 489-2663.
AM/FM, nice car
automatic cord and Tractor, Industrial 5P M.
strictio
ns
prohibit
CONCRETE driveNORTH IND Mobile 34 Houses for Rent
rhythm features Call Road
mobile homes. Contact 753-8124 or 753-9181.
Home Park on North
753 5066.
1981"FtlfrD Escort GT, ways, patios, carpentry
2 BEDRO
TOO Kopperud Realty 753- 40,000
PEAVEY sound sysem, SHARP copiers, new 16th Street now has Sycamore, OMS,
miles, *2500. 436- and block work. CALL
1222
for
Septic Tank
historical in$250. Ap
502-492-8160.
2145.
XR 700 mixing board. and used,..fOr sates, trailer lots and trailers pliances furnished
formation
and
price
list.
Repair
& installation
,
gas
service,
for
supplies
FENCE
rent 753-9866.
sales at -S-ears
or
Tn i Flex speaker
heat. Also, 2 bedroom LOVELY wooded 1982 OLDS Toronado. now. Call
Sears 753-2310
Backhoe,
Loader,
system, microphones, demonstration call
753-6308.
townhouse, central building lot in Sherwood
for free estimate for
cables, equipment 1 800 248 4319, Benton,
Dump Trucks
1983
Forest
CAVALIE
Subd.
R
H/A.
station
Priced
Colema
n
RE
your needs.
trailer $1400 or best KY
just reduced, $3500. wagon, brown with
753-9898.
SPLIT firewood, $25 a
offer Call 759 4482.
Contact Kopperud brown interior, reclin- FOR most any type
2
BEDRO
OM
newly
TAMA 5 or 7 piece. Call rick or 5 for $115
ing seats. Call after driveway white rock WET BASEMENT? We
Mobile Home
remodeled house with Realty 753-1222.
also, any type gravel,
before 2p.m or after 435 4530 or 753 2435.
4P.M. 753-1588.
storage building. $225 45.
dirt and sand call Roger make wet basements
5p m 753-9457
Farms for Sale
TYPEWRITERS Due
Repair
Start locally full time
1987
CHEVR
OLET
per
month
plus deposit.
Hudson, 753-4545 or dry. Work completely
pan time Train on live
WURLITZER- organ, to school budget cuts,
15 ACRES near Hamlin Celebrity, V-6 for sale 753-6763.
Call 753-6143.
guaranteed. Call or
Anchoring &
airline computer* MMTIC
excellent condition. Royal offers brand new
will
and
or
lake
take
older
on Kerby
car in GENERAL repair, tree write Morgan Con2 BEDROOM un4tiirly and resident train
$1000 Has multi matic electrics with internal
Complete Repair
Jennings
on
trade.
Trail.
437-4364.
Good
furnished house, close
trimming and wood for struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Ing Financial aid avail
correction, electric
feature 753 4129
to campus. 1614 Miller. wooded building sites. 71 FORD truck, $550; 356 sale. For estimate call 409A, Paducah, Ky.
able Job placement as
carriage return, preset
This
can
be yours for Chevy Engine, $250; 350 436-2642.
* (502)492-8488 * No pets. $250 month.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
(dance National !Morro
tab, 88 character
24
Miscellaneous
Available Dec. 1. 753 only $8495. Ken Shores Chevy transmission, $90, SEWING Machine ReLischthousw 1.t
VI.
keyboard, $159. List
Estates
, Box 656, Chevy 3-speed transmis55. Feed and Seed
)00 AMP mobile home
5980.
A.C.T. TRAV1ICI. SCHOOL.
much more. 5 year 29. Heating and Ccoling
Murray, Ky. 42071, 502- sion, $75; Ford 3-speed pair. All makes and
service pole $250 firm.
HOUSE for rent, couple
ALFALFA hay for sale.
models.
warranty, free delivery
Home
In&
1 800 127 7718
753-7531.
WOODSTOVE $100
75.3 6520.
transmission, $75; dustrial.
only. 753 4389 or
Mastercard, Visa, A
Bag closing 436-2602.
Accredited member N 14 S ('
Chrysler
360
engine,
CHRISTMAS sunbeds. Express, COD. Sales 436 2879
$200;
753-5960.
machines. Also scissor
46. Homes for Sale
Chrysler 403 engine, $200; sharpening.
Sunal
Wolff sunbeds. Final. (315) 593-8755.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
40 yrs. 5 6 . Free Column
30 Business Rentals
small
Family or business.
block
2
TO
Chevy
bedroom
3
brick
heads, experience. All work FREE
on county. Formal liv14
to good homeWant to Buy
$35;
SlenderQuest toning USED 55 gallon drums
home
396
&
Hazel,
in
454 Chevy guaranteed. Kenneth
large
ing and dining rooms,
very good condition
Bassett/Dash Hound
living room, eat-in kit- heads, $50; aluminum
(-1) CARROLL corn tables Super mon
Barnhil
753-2674
l,
den,
2
,
baths,
carport.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
puppies, 6 weeks old. Sheads for Ford V-6, $60; Stella, Ky.
pound bow for parts eymaker. Free color
$385 per month, deposit chen, corner lot, sets on
all female, black or
On Court Square.
several lots, 1 lot Honda 90cc 3-wheeler, SUREWA
(2) H&R Huntsman catalogue and X mas WANTED. 43 qualified
and
referen
Tree
Y
Ser- brown. Perfect
ces rehomeowners to display
5150.0r a month.
muzzle loader. (3) sPecials. 1 800 228 6292.
quired. 753-7443 or 489- presently rented for $200; sliding glass 73 81
vice. TOpping, pruning, Christmas gift for chilmobile home. Excellent Ford Truck, $35; GM tree removal.
Deposit Required.
Ithaca bolt action rifle. CROCHETED afghans, thermally sealed in
2256.
Aerial dren. 753-0329.
sulated replacement
rental or retirement radial compressor, $75; bucket truck.
492-8566.
off white, 48x60, $45
Call 753.1916.
Fully
SMALL 5 room house property.
windows. Deluxe pack
GM axle compressors, insured for your prot- 5 7 . Wanted
$22,950.
6151 OR more acres in Call 753-0691.
Ask for Ted Delaney.
for rent. 2 rooms up- 232-6726
anytime.
$35; '75 VW Dasher enHazel or Crossland FIREWOOD for sale. age $79 88 per window. 7
ection. Stump removal
stairs, 3 down. 15 miles
3 BEDROOM home, on gine, $300 , transmission, with no lawn damage. WANT to buy raw furs.
area. Does not need, to Also, tree removing. 30 windows $49 monthly.
east on 94. 354-6729.
Stanley Owen Mc
Financing available.
approximately 5 acres, $100; body parts, rear
be tillable Phone 492 years experience 436
32 Apts for Rent
Free estimates. No Clellan, Pulaski, IL.
Phone 1 800-422-9872.
3 bay garage, 6 stall ends, rotors, etc. for 67 73 obligations. 7535484.
8183, 498 8785
2758 or 436 2562.
618-342-6316.
WILD bird food 161b. 1 AND 2 bedroom 36, For Rent or Lease
barn and more. A steal Ford truck, 73 - 77
furnished apartments
Feeder's Select Blend
at $31,030. Call Wilson Chevelle, 72-77 Impala,
$3.99 or 10Ib. Sunflower Some utilities fur
'75 Datsun, 62-66 GMC &
Realty 753-3263.
rushed. Located near
Key Mini**I
Seed for $3.99. At par
1 BEDROOM brick Chevy trucks, 67-69
hospital
and university.
ticipating Southern
house with fireplace, Camaro, Willys Jeep, '76
Wareh
ouses
Antiques- Gifts - Collectibles - Used Furn.
Deposit
753required. Call
*
States dealers.
deck, large shop and Cordoba, '71 InterHwy. 121 South
*
5940
WOOD for sale, $25 a 753 4012 or 753-9756.
ceiling fans. In nice national 4x4, '75 VW
?es from 5X10 to 10X30
Custom kitchen
rick, delivered. Now renting Embassy
neighborhood. Low 40's. Dasher, '69 Jeep
753-9918 if no answer:
Apartments. 2 bedroom
Comando. All parts
10 pt. solid Cherry Dining Room Suite
753,2383.
753-3358 after 3P.M.
cabinets
753-8078, 753-0998
apartments Call 753
BEAUTIFUL home guaranteed, can install
Pet-an Table ri Chairs. & China Cabinet
3530.
All Types Of:
all
parts,
753-6580.
nearing completion in
Kimball Piano
Canterbury Estates.
Custom Woodworking
Reproduction Pine Cupboards - Dry Sink
2600 sq. ft. of quality
1
. BAKE YOUR
and charm include
20% off Dec I'. IN. 10 & 20
three bedrooms, 2
,FOrrneffY of Murray & Fulton)
* LIFE EASIER
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
baths, formal dining
14 mi. from Murray on Hwy. 94 East on Left ,
ig
* Why not really enjoy t
Drop by & see our showroom
room, living room, and
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - itiourai Bunny Braid14
Chrlstmes this year
den with fireplace
'Formerly of Benton)
753-0079
let someone else do
Phone Kopperud
**********************
Realty, 753-1222.
the baking.
!CO
OMTCAL
star
A, Specialities are tea,
ter... two bedroom in
I
T - cheesecake fresh a0excellent condition.
44 rale 8 coconut cakes st
Aluminum siding.. es* strawberry 8 honey
New & Llseti
tate wants to sell...
butters & varTtv t
GM Executives &
$18,800. Dial Century 21
l.p to 10 doors & 6 drawers w/wood grain Formica.
Program Vehicles
* 'Natters
Loretta Jobs Realtors
NP1* doors, hardw., labor included. 8995, many colors.
9001-6419-2111100
753-1492.
.4s For more information 't
Hwy. 79 W. - Parts
For removed from other removable rodio/cassette decks,
Murray
436-5560
LARGE, well-built,
* call: Molly Imes
you've never heard anything as crisp, clean, Or clear OS
split-level, brick house
ies
783.7883 •
the Alpine 7283.
living room; unused
fireplace; dining room;
144+44*.
The clarity comes from features like an 18- pin
den; 3 bedrooms with
connector, so rugged you can remove and replace the
room length cedar lined
player 25,000 times (thousands more than you'll probably
26
TV Radivo
closets; built-in ironing
ever need(. And the T-10 II"Tuner, which uses five
board; 4 other closets; 2
19" SEARS portable
separate technological advancements to eliminate noise
big bathrooms; full-size
color TV, remote con
basement, fireplace,
and distortion. Plus the SCC head with a response
trol, taking offers. 753
built-in cabinets;
9873.
beyond that of most home tape decks.
double garage, elecLEASE TO OWN 75'
If you're after remarkable sound
tronic control, cabinets,
console TV with remote,
you II find it in this Alpine Removable
storm windows and
$53 a month. Murray
Available now for immediate removal
metal bars on garage
Rental & Sales. 753 8201.
and basement; security
from our shelves.
LEASE TO OWN 19"
doors, intercom;
color TV, $28 a month.
draperies, dishwasher,
Murray Rental & Sales
stove, refrigerator,
753 8201.
central heat large lot
LEASE TO OWN Wir
with trees, flowers, and
AGf NTS
Roy 1. Brooch Bob Corrielstori
eless remote VCR, 132 a
scrubs, 12th Street in
month. Murray Rental
Murray. Upper 90's.
& Sales. 753-8201.
Owner, 759 4167.
SATTELTTE antenna
P. ARM
West Side of Ward Elkins on the Square
NICE 3 bedroom brick,
b uigit A
system, all Drake
DI XI. LAINIO Mari M 1110 7
ciaiirraur 411447
aluminum trim, new dis
202 S. 5th
Murray
Great
753-4872
shape. Only WO
hwasher, nice neighbor
04041141•4,KENTUCav 47071
189 2633.
753-4703
hood, 30's Call 753 7458.
I do odd lobs cleaning ALUMI
gutters, yard work, alumin NUM cans,
um, copper
hauling, etc Can Andy
brass, etc Call 489 2803
at 153 6959
USED Apple computer
NEED a lob part or fun system II E or II C Also
time! Will clean house used exercise bike 153
and office or odd and 6870
end jobs. Very re
sponsible person Ask
15 Articles for Sale
for Regina. Kathy or
NEW sewing machine,
Wayne 753 7111
WILL babysit in my 10H P tractor mower
nome Have references and trailer; electric
heater with fan; de.
Call 753 496.4
WILL do housework or humidifier; 19" TV and
table; twin bed; odd
ironing 489 2529
tables; squirrel cage
WILL do any odd lob, fan
753-6953
cut and haul shubbery
Also, cut and remove 16 Home Furnishings
hedges Call 753 3534 or
EARLY American
753 1455 anytime
couch and chair, excel
lent condition 153 6148
10. Business Opportunity
after 5P.M.
razz sale 4 „station USED washer and
beauty salon, located in dryer,
good condition,
a shopping center 753 $150 both.
753 3855.
6520
FOR sale
17 Vacuum Cleaners
Small re
staurant, good location
Ott Hwy. 27 in Somerset,
Ky Fully equipped or
VACUUM
equipment for sale Call
678 5789 after 8P M
CLEANERS
PROSPEROUS local
ka• Kirby
business for sale Es
e-Rainbow
tablished weight loss
center Small invest
,.-- Electrolux
ment Send inquiries to:
..-Hoover
P.O. Box 1402, Murray. ...
Eureka
-,
,
VIDEO business for sale.
Parts, Sales & Service
Will sell inventory 8. business Approx 1200 titles,
14 VCRs, T V , complete
with fixtures & shelving
For details write
Movies, P 0 Box 634,
1t2 Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky
759-4105

FIREWOOD for sale,
$20 a rick delivered
753 2847
FIREWOOD for sale
436-2296
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FORD diesel backhoe,
good condition, $7000
1968 international dump
truck, $2500 or $9000 for
both. Call 615 232 6726
anytime
FORMAL dress, tea
length, red, lace over sa
tin, worn once $90 3624766 after 9a.m
FOR sale
Adult
tricycle, $60, with mo•
tor, $130
Phone
753 1712, 1624 Olive.
GO carts, go-carts.
5 BHP. $25 down will
hold til Christmas.
Stokes Tractors,
Industrial Road
JUST in time for
Christmas. 1 Palm
Beach mens suit, size 46
coat 41 slacks, heather
gray pinstrip. Never
worn, still has tags.
Retail $225. Will sell for
$100. 759 4482.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfietd,
Ky 502-247 7831.

UTTERING

15

The Vac
Shack

Garage
Sale

Readalong

Brent Allen
Ditching

* Four Star *

Building For Rent

ByGones

Opening Specials

*40.4*+*+*44

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Pads, TN

Name Brand

Recliners

kit

Wulff Kitchen Cabinet Recovery
Special

kt
i

Starting at

$179

Large Selection
Assorted Colors & Fabrics

Purdom's

Furniture & Appliance

Farm Bureau Insurance
is committed to quality

Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage
in all areas of Calloway County.

We provide coverage wherever you live County or City

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU

3130.12ZHME

Kentuckian Gold

Turkey.. Sliced

or Shavea.. lb.

Kentuckian Gold

Open Pit

HarnSliCed Of

Shaved

lb.

Home Style

Chicken Salad

(Coconut, Lemon or Chocolate)

Home Style

Cream Pies

Pimento Cheese

Great For Snacks

Bundt Cakes

Mustard

Potato Salad

Ea

Dinner Rolls

lb

Assorted

Mermaid With

Shrimp Salad

Holiday Cookies

lb

Pizza Parlor Special
12 inch Single Topping Pizza

2For$5.50
Piggly Wiggly Is Murray's
Party Tray Headquarters

Gallent Garden (Series 12-16) 17.95
The Classic....(Serves 1005) 33.95
Your Choice: Turkey or Ham Dinner
Turkey Dinner Includes
10-12 lb. Turkey-Fully Cooked
2 qts. Dressing, 1 pt. giblet gravy,
1 pt. Cranberry Relish,
1 doz. dinner rolls

6 lb. Sliced Baked Ham
2 qts. candied sweet potatoes
1 qt. green beans,
1 doz. dinner rolls

Prairie Farms

Ice Cream
1/2 Gal.
$

9
9

riciudirsirmc1664I1
FREE

FREE 1 1 FREE
Qualityre au

Quality Stamps

Stamopfs
with purchase of I I with
h
2 Pkgs.
Plggly Wiggly
I McCormick
Ifornogenized or
I

Gravy or

Any Day With Coupon
Limit One Coupon Per Family
Good Only at Piggly Wiggly
VOID after Dec. 27, 1987

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

III with purchase of II

I

2% Milk
II Gallon

illixis
cemm
Lamm
%

Iw o

• Quality Stamps
•
White Cloud
T-R
4
ia:u
.
ll

SE NM MINI NI

rc.ropod r.c,1575,1
I
all NM MN III

CouPON 111q1

100
•
• FREE 11 FREE.. FRE
I E
Wgtu
harl, Veh2n
c)
,Ps
2 Pkgs.
I Martha White
Fin]
Cotton Pickin
ILC;rn Bread Mix MIX in
6
P
iligh

tf4

Quality Stamps •

With Purchase Of
2 Rolls
Scott
Paper Towels

solume

Oualrty Stamps

111 111 With Purchase Of
Wesson 011
1
48 ox

.11L..Eli •

II

•t4%.

'v‘
Kraft

Velyeeta
2 lb. Cheese
No Sugar Addod

Jim Adams
Sausage
lb.
2

7 DAY SAI c •Priam good Wilms's'

11Voilassday, Doc. 16, 1987, tiersegh Tuesday,
Dm.22, 1987. Wo resarvo Hes right to limit
quantities aged correct priatieg offers.

5-Pc. Place Setting Consists Of:
• Dinner Plate • Dessert Dish
• Bread &
• Cup
Butter Plate
• Saucer

1. Register each time you visit.
2. No purchase necessary.
Drawls.Tuesday, Dee. 22,
6 p.m. host in time Ter
Christmas.

/kr
CJ.IZ

MATCHiNG ACk.laSORIIS
ARE ALSO A‘'". A r
See Store Display For Details.

• with both
/
41
4 cSSOnsl

3 lb. can
With this coupon
1.5166 odclitiOnal

igirkumo%nt*JO

imipt uornce
hacsoeupan

"'

111011-

per family.

Merry Christmas, with Value & Quality at the Right Price!
DIET MPS
Tide 42 oz.
Charmin
4
Detergent
ONE3=1: 1111
roll Tissue
ip
Miracle

IlairtalimorsolPtimOmw.g

4.hkuil
pest0
Nor./ 98

elk -

1.1
•
'tee•

Pepsi or Diet

Kraft 32 oz.
Miracle Whip

Limit3

Limit 2

.56c

Save: 42c

12 pk.• 12 oz. cans

299

mow

Savo: $1.00

Limit 2

Save: 40c

Limit 1

I89

914E0
•9°5

•••:70,0
‘IbilL•Wir

trldr$
QUICK
QUAKER

• OATS '

QUICK

MILK

OUAKEP.
OATS ) •

"IiIIMPeit5

Tam•2 Liter

KA Cora,Sr...Issas,Peas

18 oz. Web or Itegaler

Domino

Evaporated•Tall Cam

Soft Drinks

16 oz. Vogotabloss

Quaker Oats
$
9

2 lb. Powder's! Sugar

Carnation Milk

69c :2.4 2 89

Save:

fir

,
99 29.

Save: 211'

21'

for

Spaghetti SUMO

Pare Vegetable

Plata or SoWittsiag

32 oz. Ragu

32 oz. Crisco Oil
$ 11 69

5 lb. Gold Medal

$189
Save:

two: 26'

26'

99c

--41emomemalsel.11*-

16/1•610k•g"

Shedd's•Cogratry Crock

Biscuits

3 lb. Margarine

29

69
Reedy Ti Sp.-wad 161
2ft.
/

lay Ataillimmi

8 roll
Tine*

11 65

Bitty Crocker
Frosting

2oz.
/
Moor's• 101
$15

Microwave
Popcorn

$199

Over 120 Unadvertised In Store Specials, Every Day
Prairie Farm

Parkay 1 Lb.
Margarine

p

eCCINCEIVT/147eD
JUICE

`a

Whipping Cream

69c

S... 40'

Mrs. Smith's•24 Si. Pio

MA •/
1
2Genes

KA • 12 oz. Frozen

Microwave Poach

Ice Cream

Orange Juice

99c

$169

$
2
9
9
Scrim 104

Says: 30'

Pot Ritz• 2t1"

Minute Maid
$249
96 oz.

Pie Shells

89c

$169

64 oz.

Save over $11" with
these coupons and
rebates!

•et

22 oz. bottle

BROWNIE MIX
COUPON BY MAIL

FREE

MI ADAMS VAILIKAVER CONINPOMI

WHEN YOU BUY ONE
DUNCAN HINES
CHOCOLATE GOURMET
BROWNIE MIX

with manufacturer's
mail-in refund below

Jell-O 3 oz.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

All Flavers Gelatin

MANUFACTURER
MAIL-IN REFUND

4..$149
4

COUPON

Coupon expu
Tuesday Dek 22
1987

$ .99
—S.
,,

FREE

YOUR FINAL COST

See required certificate below for complete details.
Offer expires December 31, 1987.

adOrets
•••

PIP 1•••••1106.41,

Slate

R 721

FREE

oa
CERTIFICATE (riot payable al me wad stow
Enclosed
hEnt
o
is the fluid ounce statement from one 22 oz bottle
of Joy Note To remove tne flind ounce statement soak the bottle in
soapy water tor 15 20 minutes Men begin removal with dunt edge
01 knife Please send my 994 refund to

Yr.^ 11114,1

o Coal

USW
I Oro pooe u S
2 AS CEAT'F CATE MAY
NOT 88 1411C14ANICkLy
REPRCCuCE0 aIdS SKIM I
ACCOMPANY TOL"
REQUEST
3 You YID Ares may rot

De assaree

PiaCt e a %Med ermt1001 WO WO to
Ems OmICAO HON &MON al CM

PO is. MI 142
II Pius Ill

PI.EASE NOTE
NESE ALIDI TONAL

Mei

1,rste,,ed

4 L4M 'equesi CO WM OF
4001.15
5 OFFER WIRES 3 ?8M
6 Please aace 6 re 8 *etas

delmair

I

$299
SPECIAL!

Name

Tiara Desserts

Address
NW,

EKCO
TIARA DESSERTPAN
BUY
UYONE

004, 44444,4 004444 44

<4440.04

and

COt,KI aegkess

444tis

City
State

Place

in

a

WHEN YOU BUY ONE
DUNCAN HINES
TIARA DESSERT

stamped envelope and mail to
JOY 99c REFUND
PO Box 7937
Clinton. IA 52736

All Four Flavors

$389;h
'Tara(Desserts

0. ,t1

PLEASE NOTE THESE ADDITIONAL TERMS
1 OFFER GOOD IN USA
2 THIS CERTIFICATE MAY NOT BE MECHANICALLY REPRODUCED
AND MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR AECtuEsT
3 Your offer ripts may not be assigned or transferred
4 Limit one refund per name or address
5 Offer expires December 31 1987
6 Please allow 6 to 8 r•telts for delivery

I-nclosed ale Ureeenal PKOuci Cadeltib so• ot* roe CM Duncan 4.nes

PLEASE NOTE
244SE
TEAMS

1114 DIPS1141 WI
Nine san0 AY, mow god In we tie Dour area roe,Dauer

Name

gamma

2 :PIS gliTr4at MAY
NOT 88 MECHANICALLY

Address
,Inea 'am ••• I...mom..I

Cl,

Sum
lo Gbh
MKS uI 41.40401444MX• 44,4 Mad lo
Peva Dow Moss Tian Crawl is, Mew
PO 1M MI NI
Ti MOM

Lthillr 'supple', I 4.t

COUPON BY NIAIL

Zip Code

Vr. 5Y rifruli0 Mita CirrtifaCATI ,Ca0 Atoe,q, V1i

444011.44

nebula n its unnaisai Precoo Cale UPC Serb) bore one ClurCan 040,13
cocolaie Goatee Brame klu
Please sena oy mum,pox ks coe hoe Duncan aoes &ow*Wi b

PPOCUCE D ANO SNOUt0
kCCOmParar Turn
QuE Ss
3 Yeas oner gns mar wit
asseild 0 tardkord

$389

4 UM, I IOW CO'i.e CO

.00.1011
5 OFFER /MINES 3 7535
6 Please aloe 5 le 1 SONS
P.

4444

SPECIAL!

Christmas Holiday Favorites, Valuirica

Frosts,4 to 5 Lb.

Tender
Ducklings

for Great Tasting and Low Calorie Sandwiches!
%nay

A

Breast
I auk,*

(
Ts4

litieljNr7

VARIETYPAX

LoutrsiOch
\
TfA5C1

1

_f
Louis Rich "thou Roasted"

Louis Rich•6 oz. Slim!

Louis Rich • Slices

Louis Rich •6 oz. pkg.

Louis Ilich• 12 oz.

Turkey Breast
69

Turkey Breast
69

Turkey Ham
69
$01.

Chicken Breast
$1169

,
1 041
Ilapr41

6 oz.
Slices

oil. 1

1419.

Musson Pickles

Turkey Franks

Whole, Salvos ar Spoors

Lewis Ilklt• 12.i.

32.z.

Turkey Bologna
LOUIS

Rich • 1 lb.

39

Smoked Turkey
Louis Rkh• oz.

969

JI lEa
AD$A

valufrosh meats

110:7 oda
-

17

Field

10 to 304

Save
telan
everyday
the lowest
total meat
in town on
prices
•CS. CNOKE guaranteed quality meat
s.
•REALEAN
MAIN FED
•
BEEF

,
‘44
• 1"

GRADE A
PRE* COT FRYERS

PORK

Everyday Valupriced Savings

•••••

-4••••

4
A
Rooloon• Mole

Grads A• Fresbcot

Boston Butt
Pork Roast

Fryer
Leg Quarters

007

•

fulliCookod
•
field's

U.S. Choke

Kentucky
1101101OSS liant
s'67 1.11. lierwilsr'H-

"Grain Fed"

Lb.

Yolopodt

Sirloin Tip

Grads A•1Froshart

Boneless Roast
1199

7:19
S

Lb.

8
- 1% Lean
Ground Beef
$1 39
Moro

Fryer
Breast
$ 11 39

Lb.

Lb.

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Boneless Beef!

Lb%

:ioodos,,

*NP
•
t •

it•

•

"7

1.41111
"
11

e
V 4•2„
.....,1 •
'N
••
11:"

•

USDA

..•-•-•

V.S. Choke "Groh.Foe

V.S. Choice "Grohs Tod" liossoloss

11.S. Choke "Grohs Foir Boneless

T-Bone Steak

Rib Eye Steak

Sirloin Steak
Lb.$399

Volopock

Oster Moyer
Little Weide
Links
9
$9

.2

•

Z
•
t Z

CHOICE

$3

.$499
Brien 1 lalb°
so*"

sisustsir

th$219

USDA

CHOICE

Choice "Grebe INC Boneless

113. Choice "Grebe For Boneless

Cube Steak

New York Strip

.$299

thser

Easy Fixins
For Holiday
Guests and Snacks

Lb

Field's •

Fully

Cooked

Ham &
Sausage
Nuggets

Bryan 1 lb.
Che
esy•Jumbo
Franks
S1

I2 os.
Pkg.

We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams. If you
are not satisfied with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to us.

svoiv
0400
"afr

—

Cheesy
Jumbos

Field

•

Yalufresh Meats —
Womb -

'
-044141111111111111
111111/1MINMS.,

7..4•60.•
•.

••••-"raw."'

..••••••••.
•Idlnale.
oll••••.

•

•=0.••
,
-•

110..•

Jim Adams "Prowsivon"

Dm Adams • 1 lb

Sliced Slab Bacon

Sliced Bologna
$ 1 79

Lb.$

1 39
Volopack

Lb.

Cheestillo Dogs
%FPI

it4P1
• adliMe•

99

lb

Doable Year Money Back
- ma Adams Sooroustoo Ti Yoe —

00,1,1
0
6

•

-

-

#

4,1/1

Velepeck

.

•

JI
ADA

resh Oranges &
Coconut In Syrup

phial) bicy
NaVet
California

4lb.

Oranges

orange
2 ceps fresh
sections
cop
grates'
price
lenses 112 cup cocoons
fresh
14 cop
fresh
fresh orange

sugar
12 cop
salt
116 teaspoon

ingredients. Bring to
Combine first 4
minutes. Add
boil 5
and
point
boiling
and cook I
sections
orange
from heat and
minute. Remove serving turn
before
sprinkle
chill. Just
dish and coconut.
serving
a
into
fresh
with grated
servings.
Makes6

Good
eating Plump juicy freshness
for good
health! bursting with flavor!

9

Milan River

Plump W Inky

Fresh • Meaty

California•Tessier

5 lb. Grapefruit

California Tangerines

Coconuts

Bud Broccoli

$239

6f99c

liesch

Firm•Crisp

Green
Cabbage

79c

29

C

u•

IS. Me. 1 "Preemies"

C
99

.
Pre-Cat

97

10 Lb. Red
Potatoes

B*11

S9c

10 OZ. Bag

Slaw Mix

•

valu froshbakery
z

Available In Stores with Bakery-Deli Fresh Baked Seediness,
-

Desoble Layer•3Inch

Deli Sliced

Relies•Baked

Getman Chocolate
Cake

Turkey Breast

Homestyle Rolls

$499

$349

freak Baked
$

99

Seger
Cookies

$159

1 19

IA fresh

cth

99c

5.6fifiY
cfidays
rom Our Family
To Yours!

Bryan Hickory Crest

WholeBonelessHam

169

WE WILL BE

OPEN
TI! 6:00 P.M. Christmas Eve. We will be CLOSED
(
Christmas Day.We will RE-OPEN Dec.26,1987 For
Your Shopping Convenience!
Items aid prices Is this ad efftctive Dec. 11t1 tin Dec. 27th, 1987 le:

lb.

Murray; KY
()entity rights reserved. Ness sold to Millers. Copyriglt 1917. The Kroger Co. *Ir
-

Kroger Rolls

Grade'A'Krogert10-lbs.

California Sunkist
Seedless(113 Size)

FREE!8" Apple Pie
Fully Cooked-Ready To Heat 8 Serve!

Brown IN Fresh Navel
Holiday
Serve Turkeys Oranges Turkey Dinner
11 oz. pkg.

3

for $
100

pound

- -each
1,

79t 15C
BAG OF 10 ... $1.49

4,
4

DOUBLE

INCLUDES:•10/12-lb. Fully Cooked Turkey
•3-lbs. Cornbread Dressing •1 pt Giblet
Gravy •1-lb. Cranberry Sauce

6

10-12 lbs.
Cooked Weigkt

COUPONS EVERYDAY!
PAGE ONE D-AA

Let Kroger Be Your Complete Holiday

Gift Giving Headquarters
PEPSI

hi
Vird

Mtn. Dew, Diet or Reg.Slice, Diet
or Reg. Pepsi Free, Diet Pepsi or

Pepsi
Cola

Mtn. Grown Vac Pac
POlgerS

88c

bottle
2 liter

Coffee

ca
lnibior

239

Real Mayonnaise

2 Ply,300 Ct., 192.5 Sq. Ft.

Blue
Plate

SoftIA
Pretty

$149

320L
Jar

4 roll
pkg.

get

•FROZEN FOODS•
e

I
,
tle

Me8

7

Peppericipe Farflfl
Ali Varieties
Layer

Cakes
17 01. pkg.

All Varieties Ruffles • Brand

89
$1
SitAVIStellt

Potato
Claps

PtiglifltE OR LEMON Fain

LAYER CAKES —

S1.99
TO 24 OZ. NG. —

adrvsk Bars

5.5 to 0 oz.

3 Simat

i
paa
i
m el,
l!i
; n tOS4WS;itS

Scott Napkins

bat

200

t 5149,
wes:

89t

i
P a7rLe7Ci
r
ri
ors;alts

Whipped Topping

89c

1241 89C
c.74 $169

QIN Clot

COrll 011tke Cob

'X $119
in
l sr
Tomatoes 11::

Ritz
2 Ct Pte.Pert

Pastril
Pie Shells
Pkg.

Frage Style NCit GM ININK, RM.If DIM St* COM or

10 oe.

Del Monte
Vegetables

C
77

TINIPsCAL MI Rona
%IT —

2
tuner
Can

Dal gots

Tomato
Catnip

2. pits -2101

32A.

Del woe
.1.1•J

PAGE TWO DAA•

49C

Tomato
Sauce

4
092.
CMS

it

89
99g
vim

1

Purel
Bleach

OW Off LAM INI•

Tide
Detergent

=78C
IMPlamd
42ft
I.

kr* or Ow

Barna
Jelly
Purina

Grrravy
Dog Food

12

$179
88

69
2
$

dof

•••••••••WWW•1,0.400 4

•

WE HAVEIT ALL THIS SEA SON!

Call Our Gift Services Today!
Memphis Area -(901) 765-4166
Little Rock Area -(501)374-5543
Jackson. Ms & 01alicoast - (001)831-1360

•Merchandise • Fully Cooked Hams
•Holiday Fruit Basket's •Gourmet Party Trays
• Pre-Basted Baked Turkeys
• Seasonal Floral Arrangements

DELI HOT LINE:

Inside Ti
1.800-454404d

Outside Ti
1-600-45S-33

I41111r
A
t

N
i
t

Low-Fat
All Varieties

Plain or Self-Rising

Big K
Crisco
Martha
Drinks White Flour Shortening
31,
can $19g
bag

68t EtBC

2 liter

Milk

Reg. or Butter Flavor

5 lb.

$199
plastic
gallon
Gomel 11111r

Wheaties Cereal.

*DAIRY FOODS* 1

00
"
"•*
.06,
Totisxk
cr,i)

100% Pure
Chilled
Minute Maid

‘?

Orange
Juice
96 oz. ctn.

Kroger
CNOOSE FOOS: twle Flake,
Sittormilli Or Combo

Brown 'N
Serve Rolls

3 $100

[
All Varieties ONION Niels

149

Laver
Cake Mixes 19:11
Moor Inflow Onlokt Mlle

11111111101,11111111111 111111

Cheddar Cheese
brow Nook Radon Wield
Sharp Cheddar

'TWISTS

Pimento Cheese
'Nor Dairy OM Kroger
Cottage Cheese

11111111111111111
11111111111111111I

do:
MARKET BASKET GRADE 'AK LARGE

In.
PWL

log, or losartoil

Kroger
Saltines

at tbe retail of KV awl moles
the wood 20 oz. loaf absolittly

$109

24 oz
cob

$139

BMW,

All MOW Roado-To-Soroad

rn

sat

Ile one lost loaf of Kroger

Buttercrust
White Bread

oz
rob

Large
Eggs

MI Varieties dew

2

$2'9

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger

Snairerackers
Pretzels

$199

lb

Orator Southold Woad

.
03)%

Marli

lb

Fat

Duncan Hines
Frostings

16.S oz.

$129

l ur

$579

Cu

1181 or Docaffoloatod

Taster's Choice
Coffee
Torten(bike

Columbian
Select

.so 5579
PAGE THREE D5

4•••

tsi..••••••a• ogee.•gAtaillikPA•CaVay„.

...**494840,

drit•a•••••••10•141•4,

se.•••"••`64•1*•%*•'••••••‘.4 • ••••-‘•

estith
Our Honda
*Lean Holiday B1!ef f
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A Frozen

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless—Excel or Store Cut

Turkey

Sirloin Tip Roast

Breast

•

USDA

$

29

GRADE

4 to 7 LEt.
AVERAGE

lb.
U.S.D.A. Grade A* nosy Farms

*Basted HOlbs a law
USA& Grade.

Sunday BestRoasters

Butterball Turkeys

99c
$299

794
594

Meaty Turkey %Mesas or

tieWktt Oven Roasted or Smoked

DrUmsticks

Turkey Breast

Tyson Twin Pak

Grade A'Frozen

Game Hens

Young Ducklings

lb

lb

$1109

$399

each
Plr9-

lb.

Pride
Smoked Turkeys
Grade 'A' Country

Grade A'Frozen Stewing or

Baking Hens

$109

USDA

694

lb

CRACK

lb.

lb.

/
1
4

$114

TRIM

BONELESS

U.S.D.A.Choice Galls red OW

U.S.D.A.Choice Crain Pod

Top Sierloi;
Steaks
pound

Rib Eye
Roast
Pound

1/4" TIM
98
2
----

31b.or !,

OA Ceske Grail Fed IWO
leesiess—exel er Stow arr

USDA. Grade 'A' hilly farms
Fes* Pat Abel Parts of

49

Sirloin Tip
4 Steak

Frying
Chicken

Meat, Beef sr NM

Mice

$239

Leg-0
Lamb

lb.

Country Cleb Wafer Sliced

Lunch
Meats

200

2/
1
2 $
pkgs

Basted Turkeys

Dogs

USDA

A
GRADE

lb 59e

LIMIT 1 WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE,

)
1
14
YZialf.la .1•64
P
,441111
.44

taati;it
..

Beef Steak
Patties
12.z.
pkg

Cbkkei Fried

lb

$159

Armour

Steaks

lb.

All Varieties

Potato, Naomi of Cole Sias

Serve 'n'Save
$i59 Lunch Meats

R.B. Rice
Salads
Twin Pal Knobs or Penmen

Natalina
Pizzas

1201.
pkg.

INOIOtrillt FIONA

Pimento
6.5279 Spread

Cocktail
Smokies
Corn

Bryan
Bologna

Mrs Weaver's

Swoky Hollow

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'(10 lbs. & Up!)

Gr

$399

Kiwi Cettes
1

DA
CHI ICE
U%

44.1.

439

Imirs Farms Sausage I, Biscuits Or

Cheese Sausage &
Biscuits
'
/
124

$1

„.

•--•••••;VTINTiro';'
,
...!'"?.11',74.t

-E

ye

00(15..
Best to You!

134!ef from,Kroger•
U.S.D.A. Choice Crn Fed Beef
Whole Trimmed—Boneless

DA
CH ICE

Beef Brisket
$149
lb.

Groin Pod
so-On

!Ye

St

1 lb.or 3lb. Flavor Seam'

Ground
Beef

Ground
Chuck

lb.
Ider-Tenn1/5

5158

Classic Hams
$3
69

Country Hams

*Awl Morrell Boneless half

Fully Cooked Bone-InOry Cured

Slice In° Eat Hams

Bryan Whole Hams

IONILESS

innate
Boneless
Pork Loin
Any She Pecker

na

Pork
Steaks

rome

Fully Cooked Center Cat

teak

Ham
Slices

lb

$
2
79
lb

$149

Reelfoot
Hot Dogs

42 In

lb

12et
IMO

der Teas Whole

Country
Hams

lb.

Fully Cooked Bone-In water Added

Shank Half Ham

Whole Hams

$13
1190111110I
159 1

$
1319 tO 23L9
AVERAGE

$1199

Beef
Franks

'n' Save

lb.

Mash sow-Salt Fully Cooked

lb

JON Benin

If

$2
99

99
Na. $2

lb

Red Label

Meats

69

11111Ohyl1011ow Moslem half

If Net

to

$

13fgan

pound

52;9

lb.

Whole
Boneless Hams

BONELESS!

3lb.or 5lb. Mayor Smiled

e Grail Fed Beef
DPW Steil Cat

I Tip

Bryan Hickory CreSt

Sainage S Weill of

lady's teastry12M. peg....S1.17)

Sausage &

Pork
Sausage

lb.

79c
$179
$199

Mr.,Turkey(Half Turkey Ham...lb. $1.39)

95% Fat Free Country Club(5 lb. can...59.99)

Whole Turkey Hams

Canned Hams

$129

I*L $
6
99

lb

can

Kwick Krisp

'CO

AZ8G3

Sliced Bacon
$109
2 oz.
pkg.

(1 LB. PKG.....LB. $1.39)
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15es55 _s es st,
Grade'A Kroger(10 lbs. & Up)

Fresh
Turkeys
Grade A Butterball(10 lbs. & Up)

Grade 'A Butterball(41/2 to 9/
1
2lb. Avg.)

Fresh Turkeys

Fresh Belts

09
lb.

Kroger Is

The

Place For

EATOOD
PATTY
PLATTE10-

TI-1r :ivoN4
Vc_N2 )Avg

Av•u•Ak• .n stems wth

ri()I.It-

Whenever people get
together
there the
right time for festive
seafood party platters
delicious chItled shrimp
with •savory cocktail
tasty imitation
sauce
crabmeat
scrumptious
seafood salads and
more, Sire your
KnNter Seafood Specialist
for our Onlire $1,10010n of
party favorites,

40/50 Count(5 lb. box ONLY!)

Shrimp In The Shell

$499
999

lb.
(LESSER AMOUNTS...LB.$5.99)

New Finland Large Cooked

$999

1

Cocktail 60-70 Li.
Shrimp . 1-1b. ba4
New Miami Cooked
Salad Size Shrimp 1::, 5599
Whole Pond Raised
$199
Fresh Catfish
$1.00 on-on any New England brand
60/70 Large Cooked Cocktail
or 35/45 Extra Large Cocktail
or 40/50 Catun Cooked Shrimp

New Wald Cooled Extra Lg.

Cocktail
Shrimp

3545 Ct.
1401.
bag

Nell Freeland Calve Stele reeked

Cocktail Shrimp

12 ei

$10FF
-1 Sag 5.3
I

•• 11114111•••
No. op./ eft*. Goof.,
Often. O.
•••••••• •
Nee oft.• O.*
•••• 0••• to• ••••••••
Po
0.91e.r.
•••••••• a.,kb••• S swebrove
••••••••”*.
raw woo
seobooNI abr. ...no Cenftoo•
fte• Oft ••••• Ow OW •••••• •••fttorl No** map."...
by Ow
'IN Ys e•••••••••• my. .• Too
Cevee•ftvy ok .0 Oft .10•43 F. boo
•
yfto•y
PO,.111.1••

Oder Not Good en Sailed Shrimp

Shrimp Cocktail
Serve e Sew
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73658 103806

"Ocean Fresh lb Net'''"

6 02
pkg.

Cooked Shrimp
Pelted I Ciewined

Cost Cutter Shrimp
Cost Cotter loose 18 or pee $1.fflpi

rxmare mime

4 in
ler

Breaded Shrimp

Serves 10-22 mope,

Serves 8-12 people

Large Cocktail
Shrimp Platter

Macilum Cocktail
Shrimp Matter

$1998
$3998
61-1PIMP ON THE GO 1 4, '
Large cocktail shrimp
cup(l0-t.) serves
2 to 3 people.

Medium cocktail shrimp
cup (I2-ct.) serves
I to 2 people

$598

$398

99C
$199

Iiiu4t

4;N\
t

'IA. Itonc,x.91 ,

lie. 0, C31u1
12 or
. .jar

Freshen Breaded

Butterfly Shrimp

1111.
aka

Freshers Orbital Style Breaded

$699 Fantail Shrimp
;181 $399 Shrimp In The Shell
111i.

• • •

-

14 or.
•Mo.

99c
5599
5599

14-42 Covet

$699

efs..9my

The Magic ofthe Holidays

Powdered or Ughtennvn

Domino

F.ME

99c

Nestle

AssOrted Varieties

Colden Crown Semi-Sweet
Morsels
Mixers
12 oz. pkg.
1 liter bti.

"
001111
er•-•-'I
fig

$100

in PiPtitaM'
"

$219

--W

•

-

-

ill il k

Mkt

1

--

for
-

1

4,4,,, y.

*155 pmeappkilice

fa t2lemos Mkt

$159

"csazu 99C

ik rsdadi Oraiges 2

44.
141,

Chunk,Crushed or Sliced

KrOger Jelled

Green Giant

III
•

•11.SOS SAW. do...11111.

11Sl1,11 I mokslis

I

01•01.

Zr

.
1
41:2

estle
••

•IF

CHIP COOKIES
HOUSE' CHOCOLATE*ow paket (2 ernev
1
ORIGINAL NESTir TOLL
IESTIL IOU MOM
%WNW
elPf
NA tos *poi* llow
lot op In.OW se
sook-oper thasials Ors*
ills
Wig
ono
wen
sooN
I warial
I um*wool
1 am dowel Ws
aside In a
'as— wow so
2 sw
and salt set
soda
baking
illseell
creamy Beat in
I.'OK
bowl. combine hour.
beat until
extract
small
a
vanilla
serni•sweet
In
375'1
and
sugar
Preheat oven to
TOLL HOUSE
ungreased
butter sugar brown
well Stir in NESTLE
large bowl combine
mixture mixrounded
measuring tablespoons onto
hour
tevel
add
Gradually
cookies
S
by
inch
Drop
2v7
nuts
dozen
Makes about 5
chcOate morsels and
Into
910 11 minutes
as directed Spread
COOkie sheets Bake
cnip cookie dough
Cool cut into thirtychocolate
minutes
Prepare
20-25
VARIATION
3751 tor
PAN COOKIE
baking pan Bake at
Divide in hall
Greased 15ro10vex1-tach
dough as directed
squares
shape
chocolate chip cookie
Inn 2-inch
Oct waxed paper
firm
Prepare
until
Or
VARIATION
hour.
'
minutes
1
Chili
REFRIGERATOR
30
paper
retngeratelor
separately in waxed
paper
ungreased cookte
wrap both halvesinto a 15-inch iog Roll up in waxed
slices Place on
each dough hall 3751 Cut each log into thirty 1.1-: inch
cookies
inch
Preheat oven to
minutes Make 5 dozen 21,t
up to 8 weeks
sheets Bake 8 toup10to one week in refrigerator or trozen
•May be stored

89c microwave Popcorn ..111/20°

Mier Napkins

itESUEOR
1

ofitti

5100

CDS

•

iORDt\

Satan! or bettor Raw Meters

Ins

55t

WON

WW1°

1. fa(Up,

..".:r...i..-

uyis
WWIIR

LeSueur
Pleas
can

LIGH

•

Cranberry I Del Monte
Pineapple
I
Sauce
15/
1
4OK.
140L

$200
;

Dairy Delights
Kraft Quarters

Pillsbury

Quarters

Kraft keg.or Light Philadelphia

Our Dairy Best

Parkay
Margarine

Crescent
Rolls

Country Club
Butter

Cream
Cheese

Kroger
Egg Nog

39C

sac.
Pkg.

lb. $169

kropot log & eiClolvos

2

sot
tilts

oz

Pkg

randssaltid
0' Lakes Butter

Whipping Cream
Sour Cream

994

79c
51" Pie"Crust

89c octuartn. 99c

$219

pkg
1

kmgsr

°Iv 994

Boded Custard
Kraft gild, Erin Slam bodies or Slarp

is oz
• 1141

Cracker Barrel Cheeses . .1°4 $199

$11

Frozen Treats
Non Dairy

AN Flavors Natural Flavor

Birds Eye
Cool Whip

Breyers
Ice Cream

Kroger 2Count

Pie
Shells

Gici/ Whip
4V-

$259

Cool WI

16 oz.
tub
MROGElt WNOtE STRA

. PSG. S1.59)
Mute Nab Frozoo

"WI MP Illsb

12 ot
PIO

Pie Shells
Assorted Varieties lo Choose Sauce

Birds Eye Vegetables

IfS...20

11

tit
PEI

994
99c

IlitpwipftleGPIrepe4la 143

46 oz

Parkerbouse Rolls

24 01
PIO

99
$2

89c

1012 oz.
cam

Orange Juice
OVUM,taillION, POP/apple

or

Lim

Kroger Sherbets

gol
boo

89C
$109

For Holiday Savings at Kroger...

PULL IVIE OUT!
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First Choice Holidays

ti ir- • IiiL N
-zere- --,.
I
..d1-, imairg
(t_u*fcg
A
_=
%
ta,

f
(
t)
tire

4It/
1
4V

Vac Pac

Kroger Pork And

4/,

(c_)

Coffee

PREMIUM

Beans

1-1b. can

16 oz. cans

$1199

3 5100
for

allX1
2rf
-

spotlight
Bean
Coffee

NatWest

Maraschino
Cherries

1-lb
bag

Set

Pont(
:Bemis
v-irgsf.s

brow Beams VIttli Molasses oa

Barbeque
Beans

2
%oh

Air
%irttrei

;'SV9a

Light Brown or Powdered

Kroger
sugar

Kroger Semi-Sweet

Sweet

Kroger

Kroger Chocolate Marshmallow Kroger Pie
Coconut Chips
Filling
Creme

99t
2.11199c 140z
pkg.
ag

pkg $19.

12 oz.

130z
79t
jar

89c

21 oz.
can

.0Q/a
(i()IA)
(REST
Gold Crest

Chocolate

Spice
Drops

Candy
canes

pkg.
9
16
C
m6

6ct 99c
pkg

Caii
tt
iMar'
k

Gloria
•
c

Assorted

100% Flied Mil

ChrMal

[

Baby
Ribbon

PAGE TW()PO

lac
9p::

i io

140Z.
Pkg. 5259

Party
pc Jellie
s
Christmas
Mint
. 89c
Candy pg 79c
Biacis

Old Foglia

Hershey's
Kisses

RiellifdSOK

Primrose

9 oz.
pkg.

11

•••** V VVV

AVAILABLE AT STORES
WITH DELI/BAKERIES

Fully Cooked - Reedy to Heat & Serve!

Holiday Turkey Dinner

95

INCWOES:
.10/12 lb. Fully Cooked Turkey
•3lbs. Cornbread Dressing
all for
•1 pt Giblet Gravy
only
•1 lb. Cranberry Sauce

10 TO 12 LEI
COOKED WEIGHT

__
Holiday Ham Dinner
Fully Cooked - Ready to Heat & Serve!

INCWOES:
•5 lb. Honey Ham
•3lbs. Sweet Potatoes
•3 lbs. Green Beans or Corn all for
only
•18 Dinner Rolls

$3495-

I
From our
Pastry Shoppe...

Order Your Completely Cooked

Fresh Baked

Old Fashion

Dinner
Rolls

Coconut
Cakes

dozen

each

99c

DELI HOT LINE—
Outside Tennessee
1-800-458-3354

Inside Tennessee
1-800-458-8646

Connoisseur's Choice
Mo;st pink Ham. Roast Beef,fSorned Beef. Turke
Breast plus American. Swiss and Muenster Cheese
with Chips or Salad Centerpiece.

10 Inch Homestyle

Made Fresh Each Morning!

Apple
Pies

Glazed
Donuts

each

only

$399

lb

Great With Olpl

am

Nacho Chips
All Beef

*HOLIDAY DESSERTS*
•

•

I it
•

each
only

$129

Hot 'n' Spicy
AVAILABLE 10 A M
TIL 7PM DAILY

lb 5399

Whole or Half(Lesser Amounts...lb. $4.69)

Virginia Baked Hams
399
Lean HOney or,

•
1
IP 1

each

Ha

$300

AVAILABLE 10 A M
T1L 7 P M DAILY

lb.
95% Lean Boiled Ham....113. 53_99

El inch Round Decorated
5
(4
1111
.01:

Wishbone Grade 'A' Fried Chicken

Bar-B-Q
$369 Ribs
$399

Summer Sausage

Dearth Seed

12 oz.
bags

L....2maII

2 Piece
Snack Pak

C
99
6
ftr

Cheese Balls

Christmas Holiday Cakes

Call your local Kroger Store or our

PARTY TRAYS!

ONION 1OLLS....6 FOR $1.49

Is
•

HOLIDAY DINNER OR
ASSORTED PARTY TRAYS

$999

Icid

Zkristmas Cupcakes 6fer $199

6

etN i.

•

elFaustard •

Hams

Cheese

ObtatO
Salad

pound

pound

3 lb. container

Money/401e

5599 $349 $299
FRENCH ONION DIP.. LB. 911,

PAGE
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Brighten your house this week with
brilliant savings on G.E.Light Bulbs at Kroger!

G.E.Bent Tip Bulbs
'Decorator Light Bulbs
•2 Ct.Packages

00

2
for

G.E.Soft White Bulbs&
•60 Watt Light Bulbs
•75 Watt Light Bulbs
•100 Watt Light Bulbs

1a

0
4

4 ct.
pkg.

REBATE

SAVIN
T120 VHS

600 High Speed

Polaroid Polaroid
Video Tapes Color Film
6-pack

3-pack

$23
"
LESS MFG
MAIL IN REBATE

$24
99

env

••• •11

1

LESS MFG
MAIL-IN REBATE

cFosTINAL
AFTER
REBATE

.1, jaw

$111699

FINAL
COST
AFTER
REBATE

19"

*REBATE ON BACK OF PACKAGE!

START youR COLLECTION TODAY.
.
.

FINE IMPORTED
PORCELAIN CHINA

usclaTc,,!"--katAMIPETIPIA9
PAGE FOUR PO
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(SEE STORE DISPLAY FOR DETAILS)

Catch Em Dry This Christmas

i•rs
with Huggies Diapers lor
•

All Convenience
Sizes

96 ct Med. or 66 ct Lg.
Jumbo Packs Your Choice $19.59

one stop Shopping
at its very best!
50 ct. Maxi, 24 ct.
Profile, 15 ct. Oyernite,
24 or 30 ct. Tampons

Kotex
ducts
Pro
you

2 ct.'C or 'Cr Cell or
1 ct.9 Volt
DURALI LI

Western Publishing Color
Activity Book or

Duracell
Batteries
your choice

Little Golden
Book
your choice

79c

$199

79
$2
Oeo so- 40 sq. it. Trod 1
or Sq. Ft. foil

4 ct

SATT41145 $2.42

Christmas
Paper
your choice

Rauch

Christmas
Paper

Sliver
icicles

191

$1496
„•_

25 CT. PSC,2 FOS 21.00

I Assorted Rennoc
I
I

Roaster
Pan
each

Plush
Stocklnys
prices start a
9
$15

NC
6 KY I 1S FT MAN $1 VI

••

Kodak
Film
your choice
9
7
2
$
Tana PACK DISC $4.411

•
Oslo 50" X 50 sq.ft.

Handl Foil

24 exp. 110 ntm or 135 mm

CU
•-

Cl

Cu
NO

1
I

ew
vir

DOUBLE PRINTS
OR
4"SUPER PRINTS
12 exp7-52.99
X 540 or,4 X 360
Scotch Magic 15 exp=53.99
24 expr--$5.99
your Ere
36 exp7--$7.99

2 $100

Your clone of 2 sets of PI911131 size units
oil set of 4 wow wilts from disc, 110,
126 or 135 me Moiler cola Old 41111
oaIit 41 process

ROW AFTER ROW OF FRESHNESS FROM THE...

Kroger Garden
tiaiiiiikeitsereinessiises
BAG OF 10
- S149

each
KS. Is. I "Gavin"(5 LB. BAG S1.29) (SIZED BAKERS LB, 4)

Idaho
Potatoes
Washington State Extra Fancy
138 Size COM or Red

California Ruby Red

Delicious Apples Seedless Grapes
each

15c

MAC OF 10
- $1.49)

lb

1$199

California Jumbo 56 Size

Ez-Peel 150 Size Florida

Navel Oranges

Tangerines

lo 5499

99c

P., $100

bag

Florida

California

Monterey Jumbo Fresh

Fresh, crisp Cucumbers Or Green

Juice Oranges

Green Broccoli

Mushrooms

Bell Peppers

bag

$299

large

99c

3 $1100
49
2
$

for
onlY

St. Clair

Crook Neck

Florida Ripe

Mild, Medium

Cole Slaw Mix

Yellow Squash

Avocados

Yellow Onions

16 oz
pkg

994

%OM
g t
itsWattes
stque
te

lb.

794

Pitted & Diced Dates
"
„Dal Masa & Phan
Shelled Walnuts
eas Crse SWIM

Pecan Halves

ft4.

$100

only

$239
• 5299

la

$399

bag

99C

KaiDor WNW Noe

Almond Meats

$299

Fril;ake Mix
IS.
i;da
l ni
a

e• $229
In $299
•

,
Mecia>leXT
Pepsin Pak

Fruit Baskets
Fatty Olsloap

Beauty Bowls
Deluxe

Fruit Baskets

Fmk ta

$1299

Christmas Centerpieces uck.1999
Oeurated

$1499
$1599

Norfolk Island Pines

Comma

Christmas Poinsettias

4 lab
Pol

$499

yet $6"li

INCI

AVAILABLE AT FLORAL SHOPPE STORES!

Favorite Christmas Store

America'sy
Regular Prices May Vary In Sane
Stores Due To loco! Competitor

111
WM 4=
W.
411P.

117
.".
W

'Co,po,ot,on
'Qe.' 0 ma,

Pce

•9
5a444f

1

8
TWIN

Sale Price Ea. Electric blanket. Single control
Blankot With Single Control . . . 27.73
32.23
Full-slz• Blank& With Dual Control
Qun-slzir Blanket With Dual Control . . . 37.48
53.98
King-slze Blanket With Dual Control

3

.88Save 21% Mtr may von,
Our 4.97.8-roll pkg. Christmas gift wrap in
variety of bright holiday designs perfect for
all your holiday gift wrapping. 100 sq ft

88
7

l'111111111t
ROBESON

YOUR CHOICE

Our 9.99 Ea. Appliances for your kitchen
•Percolator with 5- tol0-cup capacity
•Design House electric can opener
•Portable, lightweight 3-speed hand mixer
•
2-i,no. crumb tray

163

SHARP

Sale Price. Sharp color television features
automatic fine tuning and built-in color system With detachable VHF, UHF antennas
I 1MM 1

3

Save 21%
37

Our 4.27. Poinsettia plant loved for its festive color and beauty. Carefully cultivated
in 6" foil-wrapped pot. Perfect Christmas
gift idea to brighten any home or office for
the holiday season. In red, white or pink.

'74 MINOLTA
Sale Price. Minolta Freedom 100 camera kit
includes camera, mini photo album, information book, lens cleaner and camera bag
!Ninon() U S A limited wononty included wItt, all Aenolto products

ke411.1.••11.1

0
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K MART GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR 5,'10,'25, s50,100
SALE STARTS WED., DEC. 16; ENDS TUES., DEC. 22
1

1i

*20

TO $40

Our 24.97-49.97. Mon's in-stock
outerwear; many styles, colors
Infants'0-24Mos.
$5-520
Toddlers'2-4

Boys'Sims4-7
illoys'Stres 1-14

Jf.

arra odors nal cwalladie

S9-$24
*9-534
al Moms

'18

TO

Our 7.97-22.97. All in-stock fashion sweaters for
the family. Varied fabrics, styles and colors. Shop K
mart for high quality and great savings every day!
Infants'9-24 Mos. .. $5-$7 Jr. Boys',Boys'*... $8-$14
Tots'2-4
Girls'7-14
Misses'Sizes

*6

$7418
$5-$7 Men's Sizes
$10 *F0 bOYS Wes 8 18 if Boys Wei 4 7 NI
0
c040
II es
$9-$17 "Y`es and ""'"se `gl "

Our ai
4.97 KETCH
Men's ties; solid colors, prints
Our 5.97,Ties
Our6.97,Ties

4.97
5.97

Sweats by Tultex
Ea

Men's Or Misses'`
Quality fleece separates of machinewashable acrylic. Popular fashion colors
Toddler,' 2-4 Tops Or Bottoms, Ea., 3.50

2A (4 & 12131 PROG 6/6

Jr. Boys'Tops Or Bottoms Sizes 4-7 . . Ea.,$4
Boys'S-PA-L;Flt Sizes 8-18
Ea.,$5
Ea.,$8
Wornon's Tops Or Bottoms,1 X-3X
.Monsooro Peg TIM

'bp.S-Xt, bolioms S-M1

7.90
Our 5.97 Ea. Folding urn-

bt•Ilas of nylon. Choice of
solid colors or prints

5.57
Men's flannel shirts of cotton in varied plaids. Quality
Men's Stretch Jeans,13.88
X-ires for meas ~di leant available al
comparable swings

Save
27%
Our 10.90 Pr. Mon's joggers
in grey Of black Comfortable padded collar, tongue.

15.88
Our 19.97. Men's Expressions shirts with long
sleeves, fashion styles, colors

25% OFF

Our Reg.
9.97-11.97
Sleepwear of carefree polyester or nylon.
Teddies, baby-doll prs or sleep shirts in sizes
pa)amas in wornen's 42-48. 7.47-8.97

A. Our 16.97 Ea. Dreamy
nightshirts in choice of
styles SizesS-M-L .... $13
B. Our 1.97 Ea. Lace-trimmed bikinis of nylon In
misses' sizes 5-7 3 For 3.33
Wet rncn ,,ory

dole

1.90 pT
Viomen's cotton terry scuffs are machine-washable and
feature long-wearing, nonskid sole. Available in choice of
blue, rose or champagne. Perfect stocking-stuffer gift!
While guanines icsi

% OFF
Our Reg. 12.97
Vinyl clutch with calculator, checkbook and creditcard holder, pockets. 6.48

Our 9.97. Wind Song cologne in 2.9-fl-oz. bottle.
Perfect holiday gift ideal

Our 4.87. Brut 33'x gift set
with 3.5-fl.-oz. each: splashon lotion and cologne.
*Faberge Ault ond by, medallion ore trade
motto of Faberge Inc

his

$17
Our 21.97-24.97. Fashion jeans of carefree
cotton with classic 5-pocket styling. Some
stonewashed styles. In junior 3-15, misses' 6-18.

8,44

Devon/ Ltd Urge*
Morns avollable

Our 11.97-12.97. Maternity
tops of polyester/cotton.
Our9.97-10.97,Aints ... 7.44

/oOFF
27Our

14.97-21.97
Girls' acrylic fleece sets
with print tops, pull-on pants.
4-6X,7-14 .. .. 11.22-16.47

$7
Our 9.97. Boys'or girls'
ocilomvear sets. Infants'
12-24 mos., toddlers' 2-4
SM..,nov vc., by slore
3A(4-6 & 12-14) PROG 6/6

•AT&T PHONES
...IDEAL GIFTS
THIS HOLIDAY
SEASON!

19.88
Sale Nice.Telephone features
switchable tone/pulse dialing,
can be mounted on desk or wall.
29040 41 42434.44ó

39.88
Sale Price. Phone for the desk or
wall. Switchable tone/pulse signaling and last-number redial.
592 34,50/271233,59337,79

89.88
Sale Price. Cordless phone with
convenient desk or wall mount
Switchable tone/pulse signaling.
4400

•KEYBOARDS FOR HOURS OF FUN!
Nkomo. -

W.Price. Electronic keyboard include
32 mini keys, 8 preset tones, 8 rhythms 6note polyphonic, auto accompaniment
Pr km

'

59.88 i cirTile3Prirtce
_.eir 00 less Nitr 's
•
Mail-in Rebate
Net Cost
Atter Rebate
52.88 Your

DIS.doS .111pulainn

Whirlpool personal home spa fits your
home bathtub, creates white-water turbulence Enjoy the relaxing benefits of a
hot tub without joining a health spa! Per69.48*
sonal Whirlpool WW1Timiff
D4

4! t $7 11.4041-1n Reba*
Wore 11A1r

Sale Price. Casio electronic keyboard with melody memory, 10
automatic rhythms and 4 voices for unlimited musical entertainment. Choose blbck or ivory. A much appreciated gift for the aspiring musician in your family. Brings all the enjoyment of conventional
instruments without the size or expense Great savings at K mart!
PT 10
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Oarlocks% ore erl,
a

•SAVE ON
QUALITY
NAME BRAND
WATCHES!

96
Our 49.96 Ea. Men's or worn- °m—
en's watches, some with precision-accurate quartz movement or calendar. Timely gift
for someone on your list!
Wes mov von

•Jules Jurgesen
•Gruen
• Waltham
•Citizen
• Helbros

A PRACTICAL
GIFT!

• DELUXE SHAVERS MAKE GREAT GIFTS

7.83
Our 9.97. Fuzz
//way clothes
shaver. Save!
Bottenes ore ere°

REM I NGTON

17.9

USA
h

Sale Price. Men's electric shaver with triple action Great for all beards

ed piorsc

36.97

USA
h

Men's Micro Screen
shaver. Rechargeable
cordless shaver Savel

ONoreoco
.

24.97 PiA

18.97 GiA"

29.97

Sale Price. Men's electric cord shaver for
smooth gentle shaves

Sale Price. Lady Remington shaver with ultra
thin head, travel case

Women's rechargeable
shaver with convenient
travel case. Ideal gift!

Pionpico
.

Pioseico°

rdAtoteoco
.

•

19.97

52.97

24.97

59.97

36.97

Men's Noriplco electric
shaver features double
heads for a close shave

Men's rechargeable
Rotatract shaver with
handy pop out trimmer

Sate Price. Men's electric shaver with triple
head for a dose shave

Men's Rotatract electric
shaver. Rechargeable.
cord Of cordless feature

Electric Rotatract shaver for a clean, close
shave Another great gift
ideal

JEWEL
--"IECRETS
BARBIE

12"

Sale Price. Barbie. Elegant dress changes
to become a girl's
purse. Gem-like neckbce, 24-pg. storybook.
Whitney,Ken,Ea.,11.97
9 97
Skipper

AM&HO MUM

-114-

6.97

16.97 G

Sale Price. Jewitt Secrets fashion clothes.

Sale Price Ea. Rock Star
Poppies. Your choice

Sale Nice. Babys' First
Blocks. Ages 6-24 mos.

7.96$

6 (1-11 & 15-20) PROG 6/6

13.97

Sate Price Ea. Lady
Lovelytocks,friends
with Pixietail pals.

Sale Price. P1)(14,4011
Tto•house vantty witr
mirror, accessories

9.97$

6.97

Saki Price Ea. See'N
Say fun Ieqjj toys

Sal* Price. Silkyman•
horse for Lovelylocks

Sal* Price. Silkypup
dog with 3 Pixietails

Sale Price. Bathtub
tugboat, barge. 7 pc

Sal* Price. Chatterbox
telephone; ages 2-6 yrs

Sale Price. Childs' binoculars really work'

Sale Price. Beginners'
watch for ages 4-9 yrs

Sale Price Ea.
Matchbox miniatures
Choose from 36 cars

Sale Price Ea. Unassembeed. Children's 12"
bikes; training wheels

Sale Price Unassembled. 16""Alpha I" BMX
freestyle bike. Single speed with wide sport handlebars. coaster brake Pacing white with grecn trim

Fully Arsembled Ea 7 50100

Fully Assembled 730 Iron

1.97
Sale Price Ea. Hot
Wheels 20th anniversary
car collectors edition

7.97

1•4•11

w.p.m. ...d1
ftir.rv

•yew.. 14.0 •••• ••••• •••••
•• •••••••••• rmoor
•••••

69.97 22.
Sate Price..22-cal.
semiautomatic rifle*.
18-shot tubular mpg

46"rifle case helps
protect gun and scope
521Shotgun Case . 22.97
Sponlng Goods Dept

17.97

Salo Price Ea. Slumber
bogs in variety of novelty designs. Save!
While ouarMles kawl

47.97
Sale Price. Loglift
weight bench. Valuei
110-1b.Barbell Set . 21.97

6.97
Sale Price Ea. Sweat
shirts or pants. Adults'.
5.97
Boys'Or Girls'
Sold in rno Sporlinq GOOCIs Debts

RAyovn

RAY(

RAY 0 VAC
990

K rnI
nce

*Price S.

19.97

5.

24.97

2606(Oncost) 260$(spinning)
Soid in
Goods Dept

•5520 ••6300

t,I01 solc1 where pro/11(3110cl by law
most Sportng Goods Depts

Sale Price. Rod and
reel combo choice.

Batteries. 1,9-V. 2 C. D".
1.38*
4"AA"Size
1, I 50C Rerb0111 De/lolls
"

Price
Tackle box* with 2 trays
3-trayTackle Box** . . . 11.88

Sale Price. 760 air rifle.
Pkg.,2.57
2,500 BB's
Sold WI

Sale Price. Men's 11pc. golf set. Save'
I

5 At.ocis 3 P3rv

SPARKOMATIC
- .4.

KY

r
,,, •K mon
Sale Noe
's
less

$4V

is

•
Sale Price S.I. 4 rubber floor mats. Colors

Sale Price Pr. Speakers*.
Dock Mount**. . Pr.,59.97
•000trnoun• rs
•*TS 6930

23.97
Sale Price.6-amp battery charger. Save now'
6/12-volt Charger, 36.97

I.

1111,

Sots Nit Cost
WAXY*
Debate limited to mit I ittputoltor

Pt.$39 met

Sale Price Pr. Speakers
for trucks, vans, more

- 22.97
Sale Price.StdAruck
bench seal covers.

SK 490

Rubber Queen

001319^.1g,f43.

SPARKOM/ITIC

—$10

1..4

.1•AV•r roomy,

•
•••,• ••••

19

r:-

29.97

189.97

69.97

49.97

Sale Price. AM/FM stereo cassette for many
cars and light trucks

Electronically tuned
AM/FM cassette stereo.
18-station FM memory

Sale Price Ea. Truckstorage trunk in choice
of popular sizes, styles

SR 300

KS 1011

Sale Price. Truck bed
mats in variety of mostwanted colors, sizes
Tollgate Mats....Ea., 10.97

FA* style may vary

SCour Net Cost
RC660 Mir Rebate
11111pkilallOn
"soaks Wald.9

Quaker State motor
oil. Choice of 10W40
5W30 or 10W30
78(4-6) PROG 6/6

...4141111.

t-kmerica's Favorite Store
404,9/2 ce

FUN
OF
3
HOURS
AND
_PRIZES
r
MEI

•

MI MI IN IIIII

•MMMMM IIMIIIIIISOIIIIMIIMIIIi

ENTRY BLANK FOR PRIZE DRAWINGS

Name
• Address
City
II Phone
MMMMMMM
16 .1

•

State
MMMMMMMM

...I

"ciao entry taariii
No Purchaw IMpoopeary k eree. lel ovt
take lo you K mart store and clecOsit rt in the Wino b.:). on Dec
is 198 7 Orectal rubel are or the entry box \Awl where pronlioned
Sweepstakes open k U $ roodents *tic ow 18 swan 0.oldex lent
one 1 1 1 entry Per person

DOOR PRIZES

SLUE UOMI SPECIALS
During thiS 3-hr sole Mete will be 8 Bilie Light
Spec Pais One every 20 minutes Erilay the fun and
fake advantogie of the opportunity to save

!UN MVO liFIFISMAIENTS
Don ¶ mess tells ezcsrigtornity event full of special values
Come one come oil tO shop on this special evening
Eno' coffee and punch
tree'

Pour ;25 K mart gift cortincakis.
Drawing to b. Ni4d 20 min. beta('closing.

IN/10FIE-X
K r Price
2 pi.. 7.00 Scileciri
2

5.44

*2

Sale Price Pkg. 3 cans
assorted nuts in holiday
gift pack; 12-oz.* each.

Sale Price Box. 3 lbs.*
assorted chocolates for
holiday enjoyment, gifts.

Sale Price. Bath towel.*
12x12"Washcloth . . . 811C
16x25" Mond Towel, 1.38

•Net vet

next vrt

.4.77
Umit 3 pirgs

1
F
chocolate1-1b.* box of
COVered cherries.. 1.77
.M.may vv
,

arm.. Cheese fantasy: varied
cheeses,candy . .. 4.44

limit 3 boxes 1" .oyon

•24.42

-2.00 le"r
5.00 Ibur Not Cost

Rebate orniteo oo

Urnii 6

NNoPabate
epode,

Memorex T-120 blank
VHS videocassette with
2-, 4-or 6-hour recording.
250120707 42120

Lime 6 Pligi

14-oz.* bag toil-wrapped
chocolate candles, 2.17

14-oz.* bog Reese's peanut buttercups . . . . 2.17

12-oz.* box chocolate
candyhmtles
3 87

•Net wf

•Netwi

ni4ei at

Fruit Bowl with 8 jars jam,
cheeses,candy ... 7.97

Christina. Can with 10
jars of assorted jellies, 2.97

2.47

Save
500/0
Our 4.97 Pkg.4 rolls 36"
Christmas gift wrap; 100sq.-ft. paper Savings!
l,mitó pigs

Jelly-go-round, Jellies.
cheese,candy . . 4.77

Trivet gift sets with varied
cheesesandtrivet.. 2.47

Ice cream toppings. 3
jars; varied flavors .. 4.44

lam', ham,more . . 15.97

Snack-a-round board
with jellies, cheese, 4.44

13

Ul Pets include cheese,
crackers,candy ... 2.47
&I (4-6) PROG 6/6

Party Starter with ham,
cheese. more .... 11.44

Oval gift basket with jelly,
cheese,candy . . 3.33

SPRITE,TAR,
DIET COKE or

Coke

12 PACK -1201 CANS
$259

KRAFT
REGULAR or LIGHT

REGULAR or
BUTTER FLAVOR

Crisco
$179

3-LB
CAN

Miracle
Whip
. $11 29
32-0Z.
JAR

111‘e colon" at hour,

PHILAPELPHIA

gLEAM CHEESE

crerry

JELLID
Dream

Whip

whipped topping mix

s,.
Tam
Corn

SEMI-SWEET

Chocolate
Chips

Flakes
111 OL BOX

VI 09
riiKiEg7maks

Jell°
1 G.
Cheese Cake ... pk2°Z.

Coconut . .

14.0z.$1 29
BAGI

STOfl TOP

Stuffing

DREAM WHIP

Whipped
Topping

COUNTRY KITCHEN
S.6 OZ.
P1(0.

9
11 5
24-0Z.

Syrup......... BTL

Mix

FROZEN
FOODS
ow,
CEN1FAT '
PIE"
j1

Banquet
MINCE or PtNIPKIN

Bake & Serve Pie
Pumpkin Custard

2o oz. 99c
PKG.

OL
BOX

PET RITZ

Pie
Shells
2 CT.

79c

Pet-Ritz
MINUTE MAW
nris

Orange
Juice
12 OZ
CAN

(

MP%

If VN,

99c

.
99

Totino's
Pius:

TENIPTIN TASTING

130z.
PKG. $149

HUNTER or OLD MISSOURI

WHOLE

Pork Steak
WILLIAMS

Pork
Sausage
FIELD

Boneless

$1 39

CENTER CUT
LB

1 LB $1
ROLL

SLICED SLAB

$1

Bacon

Ham

79
19

939

LB

LIMIT 1 WITH $10.00
ADOMONAL PURCHASE

PIGGLY WIGGLY
GRADE A

Turkey Breast
$ 39

PIGGLY

PIGGLY WIGGLY
REGULAR or THICK

PIGGLY WIGGLY

Sliced
Bologna

Chopped
Ham

$1 09

Spic
Lund
Mei
$1
12 OZ.
PKG.

DOLE
GOLDEN RIPE

Bananas
TEXAS SWEET JUICY 10 SIZE

Pineapples
FLORIDA TREE SWEET ZIPPER SKIN
120 SIZE
same

Tangerines

eA
189°
9C
9

U.S. NO. 1 FANCY

OCEAN SPRAY

Sweet Potatoes

Cranberries
99c

2L... 89c
PVItili 4

PIGGLY WIGGLY

GRADE A
SELF BASTING

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

10-22 LS. AVG.

$1

Beef Stew Meat

Turkeys

89

LB

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Tm OR
49
LB. $2

CUBE STEAK

W/POP UP TIMER
SPLIT W/RIBS

.LB $129
19
Hot Dogs
C
p... 99

Fryer Breast. .
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

Rump Roast .. LB.
LB.

PIGGLY WIGGLY

PIGGLY WIGGLY

Chopped
Ham

Spiced
Luncheon
Meat

$19
12 0/
PKG

$1 29

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

PIGGLY WIGGLY
ASSORTED VARIETIES
SLICED

PIGGLY
WIGGLY

120L

Round
Steak

Wafer
Meats

$1 59

2
2.5 OZ.
PKGS.

Baking

79,

WASHINGTON STATE
EXTRA FANCY
LARGE

Red

Apples
FLORIDA TREE SWEET RED or WHITE 32 SIZE

Grapefruits
JUMBO 24 SIZE

Coconuts
FLORIDA
38 SIZE FRESH CRISP

2

EA

31$1
79°

U.S. NO. 1 MEDIUM SIZE

Yellow Onions

3 79c
LBS.

STALKS

PWIIIIK

us offimma
smoanosr CallISCIff

Pelmet
Butter

kiscl 79
Vess
Sodas

ASSORT

2-LITER
BOTTLE

OP

DESSERMATT
FREE
Buy
You
When
Duncan Hines Tiara
Dessert Mix

/WNW•

l

FLAVORS

19.1-27.1 OZ $349
PKG.

RAGU

Spaghetti
Sauce .
Wide Egg
Noodles..

$18$

32 OZ
• JAR

RONCO

Mazola
Corn Oil .

.. 79
•

12 OZ.

48 OZ_
flTL

••
Ubby's
Pumpkin

9c

•••••011.411M•0•••••
OM./ Milam

firCooking&
KannA&flkid4

PURE CANE

Il RAG thl

•

10X POWDERED

LIGHT

CONFECTIONERS

VEN BROWN

vCea.

COMM"
SWEET OE110011
Oil MEET MIPS

PLAIN Or
1IIELF MN°

Flour
EVAPORATED

MILK 'w
OCEAN SPRAY
JELLIEDsr RIME
MORT VIIINEET

129

usgrfiel rar

CAINIANON

2P1
43z.59
Must. 12CAN
V

1ZOZ
erated CAN

MO

•

04111 I EN

iio...rw7171- •
•11
in
ark

emommompulgr
,
(
4
.

OOP

NTEK

fr., .7j,s 410

Pcirk t
Beans
16.

17
Otl Montt
10 .0.11

91,:ith%

Vi

Mont,

Joiner!.

at: Mont,
1

4111111/1". gbh 'IN 111ft

ANTE
M MID
UTS

Cranberry
Sauce
15.oz 69e
CAN

011101110101tY
MOOorSLICED

Piessies
•41IL
.11111 69e

NORTHERN
ASSORTED COLORS

Bath
Tissue
4 ROLL PACR'

REYNOLDS WRAP GIANT HEAVY DUTY

Aluminum Foil

75 FT.
ROLL $

29

GLAD

Cling Wrap

200F1. $ 1 59
ROLL

SPRING FLOWER

KLEENEX

Sweetheart $159
Plates ..
Sweetheart
C

Facial
$1 49
Tissue
Dinner
Napkins .. v.coT

48 CT
IP II 9 INCH

SPRING FLOWER

ups

a

M_11,

111 MOS

Z
1:IST

O
25BOV

KLEENEX

89c

OPEN 8 A.M. NOW THROUGH CHRISTMAS CHECK LOCALLY FOR SUNDAY HOURS

WHITE SALE! SAVE ON ALL SHEETS, TOWELS, BED COORDINATES, MORE!
0 1007, J. C. Parley Co,Inc 111 WICMI 050

SAVE

0/ SOFT HOLIDAY BLOUSES
Blouses to fit almost every occasion for misses sizes 8-18
0/0Short
sleeve polyester camp style blouse. Reg $22 Sale 17.60
Worthington - polyester print blouse. Reg $26 Sale 19.99
Pleat-front polyester georgette blouse. Reg $25 Sale 19.99

ASK ABOUT THE JCPENNEY EXCHANGE POLICY.

SALE19

99

WORTHINGTON IN PROPORTIONED SIZES

Reg.$24429... The Worthington - woman
poised, polished, confident And
her clothes reflect her style Versatile separates in fabrics that adapt to any
season Now, yours at one holiday-perfect price' Proportioned sizes for women,
misses and petites

25% TO 30% OFF
All leather handbags in her favorite colors and styles
Worthington hobo, Reg $40 Sale 29.99
Cabin Creek • sport shoulderbag, Reg $35 Sale 23.99

25% OFF
All small leathers. Gifts to organize her busy life
Leather clutches, Reg. 14.99-16.99 Sale 11.24-12.74
Vinyl or nylon 5-in-1 clutch, Reg. $8 ea Sale $6
Sate prices on reguisity priced Items Wales in this al101ietellective through Saturday. Decteriber 111111 Loeser otherwise nosed Does not Include Swart eels,
erlyinelle priced Woes we be dewed Iau
Wook le depteled
Items ineennediste inerlettheleIreer Mew bees WEIlieillipadly Were mew lift One

SAVE

50

0/ SPORTY KNITS FOR JUNIORS
Hunt Club cotton jersey knit crop top, S-L. Reg $20 Sale $15
Pull-on cotton mini in solid colors S-L. Reg $14 Sale 10.50
Pinwheels " drawstring fleece sweatshirt, S-L, Reg $24 Sale $18
Fleece acrylic mini with banded bottom. S-L, Reg $18 Sale 13.50
Pinwheels- woven cotton crop top. S-L. Reg $22 Sale 16.50

Colorful stocking stutters add a little extra pizazz
Hunt Club 1' stretch cotton web belt. $8
Wide cuff cotton nylon anklets, $2 pr.

8.99
Every junior needs a pair of canvas oxford sneakers
to complete her wardrobe. Ours are the classic
lace-ups in traditional white or racy red

SALE

21 99

30% OFF BEAUTIFUL BLOUSES

•

Orig. $32. Tis the season for dressing up It starts with one
of our elegant holiday blouses Beautifully styled in two very
feminine choices lace-collar or embroidered tie Polyester
for peotes sizes 6-16 and misses sizes 8-18

SALE 21.99
a short sleeve
Orig. $32. Perfect for holiday evenings
popcorn knit pullover Classic crewneck styling in floral
and geometric patterns Acrylic knit for misses sizes S-L.

SALE 21.99
Orig. $32 ea. Pull one over
or twol At 300o off, you
can't afford not to! Treat yourself to the cable stitch crew
and the roll-neck jacquard. Acrylic knit for misses' sizes S-L.

2 /00FF

ER

CHES

Elega 1 1 is timelW. thisavings are just in time
Gift shopping for that certain someone is easy wth this
selection of watches for dress and everyday wear
Pulsar', Seiko' and others for men and ladies

19.95-24.95

Showtirne! Watch out for Mickey Mouse s appearance
Ladies white metal Mickey Mouse' watch. 24.95
Men's and ladies' black plastic Mickey Mouse' watch, 19.95

SALE 24.99

Reg. 29.95. Stylish extras that make every look a classic
From Edison, men's and ladies' analog quartz watches with
two-tone and pearlized dials, plus other styles.

SALE 49.99
Reg.$55. Unearthly savings on Edison moon phase
watches Swiss movements, elegant details, fine leather
straps, make these watches a superior value
oat repreteents savage on regular praxis Sale prices
Jewelry photos enlarged to shov• &Mall Ayallebee In most larger JCPertrwry stores Percentage
Sees seclude* JCPenney Smart Values
on better watches 14K gold levrelry and Ctliglired pearls effective through Saturday January 2nd

SAVE

0/0

1

FLEECE ROBES

\
filhOZhouse„,,Yi:
,PREor th
length robes in rlcfl colors
Dacron* polyester fleece wrap Ong $38 Sabo 24.99
Fortreig polyester poodle wrap Ong $38 Sale 24.99
Acetate polyester fleece zip-front Ong $30 Sale 19.99

25% OFF
Quintura' polyester knit waltz gown, S-L, Reg $13 Sale 9.75
Ballerina length cotton nightgown, S-L. Reg. $20 Sale $15
•Ouintura” polyester knit pajamas. S-L. Reg. $18 Sale 13.50

•,

Shop The JCPenney Christmas Catalog 500 pages of

-

gifts for everyone on your list
Delivery anywhere

fabulous
Last Minute Christmas Gifts Visit your nearest Catalog Department and see for yourself
Shop by phone

5
40%

/
0 OFF

GOLD

R LS

14K
P
earnL
ngs, necklaces, all sparkling with cEulturedPpearls,
precious stones and 14K gold! All at prices to celebrate!
Dose not Include the, letreirv where caurnonde comminute the lamest value.

$5-$16

a

Rose Collection heart sachet, $5
Rose Collection porcelains. $5
Large zip bag, $8
Pull apart bag, $16

k
NI.

Ilk 4
..- .
.
a
:

ir

•PeN
N

A
...
tik

0

1
.
11
"

"
, .
•-*"
.
11.h.
II
.01 •

9.95
A timely gift... all set for holiday fun. Wake
up to a bold new face. Contemporary styled alarm
clocks in round or square, at one terrific price!

2%

SAVE

.• a...

•^".4.:f.eve

99 AND 19.99

tors get Into the merriment with tun-to-wear fashions
it Club solid crewneck cotton knit top, 9.99
it Club 5-pocket cotton denim mini skirt, 19.99

D/o OFF
1.35 Reg. 1.69. Sheer Toes • pantihose in assorted colors
tra • nylon cotton panel For proportioned sizes S.A.L.
r Toes queen size. Reg 1 89 Sale 1.51

0_, SEPARATES
SEPngup
% J,..l)ionNIOR.,,,,FLEECE

wth junior style
Hunt Club* poryicotton pnnt sweatshirt, Ong $24 Sale 16.99
Double collar cotton,acrylic sweatshirt, Ong $22 Sole 16.99
Polyester/cotton fleece mini skin Ong $15 Sale 10.99

04

I

0/0 OFF KNIT TOPS FOR BOYS

25

Rough and tough tops from Grubbies
Poly cotton for big boys sizes S-L
Striped crew neck top. Reg $15 Sale 11.25
Striped placket front top. Reg $17 Sale 12.75

wiro,
•

25% OFF
Big boys' short sleeve polo top, Reg. $13 Sale 9.75
Big boys pull-on fleece jog pants, Reg. $8 Sale $6
Big boys' screen pant top, Reg. 11.99 Sale $8

25% OFF
Savings and style: it all comes together. These
vest, shirt, and pants sets add up to great value
Little boys'3-pc. set, Reg. $20 Sale $15

25% OFF
Good things come in small packages. Wrap your
toddler up in a suit for all his holiday visits
I Toddies'Eton suit, Reg $29 8.1.21.75

25% OFF
Sale 14.25 Reg. $19. Grubbies elastic
back pants in durable poly/cotton twill.
Big boys' sizes

13

SALE2

9JCPENNEY TOWEL'

25% OFF
Sala 7.50 Reg $10 A shower
curtain with soothing shell
foreground. Four colors

•Rog. $8. The JCPenney Towel" has
all-cotton loops for super drying power.
Hand towel, Reg 550 Sale 3.99
Washcloth Reg 2 75 Sale 1.99

BATH
SIZE

25% OFF
All our bathroom helpers.
Space-saving toothbrush
holders, lotion dispensers,
soap dishes and tumblers
Coordinated sets in solid
Colors and fresh new designs
Percentage of represents
savings on regular prices.

25% OFF
ilsie $15 Rog.$20. WW1,*
gone Cluacluers1 This
country-look shower curtain
makes clean-up time tun time

SALE 4.99 bath

SALE 3.99 bath

Reg. 6.99. Fantasy all-cotton towels

Reg. 4.99. Ebb Tide shell motif towels
•-

SAVE 30%
Cord pillow, Reg $6 Sale 4.20
nth min ctsrlcs riA I trviad

SAVE 30%
Sale 12.59 Reg 17 99 For
enmfriet aryl rlichv eannneva

2 %0FF 1St1St

Ey.W

cotton blend crew neck, R
F
eg$10
O
Sale
El 7.50
John's My' cotton acrylic crew neck, Reg $15 Sale 11.25
1St.John's bay cotton poly fleece henley. Reg $16 Sale $12
II Cotton polyester elastic waist fleece pants, Reg $10 Sale 7.50

SALE 24.99
•Reg.$28. The latest look in denim! Platn Pockets• whitewashed cotton jeans in blue, grey or black. Men's sizes.
Plain Pockets' stonewashed jeans. Reg $24 Sale 16.99
Mein Pookear• Owes on rile through flseanlay,

NOW 29.99
I Looking good! Levi's• whitewashed cotton jeans in
hue, grey or black for men's sizes Wrap up a pair, or two'
V Levi's" stonewashed cotton denim jeans, Now 21.99

3

15

SALE
TWIN
SHEET

2/$

SHEETS IN SOLIDS & PRINTS
Flat or fitted poly/cotton percale
sheets in solids and prints
Twin Reg 499 Salo 4.50
Full, Reg 8 99 Sale 7.99
Queen Reg 12 99 Sale 11.69
2 std cases, Reg 699 Sale 5.99

Reversible solid coior comforters
plumped with polyester fill
Twin Reg $50 Sale 29.99
Full Reg $60 Sale 39.99
Queen Reg $75 Salo 52.99

25% OFF
Colorful Jubilee accent rugs. Plush pole, skidresistant backing
21x36", Reg $11 Sale 8.25 26x44, Reg 16 99 Sale 12.74

_

SALE 12.99 twin
R•g. $19. Twin sheet set includes fiat and fitted
sheets, pillowcase(s)
Full set, Reg $29 Sale 19.99 Queen set, Reg $39 Sale 29.99

50%
SAVE 20% TOFrom
soft to firm, all at 20°0- 50°.

•Pillows, pillows, pillows!
on the regular price In standard queen or king size, we ve got
the ptliow tor you in one of three densities

SALE 6.99

twin
IReg.$10. Taylored Choice sheets
Full, flat or fitted, Reg. $15 Sale 9.99
Queen,itet of fitted. Reg.$20 Sale 15.99

SHEETS, BEDSPREAD,PILLOWS,'COMFORTERS

SALE 34.99t
I Reg. $45. Taylored Choice bedspreads.
Full quilted spread, Reg. $55 Sale 41.99
Queen quilted spread..Reg.$65Sale 49.99
_
Sale prices effective through Saturday, January 23rd.;
11

12 99.

SALE

SHIRTS
FAMOUS NAME DRESS
complete without a traditonai

Reg. $15419. His holiday wardrobe's not
dress shirt from Stafford' and Gentry' Choice of solid fashion colors or
fancy patterns Polyester cotton and cotton polyester for men's sizes
25% off ell men's ties. Stafford* silk tie, Reg. $15 Sale 11.25

SALE 9.37Reg.12.50.

SALE'9 Reg.$12. Valet

Handy case attaches to car visor,

keeps his things neat

SALE 7.50 Reg. $10.3-in-11

SALE 9.75 Reg.$13. Ba

Lint/clothes brush, shoe horn,

set: opener, cork screw, more.

SALE 8.25 Reg.$11.

SALE 13.12 Reg. 17.50.

Stafford* elastic suspenders.

Towncratt* leather pass case.

25% OFF ALL THESE GIFTS FOF
16

OFF GIRLS' FUN FASHIONS

Sale 6.75 to $12. Reg $9 to $16 Send the girls
back from holiday break as the best dressed in
the class with crop tops, skirts and capri pants
from California Cargo g Big girls sizes

25% OFF
All girls drosses are on sale. From romantic fnlls to
flirty new minis you'll find the styles she wants at 25% off
kvinekomp.s11111p011•111111 erelimps aro repast pilaw

25% OFF
You're set for fun in the bright colors of fleece.
Bsig girls fleece set, Reg $17 Sale 12.75
Little girls fleece log s-1, Reg 10 99 Sale 6.24

25%4O% OFF
All girls' sweaters on sale. Try these savings for size'
Johnny collar sweater, Ong $15 Sale 8.99
Striped crop sweater, Special Buy 7.99

12
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SAVE

PAJAMAS

10R0BES
LurLrobe. Reg 19 99 Sale 14.99
/0 Towncraft acetate polyesterr velo
Towncraft ° solid or print coat-front pajamas, Reg $14 Sale .50
Lee Wnght'solid or striped bikinis. 3-pk , Reg. 9 50 Sale 7.60
Royal Comfort solid color cotton briefs. Reg 4.50 ea Sale 3.60
Royal Comfort ° cotton knit tee shirts, Reg $6 ea. Sale 4.80
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SALE 9.37 Re9.12.so.

SALE 8.25 Reg.$11.

24-hook wood tie/belt rack.

Novelty wood tie rack holds lots

SALE'6 Reg. $8. Novelty

SALE 8.25 Reg.$11.

hanging wood belt rack.

Massager helps you relax

SALE 11.25

Reg.$15.
3-told cowhide leather wallet.

SALE 10.13 Reg. 13.50. Save
25% on all men's leather belts

ALL THE GUYS ON YOUR LIST
thWornos and mini gifts on sobs through Thursday, Docombor 24th

17
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SPECIAL
BUY

ADIDAS

HIGH TOPS

'high-RIVALRY
Adidas• Rrvalry
court s
s with soft ful grain leather
uppers, EVA midsole for superior cushioning, rubber outsole Adidas'
Ankle Harkness System provides better ankle support and protection
Built for performance on the court and good looks off the court Men s sizes

SALE 32.99
I Reebok Newport Classic. Reg. 39.99. Tennis shoes
for men and women Soft garment leather upper;
rubber outsole. Di-Tex 107 midsole and terry lining.

SPECIAL BUY 29.99
Adidas - Continental. Men s court shoe of nappa
leather reinforced with nylon EVA wedge sole and
padded tongue and sock liner for cushioned comfort.

14
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A."AND PAR

FOUR
Par Four' woyL
en cotton
S19"
'polyester oxford stun
Sale 13.99
.
Par Four' cotton polyester sailcloth slacks, Reg $26 Sale 19.99
I Hunt Club" cotton interlock knit shirt, Reg $19 Sale 13.99
•Hunt Club cotton twill pants, Reg $25 Sale 17.99

SALE 19.99
I Reg. $26. Top of his holiday with colorful rugby shirts
from St John's Bay'. Accented with sheeting and
chambray. Polyestertotton for men's sizes S-XL.

25% OFF
II All men's heavyweight plaids. For example: Sale 13.50
Reg. $18 St John's Bay' yarn dyed cotton flannel shirts,
with big chest pockets, extra long tail. S-XL

18

cy0°Fp KNIT TOPS FOR BOYS

25

I

Rough and tough tops from Grubbies
Poly cotton for big boys sizes S-L
Stnped crew neck top Reg $15 Sale 11.25
Striped placket front top, Reg $17 Salo 12.75

25% OFF
Big boys short sleeve polo top, Reg $13 Sale 9.75
Big boys' pull-on fleece log pants, Reg. $8 Sale $6
Big boys screen print top, Reg. 11.99 Sale $8

25% OFF
Savings and style: it all comes together. These
vest, shirt, and pants sets add up to great value
Little boys'3-pc. set, Reg. $20 Sale $15
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25% OFF
Good things come in small packages. Wrap your
toddler up in a suit for all his holiday visits
III Toddlers Eton suit, Reg $29 Sale 21.75

Sale 14.25 Reg. $19. Grubbies elastic
back pants in durable poly cotton twill
Big boys sizes

I

SPECIAL
BUY

13.99

SWEATER UPDATE: COLOR!
The more the merrier. Our sweater special is so terrific, you're
sure to choose more than one for each of the men on your list.
Lots of styles including shaker, cable or fisherman knit in the
most colorful shades of the season. All in carefree acrylic knit.
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SAVE 25%
Young men's shirts and slacks from his favorite names
City Streets* poly/cotton oxford, Reg $18 Sale 12.99
City Streets* gabardine slacks. Reg 19 99 Sale 14.99
Bugle Boy* poly/cotton canvas slacks, Rog $30 Sale 21.99
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blend
•St Johns Bay' cotton,acrylic crew neck, Reg $15 Sale 11.25
•St Johns Bay• cottorvpoly fleece henley, Reg $16 Sale $12
•Cotton polyester elastic waist fleece pants, Rao $10 Sale 7.50

SALE 24.99
•Neg. 628. The latest look in denim! Plain Pockets whitewashed cotton jeans in blue, grey a black Men's sizes
Plain Pockets' stonewashed teens, Reg $24 Sale 16.99
Plain PeoliON Jame ow Sift eineugle Sallwilloy. Jura OK

NOW 29.99
•Looking good! Levi's• whitewashed cotton leans in
blue grey or black for men s sizes Wrap up a pair, or two'

•Levi's• stonewashed cotton denim leans. Now 21.99
6.5
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